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SHOP EMPLOYES
An

Agreement Has Been
Reached Independently of
the Union and New Organizations Formed,
CE

OUTBREAKS-MENA-

SETTLEMENT PLAN

Strikers Returning to Work
on the C, M, & St, ?,
Railroad Demand DismisMen,
sal of
Non-Uni-

on

Chicago, Sept- 17 (by the Associated press). With the shopmen's
peace plan threatened by outbreaks
ilue apparently to misunderstandings and with the New York Central announcing: the failure of Ha
efforts to reach an agreement with
1ho strikers, roads not participating in tho Baltimore negotiations
report a vapid return to normal operation of their shops tonight.
Of the larger lines mentioned in
connection with the memorandum
of agreement adopted bv the shop
crafts' general policy committee of
ninety here Tuesday with tho object of ending tho country-wi'l- o
strike through separate agreement
with individual roads, the Rock island and the New York Ontral had
definitely announced the failure of
efforts to reach a final agreement,
and conferences of the Southern
with union leaders had been no
more successful as the strike entered on its twelfth week.
In tho case of the New York
Ontral, a statement was issued by
tho road expressing willingness to
fulfill the memorandum of agreement reached at Baltimore but It
was asserted representatives of the
shop crafts "attempted to inject
questions not mentioned in the text
and clearly outside the agreement,
insisting that these matters be included."
The same misunderstanding resulted in disturbances yesterday
when strikers began to return to
work hero in the shops of the
Northwestern and the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul. In some
rases the men were reported to
n
have demanded that
workers he dismissed and in others
that their striking foremen he reinstated. Today officials of the
Northwestern announced that they
expected 12,000 of the strikers to
return to work tomorrow morning.
More than 15.000 men vfirc expected back on the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul.
llocriiltliig l ull Ftwos
At the same time railway executives who have refused to accept
tlie Baltimore plan, reiterated that
they are recruiting full shop forces
and that the settlement talk had
resulted In large numbers of men
returning to work independentlylead-of
any action taken by the union
lenient
ers. Many of the non-seroads wor" said to have forces ranging from 75 to 100 per cent normal.
These have formed new organizations to supplant the striking shop
crafts. Among tho roads which
have announced agreements with
their shopmen independently of the
union, are the Santa Fe, tho Burlington, the Illinois Central and tho
Chicago and Alton. W. G. Bird, one
of the two receivers for the Alton
Issued a statement formally announcing terms under which striking employes had been Invited 1o
return to work. It expressly stipulated that they shall return as "new
employes."
Jewell to Xpw York
Mr. Jewell departed early tonight
for New York where he said ho
would enter into conferences with
the New York Central officials
of
Tuesday In the expectation
reaching a speedy agreement under
the terms of the Baltimore plan.
According to the union leaders,
the men on the following roads will
return to work tomorrow:
The Chicago and Northwestern,
the Chicago, Milwaukee and St.
Paul, the Baltimore and Ohio, the
Seaboard Air Line and the Green
Bay and Western.
non-unio-

tt

MRS. HARDING IS TO
STAY AT WHITE HOUSE
WHILE RECUPERATING

DM FIRE

S

CONTRACT WITH

Jack Tars Save
450 Smyrna Orphans;
the "Eye of Asia" a Vast,

American

FORKCAST.
Denver, Sept. 17. New Mexico:
Unsettled Monday, showers north
nnd oast portions; cooler northeast
and extreme southeast portions;
Tuesday fair.
Arleona: Fair Monday and Tuesday, except somewhat unsettled
east portion Monday; not much
change in temperature.
LOCAL REPORT.
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday,
recorded by the university:

84

Highest temperature
Lowest
Range
Mean

Humidity at 6 a. m
Humidity at 6 p. m.
Precipitation

i

52
82

68
59

23

Trace

17
Wind velocity
Southwest
Direction of wind
...
Character ef day
.Partly cloudy

!

Sepulchre

New York, Sept. 17. Jimmy
Wilile of England, world's flyweight
has accepted
boxing champion
terms for a title contest in this
country with Pancho Villa, Filipino
sensation, who captured tho Amer
ican flyweight title last Thursday
night by scoring a technical knockout over Johnny Buff, the former
title holder. This announcement
was made tonight by Dave Driscoli,
matchmaker for tho
company, which operate
Ebbetts Field. Villa already has
agreed to terms.
Ebbctts-Mc-Keev-

FRANC E OPPOSES

USING FORCE IN
NEAR EAS T ROW

Jugo-Slav-

ia

Six

1

l?

,ivmg,
ARS

IS

INEVITABLE

En
Consumption
couraging: August tak
ings "by Domestic Mills
Amounted to 527 Bales,
don

-

U

Georges

t leincnccnu

Georges Clcmeneeau, war premier of France, is preparing to
tour the United States explaining
tlio perils of the world crisis. He
plans to declare frankly his opinions as to the rights and duties of
g
each nation, probably in a
tour through tlio United
States.
speech-makin-

PULLMAN TRAIN
RUNS ALMOST TO
CIRCLE

ARCTIi;

Modern Methods of Transportation Have Taken
the Place of "Mushing"
With Alaska Dog Teams.
By the AuMirlnled

rrr.

Anchorage, Alaska, Sept. 17.
Almost to the Arctic circle, a
Fullman train the farthest north Pullman In tho world
is being operated over the Unitrailroad
ed States government
from Seward and Anchorage, on
the coast, to Fairbanks and
in the interior.
of
Pullmans
(he
Operation
brings the old Alaska of the gold
in
direct touch
stampede days
with a new Alaska in which modof transportation
ern
methods
take the place of the old form of
"mushing" over snow trails with
dog teams or poling boats on wild
rivers.
Sourdoughs havo taken kindly
to the Pullmuns and even the
native Indian will givo up- - the
equivalent of a prime beaver for
a chance to climb into a berth.
When this happens, however, the
negro porter is beset with un
easiness for an Indian in close
proximity often is an experience
the average white man does not
desire to repeat.
who
Some of the
have not seen sleeping cars for
anto
find
it hard
twenty years
swer the formalities of Pullman
travel.
For instance some griz
zled niusher steps aboard at a
way station with his Dutch socks
and boots soaking wet. For years
It has been his custom at the
roadhouses to hang his socks on
the stove over night. To satisfy
his patrons, the porter lias a lit
tle wire hung over a heater in
the day coach, where he dries out
the pedal adornment of tho passengers.
On the trail is a buffet diner,
presided over by tho veteran J.
Casey McDonald, who has packed
his blankets from t lie Itio Grande
to the Yukon. At eating time
the row of stools is always filled
and before each place a menu announces the following dishes and
prices:
50
cents;
Cantaloupe.
apple
sauce, 25 cents; stewed prunes,
25 cents; grape fruit, 35 cents;
eggs, boiled, shirred or fried, 75
cents; bacon and eggs, $1.00;
corned beef hash with poached
egg, $1.00; breakfast bacon, $1.00;
toast, 20 cents; coffee. 15 cents;
a,

finds, however,

that the train prices are only 25
per cent higher than in the average Alaska restaurant, he realizes
that they are reasonable.

EXPECT BREAD TO BE
MORE PLENTIFUL AND
CHEAPER

IN

RUSSIA

fly the ANMclatvd Prong.

17. Cheaper
Moscow,
Sept.
bread and plenty of it is expected
throughout Kussia next winter,
judging from government reports
which indicate a splendid harvest
in many districts.
The latest fig
ures announced by the state st
tistical bureau h'dicato a surplus
this fall of more than half a million poods of bread stuffs. (A pood
equals thirty-si- x
pounds.)
The new harvest the bureau
says, promises 2,853,000 poods, of
which 4 75,000 poods will bo reserved for sowing purposes
for
next season.
Last year's
crops
1,566,000
yielded but
poods of
grain. Russia's annual require
ments are about 1.800,000 poods.
The government bureaus claim
Russia will be able to feed herself
next winter, so far as flour in con
cerned, but says the probably will
nave to import some fats, meats
and other winter requirements.

PLAIN

market.

York. Sept. 17. Bricks,
knives, clubs and fists
w
the weapons that sent six
and a score
vi 'iins to hospitals
of ethers less seriously injured to
plebeians for treatment early toil, i.v as the result of a race riot
that
between whites and blacks
gp w out of the invasion by
nf a. neighborhood tenanted
by white families. Police reserves
quelled the battle.
Three of the six seriously
are under arrest and under
They
poi.ee guard in hospitals.
are white men, all charged with
g
felonious assault.
They are
razor
from
cuts, stab
neA
wounds and broken heads.
gro and two negresses also are In
hospitals but have not been arrested.
in West
The battle occurred
street, in the upper
west side, where the police say
for
(rouble has been brewing
some months following invasion
nf
the
the neighborhood
by
blarks.
Early today a party of
white men is alleged to have invaded a hall where a celebration
nf negroes was in progress. They
were ejected and badly beaten,
the police say, and later they
dragged two negresses and their
male escort from a taxlcab and
set upon them.
This is said to have precipitated
a
whites and
battle,
general
blacks flocking to the meleo from
all directions.
Razors, knives nnd
clubs augmented fists, while adherents of both factions stood on
nearby roofs and hurled into the
swirling mass bricks torn from
calls
Riot
brought
chimneys.
several squadrons of police, who
rushed the two factions into an
enforced peace.
K.vtra police tonight are patrolling the neighborhood to prevent a resumption of hostilities.
h

BURNETT HARW00D OF
TAOS DIESSUDDENLY
Special to Th Journal.

Taos. X. M., Sept. 17. Burrett
Harwood of Taos, died Tuesday. Ho
had been ill a short time of a complication of pneumonia nnd pleurisy, but was considered out of danger and the morning of his death
was so much improved as to be
about the house.
Wednesday morning the body lay
hail
in state in the flower-decke- d
of the Harwood residence and was
viewed
after
by many friends,
which It was taken to Denver for
cremation. Besides Mrs. Harwood,
d
Dr. and Mrs. Martin and Tjoon
accompanied the body. The
deceased was about Bixty-fiv- e
years
of age.
Mr. and Mrs. Harwood came to
Taos five years ago from Paris,
where they both studied art and
lived for several years. They bought
what was tho old Captain Simpson
place in the south part of town.
This they converted into one of the
most attractive places in the state,
a
pueblo style house of
perhaps twenty rooms, Mr. Harwood doing most of the handiwork
about the place himself.
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NEXT

two-stor- y

PLANS LONGEST LEG OF

CONGRESS

Enactment of the Tariff Bill
and Disposition of the
Soldiers' Bonus Bill Are
Main Features.

GOAST-TOGOA-

KleiitlK rlos

Vcnlzclos.

Eleutlierios
Venizelos, former
strong man of Greece, may ride
back Into power on the waves of
King Constantino's defeat In Asia
Minor by Turkish Nationalists under Mustapha Kemal Pasha.

RESCU E WORKERS
TOWARD

C

ENTOMBED

MEN

Every Indoor Accommodation at Jackson Is Filled;
Outdoor Sleeping Opportunities Are Scarce.
Jackson.
Calif.. Sept. 17 (by
the Associated Prow.)
n official prediction that tlio rescue
workers would break through from
tlio Kennedy to the Argonaut mtno,
wlicro 47 miners linve been
for llirco wtvks, licforc 1
o'clock tomorrow
morning, was
niado by government,
stnlc unci
mining company officials tonight.
It Is possible, officials stated,
that instead of blasting the last
five feet of the Argonaut,
this
amount of rock will bo dug
through with ' picks to prevent
damage to timbering in the 4.200
foot Argonaut level, which might
cause a cave-iand result in a long
delay.
W. E. Downs, underground enfor
gineer and official surveyor
the Kennedy mine, is working underground with the crews. After
every few rounds have been blasted lie surveys the lino on which
the men are working In order that
this new bore through virgin rock,
which runs upward on an angle of
45 degrees, 20 minutes, will connect exactly with tlio narrow Argonaut working.
For tho first time In Jackson's
rigid
history, in all probability,
traffic rules were put into effect
today and the wide main street of
the town bordered Willi buildings
dating back to the gold rush of
'49, was decorated with white lines
to direct motorists where to drive.
Every indoor accommodation In
Jackson is filled and outdoor sleeping opportunities as well are highly prized.
Jackson was swamped last night
and today by hundreds of telegrams and long distance calls, asking if there was any truth in the
report that some 37 men had been
rescued alive from the burning
n

Oas-par-

New Capital Issues.
After several weeks of slight
declines, the reserve ratio of the.
federal reserve system has come
to a standstill. It has not. however, as yet showed the usual recovery from Labor Day demands,
possibly on account of the proximity of tho tax date. New capital issues are increasing after a
period of summer inactivitv and
this movement is expected to continue.
It is thought that the
next week or two should show
whether tho money market has
reached a turning point.

ST

TRIP COMPLETED

mine.
This news,

the majority

of

N'ew York, Sept. 17.
Representative Oscar E. Keller of Minnesota,
who introduced In enncress a resolution seeking to institute impeachment proceedings against Attorney
General Dnugherty, announced tonight that he had requested Samuel M. t'ntermyer to act as counsel in pushing the impeachment
proceedings.
Accompanying Representative Keller from Washington was I'.asil M. Manley. director
of the people's legislative service,
is
of which Senator La Follctte
chairman. They arrived here last
nis.'ht and spent the entire mornin
ing and part of the afternoon
conference with Mr. Untermyer at
his country homo.
Mr. rmerinyer, after his two
visitors had departed, said he was
sending his decision as to whether
or not he would accept the Invlta
tion in a telegram to Representa
live Keller at Washington.
The
text of the telegram would have to
be made public in Washington .Mr.
I'titerniyer said.
Representative Keller, In referring to today's conference, said lie
and Mr. Manley had urged Mr.
I'nterniyer to undertake tile task
because the proceedings
contem
plated are Intended to go a great
deal further than the charges made
by organized Labor growing out of
the restraining order which Mr.
Daugherly secured In Chicago. The
two visitors to Mr. T'ntermyer call
ed his attention, they said, to mat
tors growing out of Mr. Daugh- ertys handling of cases turned over
to the department of justice by Mr.
Untermyer in Lis position as coun
sel for the f.nekwood legislative
winch
committee,
investigated
housing.
Other counts. Mr, Keller said,
charged Mr. Dougherty with using
discrimination in favor of big business In the enforcement of federal
laws.

REWARD OFFERED FOR
ARREST OF PERSON
THAT JNJURED WITT
Chicago, Sept. 17. P.. n. (Bant
Johnson, president of the American
League, today offered a reward of
$1,000 for the arrest of the person
that injured Lawson (Wliiteyl Witt,
New York American League outfielder, by throwing a pop bottle at
the player in yesterday's game with
the Browns.
The rewanl offered bv Mr. John
son is to be paid hy himself personally and is to lie added to the
f.ino reward offered by the Browns
and the St. Louis Rooter's club.
102 AT LOS ANGELES
Los Angeles, Sept. 17. Heat
records for the season were broken today when
Los Angeles
sweltered under a temperature of
102 degrees, said to be the. highest experienced in this city since
a memorable
day in the "SO's
when the mercury leaped to 109.
Nearby benches and mountain resorts were crowded with perspiring fugitives from the heal.

R

CO E SARLES

BURNS TO DEATH
AT KANSAS CITY

the

Automobile Racer Loses His
inquirers stated, had been broad-eaby radio and some persons asLife When His Car Turns
that such a report had been
Army
Blimp Lands at serted
posted in theaters in Sacramento.
Over;
Speed Classic Won
Brooks Field, San An- Others telegraphing from Pan Die-27
that
by Tommy Milton.
said it was reported
tonio: Covers 850 Miles go
men had been taken out alive
at the
Speedway. Kansas City. Mo., Sept.
in 16 Hours, 20 Minutes. through a short cut made
17. Tommy Milton, winner of the
last minute.
automobile classic at InSan Antonio, Tex., Sept. 17.
dianapolis in 1921, won the first
POWDFK C. S niXAYS
WUI1K OF JtESCl KI1S race on Kansas City's new board
Completing the longest leg of Its
track here this afternoon. He drove
transcontinental flight and successat an avCalif.. Sept. 17. Hopes tho classic In 2 4 7 5
fully combatting the
roughest forJackson,
into the Argonaut erage speed of about 10S miles an
breaking
weather encountered since leaving) mine today to discover whether hour throughout the race.
One driver was burned to death,
miners
Langley Field September 14. the
imprisonca
ago four racers severely injured, and
United States army dirigible
there by a fire just three weeks distwo
slightly injured.
landed at Brooks Field here at :4," still alive, were dashedin by the
Roscoe Sarles of Los Angeles, was
surveying
covery of an error
o'clock this afternoon, having cov- which
indicated
approximately the driver killed, lie was burned io
ered 850 miles from St. Louis In thirty feet of rock barrier remain- death when bis car turned over.
It is be- His mechanician was probably fat10 hours and 20 minutes.
ed to be cut through.
cannot be ally injured. Sarles was driving S.
the Argonaut
As the six officers and men who lieved
reached before tomorrow or Tues- Cliff Durant's car. Durant at the
crew climbed
comprise the
last minute decided not to drive.
out of Its car at Brooks Field this day.
certain that
Iist night It seemed rescue
Harry Harts was second and
afternoon, their faces were some- some
crew
the
time
Ralph Mulford third.
what drawn nnd haggard, showing which ha3 today
been drilling its way
Sarles' car jumped the top rail
the effects of a
vigil. They from the ?.
level of the at the northeast corner of the
expressed a feeling of relief that adjoining
mine, would speedway and dropped twenty-fiv- e
Kennedy
the longest stretch of their trans- make an entrance
into the 4,200-fofeet, pinning him beneath
continental journey had been finlevel of the Argonaut.
the wreckage. Sarles, known as
ished without accident.
In addition to the announcement
"Tho clown of tho races." was
The 2 will remain hero at least hy W. E. Downs, surveyor and un- driving for Cliff Durant of Los
24 hours, for thorough inspection
derground
engineer of the Ken- Angeles, who decided at the last
In the Brooks Field hangar.
nedy, that 29.7 feet remained to be minute not to drive.
Pickup, luj
diEarly this morning the
drilled, the slowness with which mechanician, was injured severely
verted from Its direct course long the powder gas cleared away after
enough to visit Dallas and Fort blasting constituted a delay to the BEGAN HIS CAREER, AS
Worth. West of San Antonio it is work.
DRIVEN"
On the 3,900-folevel eleven
expected that the line of the
Southern Pacific will be taken as a feet was cleared yesterday and last
San Francisco, Sept. 17. Roscoe
feet to go. our;es scoreu several notable trinight, leaving fifty-si- x
guide.
Even after breaking into the umphs as a racing driver, his best
Argonaut It may he found that work having been performed on
STRIKING SHOPMEN
some of the lower levels of that Los Angeles tracks. Including winmine nave caveu it, u was pointed ning of the Thanksgiving day race
ON C. & N. W. DECIDE
out today. If this should be the on the speedway there In" 1920.
wo
nve when Gaston Chevrolet and lOddie
NOT TO RESUME W0RKcas,, the r",uB
to
bore their wav through
new O'Donnell. drivers and Lyall .lolls
j
barricadgaO'Donnell's
were
mechanician,
Des Moine8, la., Sept. 7. Strik-- 1
killed.
ing shopmen of the Chicago & RUTH
"barnSarles
his
career
as
KNOCKS
OUT
HIS
began
Northwestern railroad here, who
bv
driver, "outlawed"
announced that they would return
THIRTY-THIR- D
HOMER storming"
the American Automobile associato work tomorrow made a change
tion, and won his first race on a
of plans today when they learned
St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 17. Babe half dirt track In Lafayette. Indi
that under the conditions set down
d
Ruth
thirty-thirout
knocked
his
He started driving in A. A. A.
ana.
At
would
their number
only part
be given employment, tho railroad home run of the season In the sixth events in 91 S, taking fourth money
game between in the Red Cross derby held on the
company standing for keeping the inning of
n
men at work and filling the New York and St. Louis Ameri- Twin Cities' speedway at .MinnIn the vacancies with union men. cans. Pruetfwas pitching and no eapolis that year. His Thanksgiving
"No men on strike will return to one was on base.
day victory of 1920 on tho Los
Kenneth Williams also smashed Angeles track missed beating the
their places until all can go back,
a
home run, his thirty-eightthe men here have decided," dewith world's record for 250 miles by only
clared C. I"), Smith, local member Sisler on base in the eighth inning. two seconds. Many of his races
of the union executive committee. Jones was pitching.
were driven without a stop.
st

i

500-ml-

Washington, Sept. 17 Thi- - week
is expected to mark the clo'o of
session of the
the second
enngress with adjournment
sine die scheduled by next Saturday and sooner K possible.
Enactment of the tariff bin ana
final disposition of the soldiers'
bonus bill are expected to furnish
the principal features of the clos
ing week of legislation.
Other cleanup measures on the
calendar include the administra
tion coal commission
legislation.
Liberian loan bill and the rivers
and harbors development, another
deficiency
appropriation Is budget.
to he
The
bill
taken up by the senate but probface
be
over
in
would
left
the
ably
of determined opposition.
Thi adjournment plans ate dependent upon final action being
obtained on the tariff ami bonus
bills. Tho former comes before
the senate again tomorrow, facing
a possible
return to conference,
which would delay the entire
schedule of congress while President Harding's action on the bonus
bill is expected nn Tuesday with
immediate efforts in prospect to
the bill In the event ef its
veto.
sixty-seven-

,

:

fortv-seve-

IN 41

GAMES

St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 17.

George

Detroit Tigors In 1911 when Cobb
hit In forty consecutive games. Sis-lsingled In the sixth inning of
today's New York-S- t.
Louis American game, making it 41 straight
contests in which he has hit safely.
con- By hittinof In his fortv-firsecutive game, Sisler established a
new modern major league consecu
tive hitting record.
Ho needs to
obtain at least one hit in each of
three more straight games to cquul
the record made by Keelcr in 1S97
when Kepler hit In 4 consecutive
games.
er

st

1

-- :
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n

1
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600-fo-
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the British Government
Increased Anxiety,

j

WEEK ENDS?SSI0N IS
HELD BY THE CABINtl

Between the
Telephones
ResiPrime Minister's
dence and London Humming Witli Conversations
London, Sept. 17 (by the Associated Press). Near Eastern developments are causing the British
government increased anxiety. The
cabinet has been sitting informally
over the week end at Chequers
Court, the country residence of the
prime minister. Austen chamberlain, Lord Birkenhead, Sir Robert.
llorno nnd Winston
Stevenson
Spencer Churchill have been Mr.
Lloyd George's guests there, and all
through Sunday the telephones between Chequers Court and tho foreign office in London have been
humming with consultations with
the various
departgovernment
ments.
Another informal council will be
held tomorrow, and the foreign
M.
minister of
who has been in consultation with Premier Poincare at
Paris, who will reach London tomorrow, will have an interview
with the prime minister anil Lord
lie British secretary
for
Curzoii,
foreign affairs.
I.ainli Confers With kemal.
Tlio principal tews of the day
brought by Associated Press dispatches is rtf a conference between
Sir Harry Ijiimb, the British high
commissioner,
and .Mustapha.
Kemal 1'i.sha at Smyrna, In which
(lie nationalist leader showed littlo
disposition to retard allied warnings unless the allies were willing
to return Thrace to Turkey. Moreover. Kemal demands
complete
withdrawal of the Greek forces
from the Tchatalja lines.
The latest advice from Constantinople indicate serious allied preparations for a possible attempt by
the Kemalists against the neutral
zone.
This may serve to explain
the somewhat sudden change in
the attitude of the British government from Friday, when it was exreinplained
forcements would be sent to the
Near East unless tlio Turks gave
evidence of an intent to cross into.
Kurope, to Saturday, when "the
British government issued an important .statement of policy showing immediate steps to meet possible Kemalist action.
This sudden change in attitude
lias caused grave misgivings in certain quarters. The Daily Mail tomorrow will publish under the editorial caption, "This .New War," an
article, stigmatizing the policy- sot
forth in the statement as "bordering upon insanity."
New War In Near
It declares that the British public will learn
with dismay and
Mr,
astonishment that
Lloyd
bis
ami
colleagues are orGeorge
ganizing a new war in the Near
Fast, are trying to drag Jugoslavia and Rumania into tile fray
and are sending British troops into
battle "shoulder to shoulder Willi
the dejected Greeks."
Jt adds: "The most astonishing
disclosure in this amazing declaration of government policy is that'
apparently Mr. Lloyd George already has sent a fiery cross around
the overseas
dominion,
asking
them to send contingents to Join in
this mad war."
The Mail contends that Mustapha Kenial's peace terms are not
far removed from the terms propounded by Lord Curzon, in behaif
of the allies on March .10, when
a
Lord Curzon suggested the
line should be the Turkish
frontier in Kurope. It declares that-alagree that Constaitinople must
lie returned to the
Turks and
Kemal Pasha, and now Mr. Lloyd
George is "trying to retrieve his
shattered reputation, through the
downfall of his
k
policy,
war and
by arranging a wanton
supposing lie can arouse the nation
as Gladstone did in the seventies of
last century about Bulgaria."
I'recdoin of the Straits.
While the Mall has known
proclivities, it voices an
opinion which Is quite prevalent.
"Great Britain's one true interest
Is freedom
of the straits, which
can be attained by negotiation."
the paper continues. "There is not
the smallest need to plunge Europe
into war. and alienate the whole
Mohammedan
world
about the
straits,"
Jugo-Slavi-
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4 UNIDENTIFIED

MEN
ATTEMPT TO DESTROY
HOMES OF 2 SHOPMEN
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SISLER HAS HIT

TOWARD EUROPE

Re- -
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Fiftv-nint-

KEMALIST DRIVE

quested to Act as Coun-- !
sel. Representative Keller
Recent Developments in the
of Minnesota Says.
Near East Are "Causing;

.e

,

Has Been

Untermeyer

(1

New York, Sept IT. Reports
received in financial and business
quarters during the past week indicate that the heavy industries are
making a rather better recovery
from the effects of the strikes than
Soft coal
had been anticipated.
output is running closo to ten million tons a week and supplies of
this commodity are such that the
steel industry is now receiving sufficient fuel loVnn at GO per cent of
capacity instead of the 50 per cent
The limiting
of two weeks ago.
factor In steel works operations is
now but a scarcity of the kind of
freight cars needed to carry the
industries' products.
With soft coal mining and with
anthracite mining in the process of
resumption, the railroads are carrying the largest amount of freight
in nearly two years. Car loadings
for the week ended September 2 totaled 832,000, an increase of 41,000
cars over the previous week.
Supply of Idle Cars.
The supply of idle cars is now
pdlnt.
reaching tho vanishing
With the partial settlement of the
felt
that
shopmen's strike, it is
while a ear shortage Is inevitable,
the railroads will move a very
urge portion of the freight offered
during the fall.
Cotton consumption is encouragdoing. August's takings byto our
627,000
mestic mills amounted
hales, the largest In- any month
since June. 1920.
weak
Wheat
prices continue
reunder tho influence .of crop conceipts, hedge selling and the
tinuation of favorable weather.
Official estimates place the Canadian crop at close to 400,000,000
bushels, a figuro which indicates
an exportable surplus of nearly
This show300,000,000 bushels.
ing naturally has its effect on
A
the price of our own grain.
fair amount of foreign buying is
but
on
tho
breaks,
taking place
this buying is not sufficiently
Birnnc to more than check the
decline, and usually is followed
in the foreig'n exbv weakness
changes when the corresponding
commercial bills arc placed in the

Sisler, first baseman for the St.
TRUTH HEARD
Louis Browns,
broke the recBY SPANISH RULER ord establishedtoday
by Tv Cobb of the

Deauville. France. Sent. 1C. Kin
Alfonso still likes children. He was
talking to a little girl of six years
the other day, when he suddenly
burst out laughing. He had been
telling the chill. In reply to her
question, that ho really was the
King of Spain.
"I don't believe it," the child said,
you have no crown, no diamonds.
no throne, and then you are not
handsome enough. Ail the kings
I've seen In picture books were
good looking."

Persons Are Sent to
Hospitals and Many Oth-

w

s;4:ageoTfreight

.HWllli'"

WILL BEfUSHEDi

ers Are Less Seriously
Injured in New York.

Soft Coal Output Is Running!
'
Clos to Ten Million Tons:
a
Steel Business:

Favors Moral Persuasion
Rather Than Military and $1 .00, and moose, mountain sheep
$1.60.
Naval Arguments; British or Atcaribou,
first a newcomer revises his
Stand Not Approved.
appetite and visions of a big meal
vanish. When he

sidered in official circles here to
be
France holds the Inside track with the Angora government by virtue of an agreement
signed between Henry Franklin
Bouillon, head of the foreign relations committee of the chamber of
and Mustapha Kemal
deputies,
Pasha In 1921. and the French government considers that military
preparation In Thrace or on the
European side of the straits would
be waving the red flag to an army
flushed wttn victory.
It is felt at the Qual d'Arsaythat
in this "moral persuasion policy"
the French have the support of
Italy, and it Is reported that Premier Poincare lnf rmed King Al
exander of
as to the
French view in his long talk with
him Saturday.
The French hold
that Mustapha Kemal Pasha will
be amenable to persuasion that he
will respect Interallied supervision
of Constantinople
from Scntarl,
which will tie satisfactory to the
French, while If military pressure
Is.threntencd the nationalist leader
may be swept along by his victor.
lous troops and be compelled to
march upon Constantinople.

STRIKE EFFECTS!

j

Smyrna. Sept. 17 (by the Associated Tress). Smyrna, which
the Turks have called the eye of
Asia, is a vast sepulchre of ashes.
Onlv the shattered walls of 25,000
honies and and the charred
bodies of countless victims remain
to tell a story of death and destruction unexampled in modern
history.
The ruins are still smouldering
like a volcano which has spent Its
No effort has been made
fury.
by the Turks to remove the dead
and dying. The streets are full
of bodies of those who sought to
escape, for the most part women
and children.
Every building in the Armenian quarter has been burned,
The
with the dead lying about.
bav, which covers an area of BO
acres, still carries on its surface
the poor remnants of those who
were massacred or sought to escape the ruthlessness of tho foe.
On
front crouch
tho water
thousands of survivors who fear
death In another form at the
hands of the soldiers'. There are
no boats to take them off.
Americans to tlio Rescue
One ship captain declined to
take any of the wretched sufferers, but, in contrast to his indifference, Captain Walters of the American steamer Winona rescued 1.S00
and took them to Piraeus. Ameri.
can sailors of the destroyer Litchfield snatched 4 50 orphaned hoys
from the fire and carried them
safely to Constantinople. The jack
tars slept on the Iron decks or
under torpedo tubes while the
youngsters occupied their bunks.
In all the acts of gallantry by the
Americans at Smyrna Ihere was
none more inspiring than this.
While tho orphans were being
loaded on the Litchfield, II. C.
Jnoquith, director of Near East
relief, wh,o came here recently
from Constantinople, diverted tho
attention of the Turkish guards,
giving them cigarettes and talking to them in their native
tongue. These guards are under
strictest orders not to permit the
escape of any of tho Greek or
Armenian refugees, and on several occasions have shot to death
to reach
fugitives
endeavoring
vessels by swimming.
of
Out
Christians
300,000
crowding the city prior to the
descent of the Turks, only 60,000
have been evacuated.
Kemalist
officials have Informed the American relief workers that the return of the Christians to the interior meant certain death.

WILDE HAS ACCEPTED
TERMS FOR A BOUT IN
AMERICAJVITH VILLA

RIOT IS RESULT

!

i

of Ashes.

Paris, Sept. 17 (by the Asso
ciated Press). The French gov
ernment's policy in the Near East,
while unalterably committed to the
17.
Mrs.
Sept.
Washington,
freedom of the Dardanelles, and
Harding, now safely on the road to
is declared io favor
complete recovery from her re- the Bosphorus,
cent serious illness, probably will moral suasion rather than military
spend the entire recuperative pe- and naval arguments. The semi
riod at the White House, it was said official note published in London
today. Authoritative information is Saturday night asking tho Balkan
that the White House physicians states
with Great
to
have decided there would he less
if the patient Britain effectively to defend the
danger of a setback some
was kept here for
time to threatened straits against Turkish
come.
luke
aggression, has met with
President Harding also was said warm reception in French official
his
to have definitely given up
circles.
plans for a vacation this year.
Precipitate defense, military and
were
the
,in
year
preparations
Early
made for tho President and Mri. naval preparations against what Is
termed
nn
extended tour
problematical attack from
Harding to make
the
Kemal
Pasha.
Mustapha
through tho west and then to Turkish
nationals reader, ore con
Alaska.

WEATHER

RECOVERY PROM

1

-

1

non-unio-

Denver, Sept. 17. Henry C. Stev
ens, superintendent of the Denver

and Rio Grande Western railroad
shops at Burnham. a suburb, reported to police today that four
men early Sunday
unidentified
morning attempted to destroy the
homes of two recently employed
shopmen. The men, it was said,
were driven off by pistol shots from
Tom Davis, one of the workmen.
They returned later, Stevens said,
and endeavored to push the Davis
bouse from its foundations with
luavy planks. Charles Bartlett, a
shop employe, told police that four
men piled shavings and brush wood
under his home and attempted to
fire It. The material was damp,
however, and did not burn- Police
were not informed of the attempts
until this morning.
NO

ANTI-FL-

CAMPAIGN

Mcpherson, Kans., Sept- 17. The
campaign proposed In an
ordinance presented to tho commissioners early in the spring, was
not passed and the plans to rid the
city of flies hy legislation wore
abandoned. City officials state only
"
methods
the usually
arc being employed.

anti-fl-

y

"swat-tbc-fly-
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OH, WHAT A

HUSBAND HE WILL MAKE! MYSTERY VEILS
Speed seems to be Al Steinberg's middle name. Steinberg,
member of a prominent Baltimore family and representing a
Louisville, Ky., furnishing house,
met, wooed and wed Miss Rnbye
Clark of Fort Wayne in four
days.

IBHIGATIQN

PROJECT S URGED
Water Users Under Elephant Butte Dam Wish
to Solve Problem ot
livery to Mexico.

It

De-

lump sum, approximating
to bo credited toward
the cost ot the Elephant Butte
a

$1,000,000,

E MURDER

IN

H

JERSEY

DavLof Investigation Fails
to Solve the Slaying of
Clergyman and the Wife GENERAL CONVENTION
of the Sexton.

curred.

dam.

i:

0

could not have been guilty of
wrong doing.
Autopsy Performed.
An autopsy was performed
by
Coroner Long on Mrs. Mills' body
was
He
found
death
that
today.
due to a singlo bullet wound
through the center of tho forehead.
The bullet, he said, was fired from
In front and passed out back of
tho right car. No autopsy has
on the rector's
been performed
body.

Xow Brunswick, N. J. Sept. 17.
Mrs. Edward V. Hall, whose husband, the rector of the Protestant
Episcopal church of fit. John the
Evangelist, and Mrs. James Mills,
wife of the sexton of the church,
were found dead from bullet
wounds under an apple tree in a
rustic lano of Somerset county on
Saturday morning, told detectives
today that she was the woman in
the polo coat who was seen entering the. Hall home at 2 o'clock Friday morning, soon after, the police allege, the double shooting oc-

Spcclnl to Tho Joiirnul
Las Ci'uccs, X. M., Sept. 17.
on tha Rio Grande
farmers
will introrliiro a bill for

project
the adjustment of tlie operation
and maintenance costs for delivery of water to Mexico, according
to tlie treaty of 3 00(1, Secretary
of the Interior Kail will recommend relief, probably in the form
of

tlme and had implicit faith in him.
From his own knowledge, he said,
and from what others had told
him, he was sure that the rector

IF HE CAN LOVE LIKE HE CAN COURT,

OWNERSHIP

H. H. Brook, president-manage- r
ot tho Elephant liutte Irrigation
that a
district, has announced
Joint meeting of directors of the
:l Paso and the Elephant Butte
districts will bo called soon to
agree upon a program and policy
in tho matter ot adjusting the
construction charges whether to
undertake an immediate settlement or await tho possible adoption, by congress ot tho principle
of federal ownership.
"Tho operation and a maintenance cost is an entirely separate
matter from tho construction
Al Steinberg and his bride,
charge," Mr. Brook said, "and
grows out of the treaty, which
States
United
agrees
says that 'the
to pay the whole cost of storing land progress in tho southwest In
tho said quantity ot water
definitely delayed.
Water (irims Valuable
of conveying same, of measuring
mid water and of delivering it
"Nationally speaking, the waters
of
southwest in time will
the
the
bead
in tho river bed above
so valuable as to bo beyond
of tho Mexican canal'."
Two Proposals,
money or price. Water will be the
In response to a question Mr, limiting factor of our civilization so-in
Brook said that with referenco this arid region. A pieee-meto the adjustment of the con- - lution of the present situation will
struction charge, the Kio Grande be disastrous. Secretary Fall real
project is faced with two propo- izes these truths and is In sympathy
ownersals. One is to ask for an imme- with the principle of federal interna-tlodiate adjustment because of the ship of dams controlling
interstate and navigablo
cost not
increased construction
having been prorated to Mexico, streams for power, flood protection
as: in the original instance, in and irrigation.
"In the Colorado river case, and
which event the additional credit
this case, at least, the governmight be in the neighborhood of in
is merely lending Its credit to
ment
$1,000,000. Tho other is to defer a broad
development of
this adjustment of construction national visioned
taxable
resources
charges until congress has adopt- wealth. Tho nation'sandinvestment
ed some policy or principle, which
reimbursed
from
powbe
will
easily
of dams
)s for the ownership
controlling
international, Inter- er sales."
state and technically navigablo
streams for power, flood control

rtr
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Shi-pa-p-

"bull-roare-

hard-packe-

-related

-

Outdoor religious services were
held in the plaza blocks today by
visiting bishops and largo crowds
attended. Pulpits of tho various
Episcopal churches were occupied
A mass
by visiting churchmen.
meeting tonight under auspices of
the department of missions brought
the day's activities to a close.

4

Beautify as well as protect your
home with a roofof Certain teed
Slate Surfaced Shingles.
--

The artistic and beautiful effect of aroof of Certain-tee- d
Slate Surfaced Shingles.insoftshadesof green
is very attractive.
or red or
blue-blac- k,

A Certain-tee- d
Shingle roof will afford you years
of complete protection from weather and sparks.
You would forget you have a roof were you not
constantly reminded of its artistic beauty.

at

Certain-tee-

Special

To

.

C7j

Tarred Felts
Insulating Papers
Paints of All Kinds

rain-pray-

quality

41 BUQUERQUE
USINESS
pLLEGE

DAY SCHOOL

NIGHT SCHOOL

may &;hosking

Certain-tee- d

Linoleum
Oil Cloth
FLOORTEX

The Economlal,
Snitarr, Attractive Floor Covering

Certainty of Quality- - Satisfaction Guarantee
'win Shield

Secretarial training;
Stenography, bookkeeping,
er accountancy, etc., at

LUMBER
GLASS
CEMENT

Inor Individual
Our system
struction permits of enrollment at
any time.

TIJerns Avenue at Elglith Street.
Phono 001-.- I.

Talking

This sale, the first clearance sale conducted, by Ttaabe and Mauser's during their entire sixteen
year history in Albuquerque, is making a hit with the peoplo of Albuquerque and surrounding
territory. People know that Kaabe and Mauser's have always sold the best hardware they could
Duy.
They have always known this store for its consistently low prices. Now when a sale is conducted they know it's a KKAL SALK. Hundreds of items of hardware and household goods on
gale. Perhaps there's something YOU need. We can't advertise everything every day, so come
into the store and pick out what you need. Peoplo are especially appreciative of tho big cut
made on all refrigerators.

HEAVY COPPER WASH
No. 8
Size

.

"The Ace of Whistlers"

Cup
Size ..

(Tax Included)

CRYSTAL OPERA HOUSE

socket

$1.55.

REDUCED
iioes

shovels,
shovels,

25-f-

t.

$3.25

kind, $2.(10.
t.
rubber,
kind, $4.85.
Molded rubber, IScft.
llJSc ft.
t.
cotton $3.75
$2.95.
t.
cotton, $4.25
$3.40.

IiAWN MOWERS
size. $12.60 kind, for $10.75.
all steel, $19.75 kind for
$15.35.
n
all steel, $17.25 kind for
$12.08.
n
size, $11.60 kind for $(.75.
n
all steel, $21.50 kind, for
$15.75.

16-i- n.

14-i-

14-i20-i-

kind,

25-f-

kind,

23-f-

kind,

60-f-

60-f-

t.

cottonf

$5.08.
t.
cotton,
$0.6.1.

10-f-

t.

pole
$6.00

$7.00

kind,

$8.00

kind,

.....8o
i. 69o

kind
H0c kind
$1.25 kind
TiOc

rubber molded,

50-f-

48e

kind

(!0c

$2.50

ROSE

Singing, Talking and Dancing

Prices: Lower Floor 55c. Balcony 35c. Children 25c

socket

fitted with

$3.50

SHOVELS
$1.75 strap
$1.33,
$2.00 solid

Comedy

ALSO"MRS. DANE'S CONFESSION"

than others;

quickly

7

$3.25

Mantan & Gates

Swiss Alpine Singing
Yodeling and Music

RC0LAT0RS

they percolate mora

3

Alpine Entertainers
(3 People)

..$4.89

WATER ALUMINUM

ALL GARDEN TOOLS

& 20

BOILERS

No. 9
Size .

$4.49

2

Hazel Stalling

Big Day At

RAABE and MAUGER'S Clearance

IS

and

423 North First Street

30

Today Will Be Another

BERT LEVEY CIRCUIT ROAD SHOW NO. 2

Singing

PAINT
PLASTER

Albuquerque
Lumber Go.

HichlandPharmacy
PHONE

Cup
Size .

Novelty

SPEC1AIJST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION
107 8, Fonrth.
Phone 105J.W

Western School for
Private Secretaries.

5

Meeker & Reed

CO.
402.

high-

These are the cold water percolators
valves.

Sept.

C. H. CARNES

i

er

Women

-f-

19

Glass-Lumb-

t. c. RAI.DRUHIE l.i:.MHIR
131 Soulli Flnt sirret.
I'bune

Day, Evening and
Special Sessions in

COLD

and Wed.

PRODUCTS CORPORATION

CERTAIN-TEE- D

y.

Tomorrow

d.

Slate Surfaced Shingles are of the same
quality which has given Certain-tee- d
roofing its
are-thfor
best
e
reputation
dependability. They
value obtainable in an artistic and dependable roof.

Varnishes

llSTRIKEJ
Ifs

Slate Surfaced Shingles are made
in individual and in Four-widt- h
types. Without
Four-widtCertain-teedoubt the
h
d
Shingles are
all
in
others
to
ease
of
form,
superior
laying and
permanent appearance on the roof.
Certain-tee-

d

Roofings
Shingles

out-batt-

,

r

WIDTH SHINGLES

DEFEATJUIOBILE

fuiCKfft

""'

--

SEE PORT WORTH

occurs looks as usual except for
The
the kisi built at one end.
klsi is the shrine of Cottonwood
canvas
covered
with
boughs
wherein the snakes are put for
A shallow hole
the ceremony.
is dug In front of it over which
a board is laid. This is
the entr.inco to the underworld
'
or the abiding place of the gods.
At 5 p. m. or a little later, tho
Antelope priests enter the court
with the same paraphernalia they
After
employed the day before.
u
a Jew
circling over
times they take their places on
either side of the kisl and sing
lustily, rhythmically, and with a
Two or
wild, vigorous melody.
three times during tho song they
bum :i deep reverberating refrain
that has the effect of many cellos.
They employ no drum,, though a
shrill rattle and a
are occasionally used. All tho time
they keep up a certain rhythmic
and irrigation."
weaving ot their feathered wands.
is the report
Then tho snake priests dash in
This, briefly,
brought from Washington, V. C.
literally dash in their rattles
by MaJ. Richard F. Surges of
Jingling madly, their 'feet padding
d
HI Paso, and M. B. Thompson of
earth faster than
the
ear can conveniently count. They
Las Cruces.
are wild looking creatures, paintThe principle of federal owner-- 1
ed reddish brown from head lo
whip was first voiced by Mr. Brook
toe. Their hair is ragged nnd
as deduced from citations of th
T. HASH IN
FREDERIC
By
views
of
tufty with parrot plumes stained
Director Davis
published
17.
D.
Washington,
a soft rosy brown. Their Jaws
C, Kept.
ot the II. R. reclamation service,
and chins are painted black, the
Secretary Hoover of the Colorado Many years ago ofa great drouth
Inmouths
land
the
outlined
with
visited
the
Hop!
river commission, and Secretary of
broadly
the Interior Fall, on the Swing bill dians, in northern Arizona ac- white.
The Banco Grown Furious
tor the construction of tho Boulder cording to an Indian legend. The
tho melons died and
They take their places in front
canyon dam on the Colorado river. corn and
I3v
and
no
eame.
was
of
by
there
the Antelope priests and with
"The United States must sooner
or later determine upon a policy the people themselves began to 'them chant and wave their wands
The music
for the control of international die of hunger and thirst. Tho for many minutes.
men planted many prayer seems to grow wilder.
Suddenly
streams," Mr. Brook said, "and the old
,n
were
invokcu
The
sticks.
breaks.
The
snake
it
gods
priests
only logical solution is that of feddecould
the
in
One
of
kneels
them
every
way
people
separate.
eral ownership. Tho problem will vise. But no rain came. There front of the
in
and
reaches
kisi,
shortly become acute on this proj- was great suffering.
Then
the
He grips its
pulls out a snake.
ect, because Mexico is receiving and children
"We must help. neck with his lips so that Its
using about twice as much water as How can said,
we
make
the
head
a
little
gods
projects
beyond his
the treaty allotted. When this ex- listen? By
doing something that left jaw, and if it is a large
cessive use is stopped, as it must be, we
So they went out on the snake, six or seven feet long, he
hate."
when tho irrigated area in the
plain below and gathered snakes. grasps its body with his hands.
United Stales grows, there will bo ami
with
played with them, putting Meantime another priest,
a new hcwl from Mexico.
in their mouths, and sing- feather-wanhas taken his place
"It is palpably absurd that two them
them.
with
and
at the dancer's right, places his
dancing
small quasi - municipal Irrigation ingThen came
great rains and the left band on the dancers left
districts El Paso and Elephant people's
And shoulder, and with the wand
lives were saved.
Butte under different state laws,
old men said, "The children strokes the body of the snake.
should be responsible for deliver- the
lave pleased the gods by play Together, with high rhythmic
ing water through an uncontrolled ing with that which the gods; step, thev start around the court.
nnd torrential river bed to a foreign love. We have learned
ur les- - A third nriest.
also with a
nation in maintenance of a national son." So they bound themselves feather
want, falls in behind. This
treaty obligation.
in tho great snake fraternity, the wholo fraternity forms into
An Acute Situation
made songs and prayers, and groups of three faster than worda
"On the Colorado river the situa- - once every year since
then they can describe, making the circle
tion Is already acute and all bu- - have appealed to the gods fop of tho
dance.
Every time they
rcaus of the government have fav- - rain with their "snake brothers ' cross
they stamp upon
red federal ownership. Here also who are the messengers to the the board.
These beats fall as
Mexico is at a disadvantage. The underworld.
as those of a drum and
regularly
lower Rio Grande project, which
Thus was evolved, according to
perfect time to the song of
bas been favorably reported on by legend, tho snake dance which keep
the Antelopes.
Both movement
the U. S. reclamation service, rep- falls between August 20 and 20. and song
are swift and wild.
resents a case w here Mexico can The exact date depends upon the
Several times each group of
deprive immensely valuable Ameri- moon. Jt was held this year on three makes the circle, and then
can lands of practically all water the latter date, and as is always the dancer drops the snake. The
now used, or that it is proposed to tho case, attracted a large crowd third member
of the group, the
use in the future. It Is needless to from ail over tho Southwest.
now
brushes the
"gatherer,"
The
dance
is carried out now in snake with his wand, and seizing
nay that Mexico will not he found
much
same
the
manner
as
In
was
it
the
matter
it
of trading.
asleep
by the neck swings it high in
years ago. It is believed.
Two the air. Then he drapes it over
"These three propositions are
and distinctly national fraternities
his left arm as unconcernedly as
always
participate,
in scope. They should he settled at the Antelope and the Snake, tho a woman adjusts a bouquet.
the same time in perpetuity by a former as assistants In certain Meantime his two companions,
For nine days before the the "dancer" nnd the "hugger,"
forward looking,
statesmanlike rites.
of the latter or- have gone on around to tho kisl
agreement based upon a sound dance the men out
on the plains nnd secured another serpent. And
go
principle consistently followed in ganization
wun
notched
sticks, buckskin so on and on and around and
rach case. Otherwise, vast Ameriand wallets of sacred mal around until the "gatherers" have
can interests will be Jeopardized bags
to hunt for their snake brothers. armftils of
Now and then
As they rupture each rept'.le. they they hand reptiles.
them to the Antelope
sprinkle it with the holy mcjl and priests
who nonchalantly fold
thrust it 1n the bag.
Toward them over their arms without
evening they bring their captives losing a beat In their songs.
m me snake
kiva,
(church)
Altogether they use seventy or
where the reptiles are washed, eighty
of the creatures, big and
sprinkled again with meal sub little,
harmless
and poisonous,
to
mitted
chants and prayers and whip snakes, bull snakes,
rattlein
until
tho great snakes any kind ot snake.
Kept
captivity
evenr. Their number is added
to
almost
unnoticed,
Finally
(lay by day. And so, for many women come from an Inner room
days, minor ceremonies ara held with plaques of sacred meal and
in the klva.
draw a
white circle in one
in the afternoon ;t the corner ofhuge
the court.
Then the
nay oetore the dance, the Ante lines break. The snakes
arc
lopo priests appear in full regalia thrown In a heap insldo the cirof painted bodies, dance sashes cle, the women
hastily and timid.mi. mm. m uriiuani colors, and ly sprinkle them with meal, and
iiu n.wmjoiio equipment such as as hastily depart. Certain of the
I. owls
of sacred
ITS TOASTED
meal, prayer younger snake priests dart in,
piumes. saeriricial
as
plants, and and Eeizing as many
feathered wands.
For half an they can hold, dash Inreptiles
the four
ana
a
enact
cnani
directions.
on
lory
out
Far
the
toasted. This
prayer tor rain and for their they release their loads and plain
their
oromers, tne snake priests.
one extra process
serpent brothers seek their holes
A Race win, the
Sunrise
bear
and
the
enacted
recently
Tlie next
gives a delightful
before dawn
to the gods below.
runners havemorning
K()ne far out on the
that can
The snakes' fangs are not pullplain that they may race to the ed. Sometimes the men are bit
not be duplicated
..,rJrv ,,,, iM,iJu.r
reach it as ten, but It is claimed they do noti
me sun rises. Theyjo ko
loping in even get sick. It is rumored that
along various paths, all of which for many days before the dance'
converge In the trail to the top the men uso an herb tea which
Lp they run. seemingly unwinded tho women prepare, which acts as!
and unwearied. Young girls ore a counter poison.
standing at certain points with
offerings of melon vines and corn
The man who knows enough toj
siaiKS, wnicn tlie runners seize as keep his mouth
shut, generally
Old
women
they pass.
have drawn draws
breath as well as!
nnes or sacred meal from the a good healthful
salary.
trail top towards the kiva court.
Xo stranger must crows these
IIFXPFD
JDS HCK.
lines under penalty
,
Offers Splendid Courses In
of much
Backache, rheumatic Dalns. diz
chattering and scolding.
The ziness and blurred vision are symp.
runners dash through tho lans toms of
;
trouble. "My husof meal and then, in open court band hadkidney
a bad back," writes Mrs.
battle
with
a
!
bevy of girls for ir. McCullotiRh, Easton, Pa. "When
their green
Indian he sat 'own he could Adly get ui
offerings.
'Students may enroll any day. girls, like their white sisters, are and then he would
overl
be
in
voluble
027
their play they shriek to one side. He tried drawn
Telephone
Foley Kid-- 1
and squeal with laughter.
It is ney Pills and they cured him."
evident that the kIiI favprcd of Foley Kidney Pills
oulcklv relieve
each runner always wins.
Sold
kidney and bladder trouble.
PROPRIETORS
The court in which tho dance everywhere.

INDIAN SNAKE
CEREMONIAL
IS
ANCIENT RITE

Portland, Ore., Sept. 17. Efforts
to speed up the work of the Episcopal general convention during the
coming week were planned today.
The sessions ore to close next Friday, and a vast amount of business
was said tft remain on the calendar.
Sessions beginning tomorrow will
open half an hour earlier than

12.000 PERSONS

formerly Miss Rubye Clark.

nl

OF EPISCOPAL CHURCH
WILL CLOSE ON FRIDAY

She told them, detectives said,
becoming worried over the
failure ot her husband to return,
she had gone to bis church to sec
if he had been detained. She said
she had been accompanied by William Stevens, her brother.
William Phillips, a watchman at
the New Jersey College for Women, which stands directly across the
street from the Hall residence, had
told the police ho saw a woman
run down the street about 2 o'clock
Friday morning and enter the Hall
home. Detectives said he had
made no report of Beclng a man
with the woman.
Declines to Comment.
"I am tied by my sister's honor,
and that of my family. They are
not going to question me," said
As
Stevens when asked about the af Champions of Southern
fair. He declined to comment on
Are
sociation
Blanked;
the mystery surrounding the douTexans Outplay and Out-bble shooting and said that he was
going out of town, and would not
Their Opponents.
answer any questions.
A day of investigation, author!
Fort Worth, Tex., Sept. 17 (by
ties saia, naa railed to lift in any
material way tne veil of mystery tho Associated Press.) The Fort
which shrouds the deaths of one Worth Panthers, champions of the
of the widest known members of Texas league for three seasons, dethe Protestant Episcopal clergy of feated tho Mobile Hears, standard
.New Jersey and the wife of the bearers of the Southern nssoaJif-tlon- ,
sexton.
in decisive fashion in the first
County Detective Totten said game of their series for the basethat all aspects of tho case still ball championship of the southland
before a crowd estimated at 12,000
remained baffling.
Tho detective said that Mrs. Hall at Panther park here this afterhad been questioned twice by him' noon. Tlie Hcore was 9 to 0, and
self and his assistants, and Char largely reflects the relative class
lotte Mills, the
dauglp exhibited by the two teams, as
ter or Airs. .Mills, once at some Fort Worth clearly outplayed,
and outfielded
their op
length.
ponents,
Expert Trap Shooter.
To Joo Pateo, premier southpaw
Totten said it had been learned
that Mrs. Hall was an expert trap or the Texas league and pitching
hero of the 1921 series with Memshooter.
Mrs. Hall told him, Totten said, phis, belongs the lion's share of the
that after her husband received a credit for tho victory. The sterling
telephone call on Thursday night, lefthander held the reputed hard
he informed her that he was ''go- hitting Bears to four scattered sin
ing over to straighten out the Mills' gles two of them infield scratchbill." She explained to the detec- es, and allowed only two Alabative that this referred to Mills' mans to reach second and only one
to get to third. He struck out four
wages ns sexton.
She related that when her hus- batters, issued but two passes on
band did not return at midnight, balls and from start to finish had
she grew nervous and at about 2 Mobile batsmen completely at the
o'clock, went to tho church to see mercy of his fast breaking curves.
If he had been "detained there." He was given fine support.
Mrs. Hall, according to Totten, said'
The two teams will lay off to
Bhe thought her husband had gono morrow and play again Tuesday,
to the church.
leaving then for Mobile where tho
Detective Totten pointed out that series will bo resumed.
Mills had told him that it was a
telephone message which also MANUFACTURERS'
SHOW
called his wife from their home
on Thursday night. It was in an
HERE
BEING PLANNED
swer to a question about the Mills
message that the sexton answered
Plans for a merchants' and
"if you really want to know where manufacturers' exposition to be
m
mo
out.
I
and find
held at the armory in tho near
going, follow
Mills Went to tho Church.
future, sponsored by the Husiness
Detectives also attached signifi Men's
association,
cance to the fact that Mills told are under way. Wholesalers, rethem that when his wife failed to tailers and local manufacturers
return Thursday night, ho too, will display their wares in decorwent to the church about 2 o'clock ated
booths.
There
bo
will
"for spiritual consolation," and re- musical
and
programs
other
mained some time, but that he did forms of entertainment In connot report meeting Mrs. Hall there nection with the exposition.
W. J. Wrilo of an Antonio. Tex
until about 9 o'clock in the morning. A conversation which oc- Is here and will havo charge of
curred last week in the headquar- the exposition for the Business
association.
ters of the local fire department, Men's
which the police think may have
some bearing on the case, was considered by the authorities today.
Fire Captain Michael Kiggln was
passing the time of day with Wll- - The most economical, cleanslnr and
germicidal of all antiseptics is
liam Stevens, detectives said they
learned, when the captain remark-S-m,
ed that things were rather slow
around town.
"Maybe they are now," Stevens
said, and has admitted replying,
"but something big is going to A soluble Antiseptic Powder
happen soon."
to be dissolved in
Declines to Answer.
Water as Needed.
Stevens, when nsked what he
meant by this statement declined to
As a medicinal
for
antiset)tle
answer.
douches In treating catarrh.lnflam-matlo- n
Services In the small but wealthy
or ulceration ot nose,
church of St. John the Evangelist, throat,
ihat caused by feminine
were conducted today by the Right Ills it as no equal.
For ten vears
Rev. Albion Williamson Knight, tha Lydla B. Ptnkham Mediclm. Co
of
the
Protestant Episcopal has recomm.Mided Poxtine in their
bishop
diocese, of New Jersey. The text private correspondence with wom
of his sermon was "Faith, Hope en, which proves its superiority
and Charity."
Women who have been cured sav it
He referred briefly to the trage-ris "worth Its weight in gold." At
acsaid
he
had
been
that
He
drugarlsts, SOc. large box, or hy mall.
the
with
for
a
rector
The
long
Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass
quainted

that

p'

gepfemSer 18, I922v,

98c

prunlnsr

$1.98

RAKES
85c kind
$1.35 kind
$1.50 kind

63c

...$1.10

..........$1,23

IiAWN SPRINKLERS
King, 86o kind, 5c.
Kaby ring, BOo kind, 311c.
Baby Rinir. 35oklnd, 25o.
Twirling Sprays, $1.25 kind,

rc

Twirling Sprays, $3.60 kind,
$2.00.
ALL SPRINKLING
CANS
REDUCED

RAABE and MAUGER
First and Copper

"IF ITS HARDWARE, WE HAVE IT"

Phone 305
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WEDDING EELLS WILL SOON RING OUT
FOR POPULAR ACTRESS AND FILM STAR

CRUSADE

HEALTH

II

PLANNED

Gil

REGULATION OF
CHILD LABOR IS

ALL

PLEA

Officers Elected for the N.
M. Tuberculosis Association; Directorate and Executive Board Chosen.

OF

DAVIS

Problem of America Today
"Is the Problem of Her
Children," Secretary of
Labor Says in Address.

Washington, Sept. 17, An appeal for prompt and rigid law eneducation Its major program. This
forcement to check the "rising
was aeciaea at tns meeting or me
wave of crime," was made today
association yesterday morning at
by Justic Marcus p. Kavanaugh, of
thA Alhnoiiftrnllo Phnmhpr fit Catii.
tho Cook county superior court,
jmerce. Leaders In child welfare
Chicago, at the opening general
from Santa Fe and other parts of
sessions of (he national conference
hho state have enlisted as directors
of Catholic charities. Judge Kavan
or. the association out or
inwere
special
augh estimated that there
'tflrpRt in this fimflnmentnl form nt
7.500 and 8,000 cases of murwork.
der and manslaughter in the United
The Modern Health Crusade, naStates in 1921, adding that in San
tional movement
for
Francisco alone there were as many
teaching
good health habits by practice, is
unlawfully slain as in the whole of
to be carried to every county as
Canada.
soon as possible under the
Nearly 2,000 delegates are in atof women's clubs, parent-teachtendance at the convention, which
associations and schools.
will be in session through next
In the forthcoming Christmas seal
Wednesday, to discuss national sosalo for the support of the work
cial problems.
hft
fnlloU7i1
tlmt
(lift Tlrinninlrt will
Secretary of Iabor Davis declared the problem of America tomuney raised ill Kiitii cuumy Biiuum
further local health work primariday "is the problem of her chilVincent Coleman and Marjorie Grant
dren." More than 250,000 babies
ly. Mrs. C. C. Meacham, the seceach year, he
unnecessarily
retary of the association, was chosAnother stageimovie romance. This time ifs Marjorie Grant who die
en at the meeting to direct the 1922
said, while "half a million grow
faand
was
in
Ed
"The
Vincent
with
a
Perfect
Fool,"
Coleman,
Wynn
seal sale.
up almost totally neglected
defectives and delinquents,"
Charles DeForest, health crusade vorite eastern movie actor. .They will live at Elmhnrst, L. L
. . . "thirty million American chilexecutive for the National Tubercua
the
addressed
losis association,
dren . . . face in our schools
false learning that will not fit more
meeting and spoke of the benefit
with
of the national movement,
than one in ten for the place they
M L TAR Y PACT
LOATHE
more than seven million school
must occupy in life," The Secrechildren enlisted as crusaders, contary itrged state laws for regulation of child labor.
tributed by high records In performance of "health chores" made
AT
children.
school
Mexico
by New
AN ANNUAL PENSION OF
Mr. DeForest, who represented the
parent tuberculosis organization In
3,750 POUNDS REFUSED
founding the New Mexico association five years ago, has spent a SAYS
BY SC0TCHJI0BLEMAN
week In making a survey of volunIn
state
In
the
work
health
tary
Sent. 17. Lord Strath- consultation with the officers of
has astonished the official
clyde
the state association.
Cannot Resign Polish and Little Entente world by voluntary relinquishing
were "But We
The following officers
nenslon of 3.750 pounds a
Premiers Will Defend the thn
Our Rights as an Indechosen: W. C. Reid, Albuquerque,
vear that was granted him seven
AlC.
C.
Mrs.
Meacham,
president;
ho retired from
Status Quo of Middle and years ago when
pendent Nation," Is Debuquerque, secretary; Walter M.
the office of lord advocate for
Connell, Albuquerque, treasurer;
Hamid
Eastern
ho was getting
of
where
claration
Europe.
Bey.
Scotland,
Paul A. Walter, Santa Fe, first
5,000 pounds a year.
vice president; Col. B. M. Cutting,
He is 69 years old and declares
Berlin, Sept. 17. (by the AssoConstantinople, Sept. 17 (by the
Santa Fe, second vice president;
for giving up the penPress.) "We loathe ciated Press). The newspapers his reason
W. B .Murray, Silver City, third Associated
is that ho is unable, owing
vice wars and sincerely desire peace and today publish the text of a mili- sion
vice president.
Honorary
to weak health, to take part in
presidents are Holm O. Bursum, reconstruction, but we cannot re- tary covenant alleged to have the judicial work of the house of
A.
of
Mrs.
Socorro;
our right as an independent been signed by the premiers
That has only Increased
lords.
Panta Fe; Mrs. O. R. Haymaker, sign
declared Hamid
Bey, roland and the littlo entente at the surprise his action has occanation,"
Roswell; Mrs. Max Nordhaus, Al- Kemallst
held
secret
conference
at sioned. Such an exhibit of public
representative in Con- aMarlenbad
buquerque, and Mrs. F. W. Parker,
31. In it the spirit is rare indeed.
Santa Fe.
stantinople in replying today to a contracting August
agree
The British government makes
parties jointly
Executive Committee.
question concerning rumors of an to defend the status quo of midprovision for the future
The executive commute Is com- attack by the Turkish army against dle and eastern Europe. They also generous
welfare of its best paid office
posed of Mrs. G. W. Prichard, San- the straits. "Wo have won a de- pledge each other mutual sup- holders when they join the ranks
ta Fe; Dr. F. E. Mora, Santa Fe; cisive victory, but our peace terms port in event one of the con- of those who have retired. The
C.
Dr. L. S. Peters, Albuquerque;
parties is menaced by speaker of the house of commons
are unchanged. We have not been tracting
P. Anderson, Albuquerque; Mrs. F. Intoxicated
one or more foreign
powers, has a salary of 6,000 pounds a
by our successes,"
W. Parker, Santa Fe: Dr. tdgur
of year; he may retire whenever he
of tho richest through prompt
"The
conand
such
I Hewett, Santa Fe; Mrs. Eleanor portions
their
staffs
general
has
of
Anatolia
wants to and enjoy a life pension
augmentaction as emergencies
DeLKng, Gallup; Dr. J. E. Harris, ed our resources,
of 4,000 pounds a year. The lord
improved our certed
Albuquerque; Mrs. N. B. iAughlln, finances, and our army, which
chancellor, who fills a role in tne
Santa Fe; Mrs. Max Nordhaus,
house of lords analagous to the
very little, as the Greeks .
E.'J. McWenie, suffered
KfinnVS speaker of the house of commons,
fought a serious battle,
bo published.
not
Dr.
Las Vegas; Dr. 3. S. Luckett, Santa nowhere
comwith a desire to
receives a Ralary of 10,000 pounds
Fe, and is seethingwork
premier of Czecho-Slavi- a
Fe; Dr. Janet Reld, Santafirst
of liberation of the Benes,
vice plete the
J. C. Duca, Russian minister of a year and retired pay of 5,000
the president,
occupaunder
lowlands
enemy
foreign affairs, Gabriel Naruto-wic- z pounds.
president, secretary ana vrcaauici tion."
- .
minister of foreign affairs
Directors.
Ismld
at
concentrations
Turkish
for Poland, and N. P. Pachitch, M. CLEMENCEAU WILL
asso
Th rfirBctnrnto of the state
British are bring- premier
and
the
continue
of Serbia, appear as the
fol
of
the
ciation will be composed
ing up troops, but it hardly possi- signatories.
VISIT UNITED STATES
lowing persons:
zone
neutral
defend
to
the
ble
Mrs. E. H. Ashcraft, Clovis; Mrs.
Kemnllst
trained
well
the
against
Maude L. Blaney, Canizozo;Mrs.
Paris, Sept. 17 (by the Associatjust 3 ARE IMPRISONED FOR
army. A Sussex regiment
u
ed Press.)
Former Premier
Grace T. Bear, Roswell; Mrs. Clararrived from T.ralta, was landed
Bur-suO.
Holm
Is going to the United States
MALADMINISTRATION OF
ence Bell, Carlsbad;
O. today in the Dardanelles, and the
Robert
Dr.
as
French
citizen,
"a distinguished
Socorro;
OPIUM COLONY FUNDS former
Highlanders are duo about
Fe; Dr. W. T. Brown, Gordon
Brown. Santa
premier and a great nathe middle of the week at Channk.
.
v.
Clovis;
w
Bowver.
will
ho
but
express
tional
figure,"
,ri
experts take the
Allied
Port Arthur, Kwantung, Sept. 17. his own private opinion and not be
Dr. E. E.' Bullock, Silver City; Fow- view thatmilitary
a force of 33 battalions Three
former employees of the entrusted with any mission by the
ir.
hattan Carter, Lovlngton;
defend Constanto
be
will
required
a.
Colonial administration present government, according to
Santa
Rita;
Kwantung
Frank N. Carrier,
allied
The
straits.
and
the
R. tinople
have been sentenced to a year's Im- information obtained from the
A. Cahoon, Roswell; Sherman
about
total
of
forces
occupation
CulberCoon, Aztec; Mrs. Victor
incom- prisonment each and to pay 720,000 French foreign office today.
Soledad Cha-co- twenty battalions, mostly
It is said that while the French
from yen for maladministration of the
son, Silver City; Mrs.
M. Con- plete, but landing parties
Walter
monopoly of the government was wishing him GodAlbuquerque; Col. B. M. Cut- more than fifty warships can more funds of the opium
sums
of
which
colony.
Large
money
speed and a pleasant voyage It
nell, Albuquerque;
T than make
up the deficit.
should have gone to the local treas- would
Archbishop
officially ignore the former
allied
governof
ting, Santa Fe; Dr.
the
Notification
inE. A. Duncan,
ury were devoted to advance the
tour ot tho United
conSanta Fe:
a
convene
premier's
to
decision
ments'
terests
of
simia
A
Stiver CitV, Mrs. Eleanor DeLong,
States.
discussion of the Tur- lar scandal, political party.
for
ference
SilEckles
small
amount
Isabel
involving
Gallup Ml"
Santa kish situation has not yet been
resulted in an official of the Dairen
RKITGKKS ARKIVE.
very city; Frank Falrcloth,
made, but it is believed that the
sent to Jail for six
Goldenstein,
Exchange,
being
Rabbi
Sept. 17.
Saloniki,
Greece,
Raphael
to
decline
will
Rosa;
government
The Darren Exchange was thy the associated Pres). Forty
Gusdorf, Angora
Gherson
conference months.
a
Albuquerque;
such
in
to
participate
estaolished
the
of
rise
encourage
thousand Greek refugees have arTaos- Dr. David S. Hill, Albuquer- unless tho allies aanerc m
Santa
rived in Saloniki from Asia Minor.
currency.
Japanese
Dr. Edgar L. Hewett,
que;
government.
of
that
H. viewpoint
Fe- - H. J. Hagerman, Roswell;
Harris,
jj Hall, Chama; Dr. J. E.HaymakMODELS OF VETERAN
Albuquerque; Mrs. O.F. R.
B. Howden,
er, Roswell; Bishop
WARSHIPS DISPLAYED
mem,
Albuquerque; L'naries Santa
Dr.
Fe;
AT. TRAINING STATION
Vegas; Nathan Jaffa,
J.
W. E. Kaser, Las Vegas; Mrs.
8.
(Silver City; Dr. G.
Naval Training Sta- Emily R. ii Great. Lakes
. T
aa 111
Luckett, Santa Fe; Mrs.Mrs.
Split. 17.
B.
N.
La Belle, Albuquerque;
models of fighting Bhips ot
Sixteen
W.
E.
Llndsey.
aughlin, Santa Fe;
Albu- the American navy, ranging irmu
John
Portales; J. T. McLaughlin,
Las the Bon Homme Richard of battle
McWenie.
E.
J.
Mrs.
querque;
Paul Jones to the latest on disGallup;
C.
C.
Manning,
Mrs.
been
Vegas;
placed
Dr. J. A. cruiser, have
the
n. D. Martin, Deming;C. C.
Mach-aplay at the headquartersTheof mod-els
Massie Santa Fe; Mrs.
here.
district
naval
ninth
Mitchell.
E.
T.
Waldo
to Capt.
Albuquerque;
furniRhed
were
district,
Albert; Dr. F. E. Mera, Santa Fe;
B. Evans, commandant of the
W D. Murray, Silver City; W.Max by the bureau of construction and
Mrs.
Newell,- Alamogordo;
Mrs. A. repair. MA.iaia pnvar the develop
Nordhaus, Albuquerque;
Santa Fe; Mrs. I . ment of the American navy from
Leroy S.
to the present, with
W Parker, Santa Fe; Dr.
Mrs. G. W. the revolution
Peters. Albuquerque; Mrs.
of some of the most famous
replicas
T.
O.
Prichard, Santa Fe; W. C. Rem, craft- - that ever nave nuwn i"
Vegas;
American flag
Reid. SanKuerque: Dr. Janet Santa.
Fe;
m
ft for- L.
.anra --tttrn
Seligman,
Arthur
ta Fe
Beveniy-Liv-i.. o
C.
- i"'-Vftflr n n i'l nf
XT.
Charles Scheurich, Clovis; Mrs.
'
commerce
Fort Sumner; Charles elgn
Orleans was practically the
Henry New
Sprfnger. Clmmaron: Mr
A. Sutner-lan- d same.
W.
Cruces;
Las
stoes.
Las Cruces; Mrs. Miller Tay
inr Springer; George T. Ulrlck,
Santa
Carrizozo; Paul A. F. Walter, Mesilla
Be Careful What You
Mrs. Jack Waterman,
FeFort
Wash Your Child'
Wilkinson,
R.
C.
Mrs.
ParkT. WVttwer,
Sign
William
Hair With
Dr.
Sumner;
AlLos Lunas; Charles Lembke, Albudealer
defiA
Buick
must
these
meet
Anderson,
buquerque; C. P.
If you want to keep your
nite qualifications set by the Buick
querque.
child's hair in good condition, b&
Motor Company, before he is authorcareful what you wash It with.
WWTS BRIDGE CLOSED.
ized to render Buick service:
17.-- Bob
Most soaps and prepared shamEl Paso, Tex.. Sept. a revival poos contain too much alkali.
1. Mechanics trained
Jones, who is holding
the
makes
tzparta oa
petition cards This dries the scalp,
here passed around
Buielgcara.
and is very harmhair
authorities
brittle,
federal
asking
tonight
2. Modern equipment making
at 6 ful. Mulslfied cocoanut oil shamto close the Juarez bridge from
the most exact workmanship
poo (which is pure and entirely
p m. to keep El Pasoans
in the shortest possible time.
for liquor greaseless), is much better than
spen'.lng their money
use
for
all who anything else you can
I. A complete sjock of genuine Buick
in Mexico. He asked"Now
while shampooing,
as this can't poswould sign to stand.
parts based on the number of
'we
said,
he
hair,
the
we are standing,"
sibly Injure
Buick cars in his commnnity.
or
two
three
will sing My Country Tla of
Simply put
4. Be in full agreement with the
ot Mulslfied in a cup
Thee, Sweet Land ot Liberty."
Buick service policy of coura little warm
or Rlass with
tesy and fair dealing with the
CSED BX THREE GENERATIONS water.' then Moisten the hair
public
"I use Foley's Honey and Tar with water and rub it In. It will
ot rich,
abundance
personally give it to all my chil- make an
Wherever
yon see the authorized Boick servdren and now to my grandchildren creamy lather, and cleanse th
ice sign and several thousand dot the
with the same good results. I tried hair . and scalp thoroughly. The
s
service
country yon will know that
many kinds of cougr medicines, lather rinses out easily, and re"
for your Buick car is available.
but never want anything but moves every particle of dust, dirt,
Foley's Honey and Tar," writes dandruff and excess oil. The hair
Mrs. E. K. Olson, Superior, Wise dries
cjulckly and evenly, and it
Foley's Honey rnd Tar was esta'j.
Ilshed in 1875 and has stood the leaves It fine and silky, bright,
and easy to manage,
test of time serving three genera fluffy
Tou can get Mulslfied cocoanut ODEN-BUIC- K
tions. It quickly relieves corns,
shampoo at any drug store.
coughs and croup, throat, chest and oil is
Fifth and Gold,
very cheap, and a few
bronchial trouble. Sold everywhere. It
Phone 1200
ounces is enough to last everyone
in
one
now
for
the family
months.
and then
gets the
Every
kind ot thoughts that bring tears Be sure your druggist gives you When better automobiles are built, Buick will build them
,
into the eyes. w
Mulslfied,
The New

Tuberculosis

Mexico
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MR.

DESIRE

PEACE'

PALIS!

Otero-Warre-

AT

DOZEN COLLEGES

The first few SPECIAL GRAND JURY
stood together.
few people attempted
days a
HIGH
ARE
TOO
to ride, but sticks and stones soon
AT MARION TO RESUME
BEIRUT
made the cars so unpopular that
AND PAJTR0NS STRIKE all desisted.
INVESTIGATION
TODAY

STREET

CAR FARES IN

Syria, Sept. 17. The
ot this Syrian city Is on
strike against excessive street car
fares, and the local tramway
SATURDAY company,
of taking in
instead
S0O a day,
now collects not
more than rive pounds
dally.
Football Warriors of Dozen Everyone is wondering how long
tho Belgian company that owns
Institutions Are Limber- the trolley
service can hold out.
Tho few short lines In the city
ing Up for First Contests are not more
than a third the
of the Season.
length of the lines in a city of
similar size In America, and alXew York, Sept. 17. The. bark- though the service is far inferior,
tho fares are about double the
ing of quarterbacks, the plunging American rate.
ot
of fullbacks and the struggling
The public demanded a 50 per
muscle against sinew in the for- cent decrease,
and not getting it,
ward line will draw attention all a boycott of tho system was startnext Saturday ed.
over tli o country
once
For
the pcoplo have
season
football
when the 1922
makes its formal bow at a dozen
colleges and universities.
Fmler a sun that has made good
weather for baseball, tennis, golf,
polo and swimming, the football
warriors of tho country's leading
Institutions of learning, have been
limbering up now for two weeks.
Already the preliminary coaching
stage of ball passing, signal running and punting has been passed
anil the varsity la scrimmaging
with the scrubs.
At a number of eastern colleges,
notably Harvard Yale, Princeton.
Colgate.
Navy, TUitgers, Cornell,
Syracuse, Pennsylvania, Fordhain.
and
and
Washington
Pittsburgh
Jefferson, the training season is
well advanced.
Yale will be the first of the
malor squads-tget Into intercollegiate action, being scheduled for
a tussle with Bates in the bowl at
New Haven next. Saturday.
Syracuse and Pennsylvania alsr
will get under way, the former
with Hobart and the latter with St.
Bonaventure. Washington and Jefferson will begin operations with
Geneva. Harvard and Trlnceton
will trot out fieir squads the next
Saturday, the Crimson against
and the Tiger In a. Jungle
episode with Johns Hopkins.
From Yale comes the news that
Tad Jones Is well satisfied with his
hack field and is maneuvering to
plug a possible weakness in the
line.

Beirut,

public
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WISH TO THANK OUR MANY
HUNDREDS of patrons and friends;

WEwho visited our store
day, September

16,

during last Satur
and helped us to make

1

SOUVENIR DAY
SUCH A GRAM, SPLENDID SUCCESS

The beautiful chest of Silver was won by ticket
No. 199, which was held by Miss Mona
313 South Sixth Street.
We have given away over One Thousand Copies
I
of the beautiful one-stesong, "LITTLE SUN1
SHINE" and as there are still some left, those of
I
our patrons and friends who were prevented
from visiting us last Saturday may come in and
' i
get their copy as long as they last.
If vou have not vet seen our new remodelled
store you have missed a genuine treat. Come r
and visit the largest, most modern and most
beautiful music store in the southwest.
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Marlon, 111., "!ept. 17 (by the As.
soeiated Press). The special grand
i
am
Jury investigating the Herrin mlns
nao him
inJunLu
killings last June will reconvene in
the Williamson county court housi
By the Anftoflatrd TreM.
Jackson, Miss., Sept. 17. Cap- - here at 9 o'clock tomorrow mornitain Gilbert Waldcn. veteran of ing after a recess of ten days.
!the A ;iohe, Sioux and Cheyenne State's Attorney Delos Duty hope)
Indian wars, is confined in a hos-- I to hnvo tho Jury finish its worli
this week.
pital here, suffering from an
Since the grand Jury ' recessed
leg.
murdet
after
was
with
Walden
returning thirty-eigMajor
Captain
Reno's forces when the latter and fifty-eigrioting and conofficer was surrounded by Sioux spiracy indictments. Sheriff Melvhi
and Cheyenne Indians tinder Sit- Thaxton and his deputies have been
ting Bull in the Black Hills coun- busy bringing in the indicted men
Custer and his and some of the men have surtry of Montana.
account,
division were wiped out and rendered on their own
T'eno's force was rescued the next Thirteen more of the indicted men
In
wore
Crook.
General
lodged
jail during the re.
day by
cess, making a total of twenty-s- i
Journal Wan Ads Bring Results held.

INDIAN WAR VETERAN
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J(a Orders Solicited

E. J.Weston
VVU.W Los Angeles1

PHONE 987.

304 WEST CENTRAL AVENUE.
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THE BEST OF ALL
Washing Machines
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The Automatic Protective Switch" which is on, the new 1922 Model
Eden protects against all mechanical and electrical overloads at all times.
It can't blow out fuses or burn out th motor; and it protects the operator,

-- --

f

Tlie new All Aluminum Interlocking-SwinginWringer is very com- d
It is highly pol- average size, but super-stronpact and neat;
ished. The Wringer can be operated in any of five desirable positions.
Safety lock prevents changing position of Wringer while rolls are in operation. Easy to reach over Wringer to catch articles being wrung
through. It is really the most beautiful Wringer on the market today.

Before Any Buick Dealer
Can Put Up This

poe-eib- le

oni-for- m

Electrical Protection

100
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Otero-Warre-
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Come in rn'd sec this wonderful

new Eden. Have a demonstration
in your own home and on your own wash without obligation to you.

first-clas-

COMPANY

'

g.

This is only two new points that the new 1922 Model Eden lias. There
are dozens of others, but these two are enough' to put the Eden Electric
Washing Machine in a class entirely b'v itself.
'

,

Albuquerque Gas & Electric Company
"At Your Service"

Phone 98

f
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"BILL KILLEFER'S A BEAR," SAY SIX OF HIS CUBS

F

LEGAL NOTICE
PARTY OF 30 PERSONS
ADMIN IS'lltATHl-VNOTlCt
LEAVES ILLINOIS TO
In the Probate Court of Bernai:!
t
JOIN SOVIET COLONY
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate

LARGE FIELD OF

RIXEY'S SHOOTS

18, 1922.1
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YANKS

LOSE TO BROWNS
Young Twirler for St. Louis
Holds New York to Five
Scattered Hits, Strikes
Out Eight Men.
17. Hubert
St. Louis,
Sept.
iihnnomenal
Pruett.,
"Shucks"
young pitcher for the St. Louis
Browns, held the New York Yankees to live scattered hits, struck
out einht men and the Browns today climbed back to within a half
game of the leading Yankees by
defeating the visitors, fi to 1, in the
second came of a series of three
which, it is believed, will determine tiie champion team of the
American league. Hy winning today, the Browns evened up the series. New York having won the
first game yesterday.
The pitching of I'ruett was
Jiabe lluth's homer over
the right field bleachers was the
bit made by the Yanks.
solid
only
Prtiett's control was well nigh perfect, issuing only one base on balls.
Kenneth Williams took the lead
among the major league home run
clouters by slamming out his
circuit drive in the eighth
inning. Sisler, who had walked1,
was on base. Staler cracked out a
single in the sixth inning, making
consecutive game
it the forty-firin which he has hit safely. The
single broke the record created by
Ty Cobb of Detroit in 1911, when
Cobb hit in forty straight games.
Lawton "Whitey" Witt, center-fieldfor New Y'ork, who was
knocked unconscious when struck
by a pop bottle, presumable thrown
by a fan in yesterday's game, was
back in the lineup today.
The game was a pitchers' batand AYaite
tle between Pruett
lloyt for five Innings. The Browne
managed to gather several hits but
rot opportunely, while Pruett held
the Yankees helpless.
lloyt was touched for three runs
In seven innings, and Jones, who
took up the hurling duty after McMillan batted for lioyt in the
eighth, allowed, two more markers.
In the sixth inning, Ruth, who
In his first two times nt bat hnd
walked and fanned, connected for
home run.
his thirty-thir- d
Kut the locals came right back
and took the lead by scoring three
runs. Foster walked, Slsler singled and Foster scored on Williams' single. Jacobson popped to
Scott and McManus fanned. Williams stole second and he and Slsler crossed the plate on Pevereid's
burning liner over second base.
The Browns added two more
counters in the eighth on Rlsler's
base on balls and Williams' four
base hit.
New York threatened In the
ninth when Dugan and Ruth sinbut Plpp
gled In succession,
grounded out, Schang fanned and
Plpp, who had forced Ruth, was
thrown out by Sevcreid as he was
attempting to steal second. Score:
Jfew York.
An. It. H. PO. A. E.
thirty-ei-
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Kelly,

Left to right, Charley Hollocher, Hack Miller, Ray Grimes, Barney Friberg, "Twin Six" Statz and Bob
O'FarrelL
Here are six reasons count
'em why the Chicago Cubs nre
the bearcats of the National
league race this year. Under Bill
Kiliefer'e guidance these boys
are going great guns. Charley

Hollocher is having his greatest
year at short. Hack Miller and
"Twin Six" Statz,
from the coast, are fielding and
hitting in great style. So is
Barney Friberg, Kai.sas City

hurling duel between Robertson
and V. Collins.
R. H. E.
Score:
100 002 0003 10 1
Boston
6
0
2
010
000
101)
Chicago
W. Collins and Ruol;
Batteries:
Robertson and Sohalk.
Cleveland, 4; Philadelphia. 2.
Cleveland, Sept. 17. gumma, a
recruit from the Texas league, fea- 2
tured today's Cleveland's 4 to
victory over Philadelphia by driving in Cleveland's first run and
starling the winning rally In the

eighth.
R. H. E.
Score:
Philadelphia 001 000 100 2 10 2
4 10
02x
Cleveland . .110 000
Batteries: Hasty, Harris and Perkins; Boone and L. Sewell.
1

.

Totals

12 27

U
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Wn1ilnston, fl: PPtrnlt. 2
Detroit Sept. 17. Washington
found Dauss easy today and defeated the Tigers 6 to 2. while
held Detroit's hits well scat-
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New York

Chicago
Cleveland
t Washington

'

0

.37 3 13 27 1S 1
Batted for Nehf in ninth.
Cincinnati
AB. II. BII. TO. A. E
0
0
0
5
Burns, rf
0
Daubert, lb.... 4 0 1 14 10 0
1
3
Duncan, If
0
0
2
2
Bousch, cf

13

2b....

Konscca,

Margrave,

Plnelll,
Hnline,
Ulxey,

3b

3
3
3
3
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In the long run, patience, persistence, determination and fixity
of purpose are of more value than
mere cleverness.

0

2

COAST LEAGUE
Sacramento,
Vernon,
Los Angeles,
Seattle,
San Francisco.
Portland,
Salt Lake,

If people would concentrate on
their work as wholeheartedly as
they concentrate on their worries

DOWN IN PRICE

success would be assured.

UP IN QUALITY

CUT THIS OUT IT IS WORTH
MONEY
Cut out this slip, enclose with 6o
and mail it to Foley & Co., 2885
Sheffield Ave., Chic go, 111., writing your name and address clearly.
You will receive in return a trial
package containing Foley's Hone
and Tar Compound
for coughs,
colds and croup; Foley Kidney
Pills for pains In sides and back;
.rheumatism, backache, 'ddney and
bladder ailments; and
oldy Cathartic Tablets, a wholesome and
thoroughly cleansing cathartic for
headbiliousness,
constipation,
aches, and sluggish bowels. Sold
everywhere.

BLISS

Lo ILo

I

Fifth and Central.

Phone 823

The Greatest Historian
of Them All

Philadelphia

Boston

IiEAGl E.
W. I.
8 7

56

87
76
72
71
63

57

5S

57

69
7

2

72
77
83
85

'OMER wove, history into his songs. The Phar

H

aohs carved it in stone. Julius Caesar, painstakingly penned it on papyrus.

is written and given to you simultaneousits
with
occurrence. Every day, the important events
ly
of the world are summed up fully and comprehensively
in your newspaper. You are able to keep abreast of Jiis-tor- y
in its making.
And not the least important phase of modern history
lies in the realm of industrial progress. You find this
chronicled in the advertisements.

Today, history

01

&

Advertising is a priceless boon to those who use it propon the great
erly. It keeps their information
of
that
make
life
is
it
what
variety things
today. It tells
of
the
them
thousand and one things they need in order
to live profitable, happy and useful lives.
The consistent advertiser pays money to tell you about
his wares. He know they are good he backs them
up-to-da-

YESTER
2

V

DAYS

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Chicago, 6; Brooklyn, 2.
Cincinnati, 4; New York, 3.
No others scheduled.

.

.608
.604
.524
.500
.497
.450
.411
.401

Keep Up With History.

It"

Pays.

v

3.

St. Paul,
Pet.

te

with his money because he is confident that they will
satisfy. For only merchandise that is consistently good
can be consistently advertised.

ESULTS

Read the Advertisements in The Morning Journal.

Columbus,

WESTERN LEAGUE.
Des Moines,
Denver,
Omaha 8; Sioux City, 1.
Tulsa, 9; Oklahoma City, 3.
St. Joseph,
Wichita,

Wondwitrtirs
Proscription Pharinacy. Same prices as at show

0;

WfinlsWI

I
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BRINGING UP FATHER

0

--

Totals
x Batted for
xx Batted for Dauss In seventh.
xxx Batted for Oelson In ninth.
Uv innings:
0
004 010 0 0
Washington
2
01)0 010 001
Detroit
e
Rice.
hits
Summary:
Peckin-paugSacrifice
Kothergill.
Stolen base Harris. Double
Peckinpaugh and
plays Harris,
Judge (2): Rassler ami lllgney;
Harris and Judge; Peckinpaugh.
Struck out
Harris and Judge.
Ry DauHs, 4; Mogridge, 1. Base on
balls Off Dauss, 2; Mogridge, 3.
Wits Off Dauss. 9 In 7: Oelson. 2
n 2. TiOsing pitcher Dauss. Time
1:55.

2

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
Milwaukee,
Louisville,
Minneapolis,
Toledo,
Kansas City,
Indianapolis,

2
10 27 12
Jiassler in seventh.

33

.10 10

Will Give a Street Parade

--

C

0

1

3
0

THURSDAY

Olandsi

AMERICAN"

2

0

0

12

ALBUQUERQUE OCDT

YANK MGR.

0 St. I.ouis
0 Detroit

0

3

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
4

FOR THE

FIGHT

AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Washington, 6; Detroit. 2.
Boston, 3; Chicago, 2.
St. Louis, 5; New Y'ork, 1.
Cleveland, 4; Philadelphia, 2.

1

...

KXxManlon

2

Detroit.

Ilaney, lb
Jones, 3b
Cobb, cf
Veach, If
Kothergill rf . .
I'utshaw, ,2b ...
Itlgney, ss ....
Uasslcr, c
Dauss, p
Oelson, p
itFlagstead
nxWoodall, 0 ..

0
0

3
1

Two-bas-

.1

Totals

4

2
2
1
2

,

Club

1

15

17

next season.

.
.

0
0

30 4 8 27 16 1
Totals
Score by innings:
010 001 0204
Cincinnati
000 003 0003
New York
e
hits DunSummary: Two-bas-Three-base
hit
can, Ilargrave.
Sacrifice hits rinelli,
Daubert.
Konscca, Hargrave. Stolon base
Fonseca. Double play Bancroft,
Struck
Hawlings and Daubert.
nut Bv Nehf, 3. Base on balls-- Off
Nehf, 4. Time 1:37.
New York, Sept. 17 While the
star, George Sisler, out
New. Y'ork Giants, Uarrlyg a start- of the game but he returned to
Chicago, 6; Brooklyn, 2.
ling reversal of form, apparently the lineup Saturday and today
Brooklyn, Sept. 17 Ray Grimes,
have clinched their eighth nation- pounded out a hit that brought
al
since his consecutive batting sfreak to with a double, a triple and a homer
league championship
forty-on- e
gamed,
breaking Ty accounted for three of the tallies
1900, the New Y'ork Yankees nnd
Cobb's modern mark of forty, set that gave Chicago a
victory
St. Louis Browns nre wagir.? a In 1911. and
putting him within over Brooklyn today. Score:
sensational battle for the Amer- three of the record for all time,
Chicago.
ican league pennant that may re- forty-fou- r
games, set by "Woe
AB. R.TT. PO. A. E.
1
0
4
0
fi
0
main In doubt until the last few Willie" Kecler in 1897.
cf ...
Stat,
4
The race fur the remaining Hollocher, ss
0
4
games of the season. The Browns
berths among clubs
4
1
squared the count in the, "little first division from
Terry. 2b ...
coneliminated
pennant
world series" today by taking the
Grimes, lh .
second game from the Y'ankees sideration hns narrowed down to Fi'lherg, rf .
and aro within a half gams of three in each league. St. Louis Tlrn'hcoto, rf
have Increased Miller, cf . .
and Cincinnati
the league leaders.
The Giants, overcoming pitch- their advantage over Chicago in Krng. 3b . . .
while
the
Detroit holds
National
c .
by aggressiveness
ing weakness
American with O'Farrcll,
Osborne, rt .
typical of McGraw's aggregation, third place in theCleveland
by a xFltzgcrald .
their way to seven Chicago leading
battled
game for fourth place.
straight victories last week be- half
With the exception of Brook1
8 27 12
R
34
fore the streak was broken by
Totals
x
Cincinnati In the second game of lyn in tho national, all of the
Batted for Friberg in ninth.
eastern clubs in both
a doubleheader.
Despite defeat other
Brooklyn.
before the superior
AB. R. IT. PO. A. E.
again today at the hands of Cin- leaguesof fell
western
rivals.
4
was
ldie.
play
Olson 2b
cinnati, while Pittsburgh
The week's record. In each .Tohnston. ss
3
the New Yorkers hold a lead of
five and a half games over the league of games played, won and T. Orlffltb, rf . . 4
4
Pirates. The Buccaneers have a lost, together with runs, hits and Wheat, if
fighting chance, but to win they errors, Including games of Satur- Myers, cf
must take all of their remaining day, Is as follows:
Mitchell, lb
American
TTItMl. 3b . . .
thirteen games while the Giants
P. W. L. R. H. E Hungllng, c
break even In their remaining 14.
2
2
li
New
37
York
75
deand
....86 4 2
brilliant
Smith, p
Timely batting
27 67 12 Decatur, p .
fensive work, when pitchers falt- St. Louis
6
8 xR. Griffith
3
3 24 56
ered, have been bulwarks In the Chicago
6
8
4
2 88 52
play of the world champions. Detroit
5
2 20 30
4
3
33 2 7 27 13 3
Troof of the hard won char- Cleveland
Totals
acter of their recent games is Washington
...6 2 4 30 60 10 7. Patted for Smith In eighth.
1
6
23 63 10
the fact that four of them were Philadelphia ...7
By innings:
6
2
2 Chicago
4 18 47
000 040 fi
raptured by scores of seven to Boston
2
National
000 000 002
six.
Brooklyn
e
I'. W. L. R. IT. K
hits T.
Summary:
Starting west after three vic- New
Three-base
Y'ork ... .8 7 1 58 SS 6 Orlffith, Grimes.
over
tories
hits
Philadelphia, the
9 Crimes,
6
4
2 40 56
Yanks were stopped by brilliant Pittsburgh
Myers. Home run Orlmep.
3
3 54 86
6
3
St.
Louis
on
Base
In
two
Sacrifices
out
of
four games
Terry, Krug.
pitching
6
3
3 34 62 11 halls
with
th'? Cincinnati
and
face
Smith, 5; Osborne. 1; DecaChicago
5
1
4 22 53 10 tur, 1. Struck out
Browns in the third and last cf (Chicago
Smith, 1; Os6
3
3 55 10
3
their
borne, 1. Hits Off Smith, 7 in 8:
series tomor- Brooklyn
4
2
1
69
33
1.
19
in
row with the lead at stake.
off
Decatur
Philadephia ....fi7 1
Losing pitcher
6 20 50
7
Smith. Time 1:35.
Consistently
good
pitching Boston
especially by Bush and Shawkey.
plus stellar defensive work, are
the factors upon which New Y'ork
bases its hope of winning another championship,
while the
Browns, lacking In steady box
work, depend chiefly on their
hard hitting nnd versatile attach- for victory.
Early In the week the Brown's
chances apparently were dimmed
Only Big Circus Coming Which
by nn Injury that forced their

10

11 27

t

1

4
4
4

FiKEES AND

1

0

outfielder.
Ray Grimes is gobbling 'em In great style at first.
Bob O'Farrellis catching as Bill
Killefer wants his men to catch.
The Cubs will bear watching

4

in

CIAHT.

tered and received good support.
Score:
Philadelphia
Boston
Washington.
A B. R. IT. PO. A. F..
8
4
Judge, lb
0
7
R
2
2
Harris, 2b
0
0
3
1
R
2
Rice, cf
0
r,
2
2
0
(ioslin, If
r o o 2 0 0
Brower, rf
1
0
1
1
4
.aphan, c
pecklnpaugh, ss 23 00 0 0 4 0o
l
Lamotte, 2b ...
1
3
0
1
1
Mogridge, p . . .

12

.

4

s

VAj.xi.jjnrj

v.untjii,
Administratrix'
15.
Dated
1922.
Sentember
of
all
With but two exceptions,
the 26 golf players who qualified
for the first round of the annual
fall golf handicap at the Country
club course took part In the play
yesterday. The tourney will last for
several weeks, a frame being played
each Sunday. The Club Directors
trophy, a silver tea set, will be
awarded to the winner.
Play yesterday resulted as follows: Horgan defeated Cornish, Sr.;
Save Money on Bicycles
flioml defeated Cornish, Jr.;
defeated Eller; Coors deBicycle Repairing. Bicycle Tlrl
feated McCanna; Murphy defeated
I
Everything Guaranteed,
few
are
There
occupations
quite
Hanger; Reesor defeated Prager; so futile as
the
past
comparing
McDonald defeated Strome; Guildb
RROAD BICYCLE CO. 1
disadforfeited to Keleher; Van Atta de- with the present to the
S. 2nd St.
320
Phone 74
feated LauderbauEh;
Tlerney de vantage of either.
feated Brehmer; Allen dereateu
MacArthur; Otero defeated Hughes
and Ilerkenhoff defeated White.

...

BV NORM.W V.. BROWS.
Wnteh Jtovk-- next year!
That's the tip Giant fans are
as Tom Davies, rookie,
handingtViaoutnliiH
fnt tho rpst of the
take
season
to
0
up gridiron activl- -

By Innings:
ono 001 0001
New York
5
000 003 02
St. Louis
Home runs Ruth,
Summary:
Stolen base Williams.
Williams.
Pouble plav Severeid and Oerber.
Rase on balls Off Hoyt, 1; Jones.
Struck out P.y
2
rruett, 1.
Hovt 5: Jones, 1; Pruett, f. Hits
Off Hovt. 9 in 7; off Jones.
in 1. Losing pitcher Hoyt. Time
1:53.

HftilGAP MEET

Mary a. Jjoian, ueceased.
j
Notice is hereby given that ti
undersigned was, on the fourteen
day of September, 1922, duly (
Administratrix
of
pointed
estate of Mary A. Dolan, deceas
court
of
Probate
Remain
the
by
county, aid having
qualified J
such Administratrix,
all perst.
having claims against the estate);
said decedent are hereby notif
and required to present the same;i
the undersigned In the manner a j
within the time prescribed by Iff

112

1

5

lh..

Cunningham
Snyder, c. .
Nehf. P
Shinners .

1

32

E GAME

r

17 10

...

REDS T

New York, Sept. 17. The New
vn,-ifJifints outhit Cincinnati to
13
to 8, but were unable to
day,
solve Bixey's southpaw shoots in
the pinches and lost to tho Beds,
Score:
4 to 3.
Now York
AB. It. BIT. TO. A. B
Bancroft, ss. .
0
4
Kawlinss, 2b.. . 4 0 2 5

University of Pittsburgh, has been
enpageri tol.T. aid .lonnny iteismami
of Penn. grid squad
1
with the
this fall. McGraw gave his con0
sent to Tom's early departure.
Davies joined the Giants as an
31 1 5 24 10 0
Totals
Infielder but showed himself to be
x Batted for lloyt In eighth.
such a near at covering acreage in
St. louls.
fly balls that .lawn may
E. going fafter
AB.R. H. PO. A.
Mm In an nil Tf lU1 or Tnm'n
,finvt-n
o
1
o
0
4
Tobln, rf
and his hitting
playing
0
3
1
0
1
2
Foster. 3h
stamp him as a comer, no matter
2
3
Hlsler, lb
to make
3
0 which McGraw decides
0
2
2
4
Williams, If
him.
0
3
0
won
Jacobson, cf . . . 44 00
Davies
posi0
2
0
tions by his work with the Pitt
McManus, 2b . .
1
0
9
3
0
4
c.
team.
Severeid,
gridiron
1
4
4
0
2
4
(ierber, ss
0
1
0
0
3
Pruett, p
J)
0
0
0

of thirty persons, coal miners and
their families, recently left here on
the girst leg of their trip to Siberia
where they will become members
of a soviet Industrial colony. Members of the party all are of European birth.
The Industrial colony Is located
In the vicinity of Tomsk. In 1921.
the soviet government granted concessions to rich coal mines and
lumbir mills in this region to S. J.
Rutgors, a Dutch engineer and H.
S. Calvert, an American Industrial
Worker. Under the soviet plan of
operation, workers are to receive a
"satisfactory standard of living"
which is determined by a board of
managers elected by the workers.
After soviet taxes and costs of living standard are paid, the plan provides that any aurplus goes Into
bonuses for the workers, based on
their efficiency.
Each of the prospective colonists
paid J300 to Join.

v

v

0
0
0

0
0
0

By the Amocluted Trent. .
Belleville, III., Sept- - 17. A party

Cincinnati Is Outhit But Only One Match Out of 13
Booked Is Forfeited; SecWins From New York, 4
ond Frame of Tourney
to 3; Grimes Stars as
Will Be Played Sunday.
Cubs Beat Superbas.
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0
0
o
0
0
0
0
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Two-bas-

Boston, 3: Chicago, 2.
Chicago, Sept. 17. A batting
rally in the sixth inning netted two
fun and victory for Boston, over
Dhicago today, 3 to 2. Singles by
Menosky and O'Rourke and a dou-l- o
by Burns drove home the
runs. Tho tame was a

XATIONAIj J.KAGl E.

Pittsburgh at Philadelphia.

-- ros-7

I'ini'inrKili at New York.
Chicago at Brooklyn.
St. Jouis at Doston.

AMERICAN M0AG1 E.
Washington at Detroit.
Philadelphia at Cleveland.
New Y'ork at St. IjOUis.
Boston at Chicago.

NEXT MOlm

mm
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It is well to remember that a
mule cannot pull while he is kicking, and he rannot kick while lie
is pulling. Neither can you.
The length of a friendship Is
often determined by the shortness
of a temper.
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ANNUAL FAIR

IT

RATON:

PROVES 5UCCES

s

Agricultural Exhibits Credit
able, Despite urop bnori-agGovernor and MayAuto Parade.
Head
or

e;

Spri'lul to Tile Journal
17.
X. M.. Sci)t.

Answers to Questions.

ACCESSORIES GAIN FAVOR AS FROCKS.

J

Fill

3S

(Any reader can get the answer
to any question by writing The
Albuquerque Journal Information
J. Haskln, DirUureau, Frederic
This
ector, Washington, I). CK
offer applies strictly to informae
tion. The Bureau cannot give
on legal, medical, and financial matters. It does not attempt
to settle domestic troubles, nor
to undertake exhaustive research
Write your queson any subject.
tion plainly and briefly. Give full
name and 'address and enclose two
cents in stamps for return postage.
All replies aro sent direct to ti.e
Inquirer.)
uj-vic-

The
What is thrown pottery?
nnmi.il northern New P. (.O. 1'.
Mexico fair which xraa held here
A. Thrown pottery Is shaped
last week broke all records for on a rapidly revolving disk. The
events of the kind, from the standpreparation of the clay is a scipoint of attendance, number nnd entific
Tho ingredients
process.
entertainanil
exhibits
of
quality
clay, flint powder, feldspar
ment features. Thursday was the andballkaolin
are curefully selected
banner day for attendance, 3.000 and
in cortain proporweighed
the
gates
persons passim through
tions so that they will fuse propof the fair ground.
sufficiently hard
Each day the Stroud congress of erly and become
when shaped and fired. The mixexcowboys and cowgirls Rave an
left to stand until thorand ture
hibition of rope throwing
soaked
and then Is lawned
were
oughly
races
The
good.
fancy riding.
Tho first bi" feature was pre- through fine linen and dumped
absorbs
sented on Wednesday, when the into a plaster box which
clay in
auto parade was held. The com- the water andbe leaves the All
the
beaten.
mercial floats were numerous and condition to
Kood.
The following awards were air bubbles must bo driven out of
made: For the most beautiful float, tho ball of clay before It is placed
the Klwanls club of Raton; for the on the throwing wheel. Workers
best commercial float, the Itaton In pottery delight in tho touch of
Mill and Elevator company, first; the plastic clay as it spins upon
the Graham truck with trie bear, the disk. Tlie thumbs muke the
insldo of tho object while tho exsecond.
Governor Mechem and Mayor tended fingers shape tho walls.
A After the work of art is properly
Unwood headed the parade.
of the business shaped it Is put into il plaster box
large number
wero
houses
to become "leather hard" and is
represented.
The agricultural exhibit was very then finished or turned. The plain
creditable, despite the crop short-ag- o objects finally are ornamented
throughout the country. A and placed in tho fire oven, and
very notnble feature was tho dis- a still later baking process puts
play made by the Wheatland dry on the desired glaze.
farming community, consisting of
Q. What kind of n parrot
grains, forage crops, vegetables and learns to talk most readily ? X. T.
minwas
a
melons.
In this group
A. The Biological Survey says
iature farm, the work of Mr. that tho gray
parrot of Western
Rchultz of the community, perfect
is best adapted to training
in every detail.
The little farm Africa
house with its outbuildings;
the us a talker.
How many people have
large, fine bnrn. chicken houses, .
windmill and tank, silo. nrl actual snvingH account? K. I', J!.
are some 11,500,000
'I!hcre
laid-oA.
growing crops in neatly
with
plats all made a picture which depositors In savings banks
held delighted groups about It all u total savings account of
This Is exclusive of savthe time.
The lialdwln
ranch
took the ings departments in other banks.
would probably
greatest number of prizes In tho Such accounts
fruit department. Another fine raise the totals to VI, 000, 000 decommunity display was that from positors and 7, 000, 000,000.
Miami which, besides agricultural
Q. IKd KobeM lngersoll ever
exhibits, included cheese from tho recant 7 C. 1J. T.
Miami factory, honey and
fruit.
A. Kobert lngersoll, so far as
Besides nn excellent collection of wo can
ascertain, did nut change
agricultural products and fruits. liia views on the immortality of
ho W. S. Cattle company exhibited
He
soul botore his death.
a novelty in a box of artichokes, a the
believed that death ended the
never
shown
at
a
before
product
as well as tho physical
fair In Baton. The Malpal com- spiritual
of man.
munity also had a very fine, large life
(.. Can matting and window
display of farm products, ns did
YV. IT. Pmith & Sons of Tirllliant.
bliudvs be fciveu u coat of paint'.'
The state reform school's display It. J. S.
A. Both matting and window
was most Interesting and Included
besides horticultural and agriculshades can bo painted to renew
tural exhibits, products of the shoe them.
Tho secret of success in
shop nnd bakery, samples of canthis work is to apply two or three
ned vegetables and fruit, and clay very thin coats ot paint rather
modeling.
than a singlu heavy tout.
Mrs. J. F. Stringer
exhibited
il. Wlij' ivcio the cedars of Lebeautiful baskets made from long banon
remarkable enough to find
leaf pine and wire grass. The a
place in literature? A. I. H.
Stewart store, artificial flowers of
of
The
Lebanon
A.
cedars
paper. Kred Poppjoy a fine show- were the tallest trees known in
ing of strained honey. K. K. Wilson Biblical times and references to
a very complete and beautiful
of mounted birds and but- them were on account of their
terflies, squirrels, etc., native to height and strength.
Colfax county.
The First National
Q. Which luui the larger area,
bank of Itaton had a remarkable United Males or Canada, without
collection of native grasses, bear- possessions'.' J. A. I'.
A. Canada is larger.
The area
and scientific
ing the common
name of each on cards; also a, fine of contifientul
United States is
showing nf agricultural products, ii.OHU.Tii'J square miles, whllu thu
fruits, timber specimens and min- ui'ta oil Canada is U,73O,0OU square
eral ores
collected
within
the miles.
The TInton greenhouses
county.
Q. How long is u roll of wall
had an excellent display, which was
I. M. C
paper?
placed beside a large and beautiful
A. The general length is eight
section by Individual
exhibitors.
The bureau of public roads showed yards.
Q. What and when Is Primroad construction by models, surfacing materials, etc. The forest rose day? St. W.
A. Lord
Beaconsficld
died
service displayed a miniature forest
ranger cabin with lookout. The April 19, 1881, and the anniverbiological
survey a collection of sary of his death has beun celepredatory skulls, two live moun- brated every year on that date by
tain lion cubs, skins of wild beasts his admirers by the wearing of
and a, prairie dog town.
primroses.
Exhibits of yio Raton
public
i). What is meant by color of
schools, the schools of tho St. T,.. R. office?
J. It.'
M. & P.
camp
towns, Miami,
A. This signifies tho pretense
Yankee nnd Johnson Park, occuor appearance of official authorpied a large section and were very
in one who being an officer
comprehensive and good. The ex- ity
in fact is without the
hibit of poultry and hares was exr in law or claimed.
eellent and more extensive than authority
1

0.

$0,600,-000,00-

TOOTH ANNIVERSARY
OF BIRTH CELEBRATED

rA.

Bulbs. Dutch, Japanese; Tulips,
Pnffod'ls. 1'or fall
Hyacinths,
planting, Ives, phone 7.12.

long-line-

A STENOGRAPHER'S
BY JANE PHELrS

neIjLie hiijEY's ambitiox.
CHAPTER 1:
Nellie Riley had nmbltion.

That

is, she had one ambition that loomed larger to be an office girl In
New York. To take down letters
in shorthand, to play on the keys
of a typewriter, represented both

independence and happiness to her.
Not that she knew much about
it. for Nellie never had been beyond Hudson Corners, where as
soon aa she was old enough she
helped Miss Carter who kept a
rooming house. Hut one of the
Hudson Corner girls had gone to
New York, and was doing well In
a broker's office, and what Nellie
heard of Cora Baker's success only
made her the more determined
some day to try her luck In tho
"big town," as she heard it called
by a man who occasionally stopped
at tho boarding house.
Nellie's schooling hud been an
uncertain sort of an affair. Miss
Carter keeping her out as often as
she dared. But Nellie never grumbled because of this. Some time In
the dim paBt a boarder had left a
typewriter when he departed; Nellie never dreamed he left It voluntarily she knew Miss Carter too
well.
But when her work was
done, and often when it was not,
Nellie Btole to the nttlc where the
typewriter reposed In company
with various cheap trunks and
bags Miss Carter was a good business woman and with painstaking
diligence slowly, laboriously, taught

Dress of Wool Crepe
With Wool Embroidery

Ift

She
herself to use the machine.
knew she should also study shorthand, but there was no way. No
one at the Corners could teach her;
if they could Miss Carter would not
have let her have the time to learn.
So she gave every minute to perfecting herself on the typewriter,
hoping if she did typing well she
could some day get a position
where shorthand was not necessary.
It was really remarkable that
Nellie did ns well ns she did with
her stolen moments, working at
night by the glimmer of a candle,
going without .sleep to perfect herself. Yet although she gained considerable speed and typed a neat
was
looking page, her spelling
atrocious.
Miss Carter paid Nellie very little. High wages had not reached
as far as Miss Carter's boarding
house. But Nellie hoarded every
penny she received, her occasional
tips from some boarder for whom
she did an extra service; and went
shabby, doing without all the little
things and outings young girls love,
to save against the time she could
get to New York.
Nellie was 17. At 17 hope nnd
faith are Instinctive.
She never
doubted for a moment that once in
New York she would find a position, and be able to earn enough to
take care of herself.
Nellie was also pretty. She had
dark brown hair that curled in
riotous fashion about her head;
bobbed because Miss Carter said
sho spent too much time doing It
up, rather than
because bobbed
hair was In style. Her eyes wero
big and brown, laughing eyes that
intrigued one at once. She was
rather short and very slender the
latter she claimed was caused by
g
at Miss Carter's.
Nellie had Cora Baker's address,
but she always said to herself:
"I'll never lot her know I'm there
till I get a job and some clothes."
Away from Hudson Corners, Nelllif
would have pride in her appearance. There sho cared nothing
hpw she looked all she thought of
was getting away.
She knew how much it cost to
get to New York, she also knew she
must have a little to keep her until
she found a job. Beynold this sho
did nq,t look.
She had set $215 as the amount
she must have over and above her
fare. That would keep her a long
time she knew nothing of New
York prices she probably would
not need to use It nil fur she wnnM
find office work before it was gone,
she was sure.
UnconscioilRlv nna nf thp
ers helped her. Sho was a small
woman wno. reeling sorry for the
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shabby little slavey, gave her a
fairly decent looking dark blue
tailored suit. Nellie was In ecstaa man passing
sies, and when
gave her a dollar, she
through
bought a sailor hat at the general
store and felt herself equipped to
face the world.
A train passed through the CorShe would take
ners at midnight.
that. Hhe had no Intention of tak- Into
her confidence
log anyone
she would never be allowed to go if
she did. So the day she had $31'
aside from the amount necessary
for her ticket, she borrowed one of
the cheap suitcases from tho attic,
and at midnight quietly stole away,
all her worldly possessions not fill- lng the case.
"I didn't steal It! I'll send It
back when I get In an office." sh(
said as she tugged it to the station.
Tomorrow In tho Big Town.

AUTOMOBILE
WON BY 0RMSBY

100-MIL- E

RACE

17. Homer
O., Sept.
Toledo,
Ormsby of Fort Wayne, Ind., won
e
the
automobile race here
after his elder
this afternoon
brother, Ralph, had set a new
and
track record
apparently
clinched the event.
The younger Ormsby negotiated the distance in one hour 32
minutes and 15 seconds. The older
the
finishing
Ormsby crossed
mark two laps behind the winner.
Ralph Ormsby's record was 48,
5
seconds for a mile.
At the
post, Ralph
Ormsby was two miles ahead of
his nearest competitor and was
steadily gaining for a third lap.
mile ho was
At the sixty-sixt- h
forced to tho pit by engine
trouble.
Klngsley then ,took the lead until he also was forced Into the
pit, leaving an open field to the
Before Ralph
younger Ormsby.
Ormsby could get his trouble rehad gained
his
brother
paired,
six miles on him.
100-mil-

SHOPMEN' TO RESUME WORK.
Clinton. Ia., Sept. 17. Nine hundred striking railway shopmen decided to return to work in the
Northwestern shops here tomorrow
morning at a mass meeting today.
The meeting followed Instructions
from strike headquarters In

KeepYourSkin-Pore- s

Active and Healthy
With Cuticura Soap
ddrH! Out4oarLaWrUrU,I9t.X, AUlUa,Mai.

BIG SHOW

ONLY

SATUW,

SEPT.
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100 R. R. CARS

By MARY BROOKS PICKEN

4

110

LESS 100

FABRIC for young and old is
That There May Be no Misapprehension as to Which is
wool crepe. It is smart and
THE WORLD'S ONE BIG SHOW, Read:
practical and adaptable for a host
To Whom It May Concern:
of things, especially when embroidery is used. In this case, the dress
This will certify that the Santa Fe Railway will
is of blue wool crepe, embroidered
the 100 double length railroad cars of the Ringlinp
in green and brown and yellow, Bros. & Barnum &
Bailey Combined Circus at Albuquer-- !
with a wee, wee bit of red showing
now and then. Cream linen collar que on the morning of SATURDAY, SEPT. 23rd.
(Signed) W. A. CAMERON, T. F. & P. A.
and cuffs are used with a tiny
black tie.
The pockets, 'twould seem, suggested the design for the embroidery, and 'tis well, for both seem
M'JC't'aaTtTiV
-- J
quite essential for the dress of the
young miss.
The embroidery in the back
extends from the under-arstraight across the back in a line
parallel with the narrow sash belt,
which ties in a smart bow at the
center' back.
To complete this costume, a
toque of black Lyons velvet has its
narrow rolled brim faced with
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Announcement

the

Detroit, Sept. 17 (by the Assoof the
ciated Press.) Officials
Ford Motor company are hopeful
in
the
coal
crisis
that developments
will soon permit a resumption of
operations by the huge Industry,
which closed down Saturday, Kdscl
I. Ford, president of the company,
said tonight. The basis of this
hope, however, Mr. Ford did not
divulge.
Nothing would be 10ft undone,
it was said, to find a way of obtaining at what was considered a fair
price, sufficient fuel to reopen the
It was pointed out that
plants.
tho mere delivery of a large quantity of coal would not warrant a reopening, but, that a continuing
supply, at satisfactory prices w:ik
necessary, owing to the magnitude

Emphatic repudiation of nil revolutionary propaganda, foreign or
domestic, was a leading feature of
the recent annual convention of the
Trades and Labor Congress of

rmad.i.

"GREATEST HERO" OF

TOILET CO..

Mrs. George 0. II ope.
Mrs.' George D. Hope, direct descendant of George Washington,
auctioned her Jewels on the lln.ir
Homeric while going to Europe to
form the nucleus of a fund for tho
purchase of Sulgrave Manor, In
Kngland, the ancestral home of the
first president. She lives In Washington, ID. C.

beaver fur.

A

x

"Help Yourself To Save"

THIS WEEK
R IGHT
This morning as you start out to replenish your
household supplies for another week, resolve to get
most for your money.

The

new

That combination highest quality at lowest
price you may say is not possible.
But it IS possible and is accomplished every day

by thrifty buyers at ROSENWALD'S GROCE-TOTIt is possible because groceries, meats, all
food-stufon sale in the GROCE-TOTare always
No
of the very highest quality.
ether kind is bought.
E.

E

fs

And this highest quality in everything is sold
at the lowest price because the GROCE-TOTbuywholesale
lowest
prices through expeing starts at
and
because GROCE- and
care
rience,
great volume,
TOTE margins of profit are reduced lower than any
independent grocery or market can make them,
since there are no overhead charges, no rent, insur- ance, management charges against its operation.
E

That's why ROSENWALD'S GROCE-TOTalways provides highest quality at lowest price;
that, and the added and important reason that the
is to round out
first purpose of the GROCE-TOTand complete the broadest possible service the
DEPARTMENT STORE renders to
the Albuquerque public.
E

E

Today you will find everything the food
kets afford, at the lowest possible price, at

mar-

three-fourth-

Austro-Hungari-

fttwfi.
JrT
6i;cJeii.BeahyCwdlllosi
M"

m

Remedy
YnllD FVFVv"Night and Eye
The United States
Momint."
of Brazil's eKports of sugar, coffee Keep year EyesCfcuu. Clear wmt Beauty.
and rubber, and more than
Write for Free Ere Care Book.
IhrlM En iUaafyC.! taal Oala StnM. CMuae
of her hldOR nnd skins.

Murine

takes,-one-hn- lf

three'-fotirt-

toe Youssttf ro saviv
'S & H' Stamps With All

of Czecho-

republic

s
slovakia embraces
of
the whole industrial arcu of the M
ma
former
empire.

DOUBLE L KNGTH R.R.CARS FORMING TRAINS
100 MORE
THAN ONE AND Vs MILES LONG.
O00RS OPEN AT I AND 7 P.M- .- PERFORMANCES AT

ONBC

2 AND 8 P.M.

TICKET ADMITS TO EVERYTHING

Tickets on Sale Show Par at O.
Prltva

n

Clinmrd

S. Mntsou's Book
n Show fJrinuid".

Store.

Same

f

Make up your mind that you will get not only
the lowest price for the essentials of the larder, but
that you will get the best quality of foods at such a
price.

tiny ball of the

same fur finishes the center of the
crown and an embroidery at the
left side front gives the necessary
touch of color. ,

IS BURIED

MARINES

Louis, Mo,, Sept. 17. Sergeant Major John H. Quick, who
earned tho sobriquet of the "greatest hero" of the marines, and who
died last Sunday, was hurled today
with full military honors.
A native of St. Louis, Quick, who
was a member of tho marine corps
for twenty-siyears, was eulogized l.y speakers as having won
tho congressional medal or honor
for valor in the Spanish Amwtcan
war nnd the distinguished service
cross in tho world war. Ho participated in every military activity ot
the country in the last quarter
St.

I

n

dfcALU)

DETROIT

London Kept. 17 (by the Associated Press). A remarkable feat
of modern surgery was performed
recently by Dr. II. U. Ttussell of
London, when a man .vhose breathing and heart beat ceased for more
than an hour was restored to lifj.
The patient, who was 27 years
old, underwent an operation for
the throat, apparently dying beEfforts at
fore Its completion.
artificial respiration failed.
Adrenalin then was injected Into
the heart and it resumed beating,
after fifty minutes bad elapsed. At
the end of nn hour the man breathed Mid lived again.
The beating continued twenty-seve- n
hours, when the patient died.

m

rark. luaeMae,

HUE HOT

N

HEART BEATS RESUMED
AFTER55 MINUTES

de-liv- er

ON

Try It In tin New Blua Bo,
You will Ilka Ita aoft t.xtura
tlnta and charming Ira- txqul.lta
ranee. It adhere! throughout
day. tonaiaiu jpii"uwi
not neceasary. At toilet.
countera or ny iirai,
Send 4o. Tor miniature do.
WMlt. Flol, BrM.tl..riak.

THE
NEtT

the work of all deschedule not suspartments
ceptible of Interruption.
The reported plan of the Chamber of Commerce of tho United
States for a d!iy to day
distribution of fuel, hail not been
presented to Ford officials tonight.
Mr. Ford said he could not discuss the plan without
giving it
it
careful study, but indicated
would be considered.
That part of the proposal relating to equalized distribution and
tho stabilization of prices was in
lino with the position taken by
Henry Ford and it was believed
tho manufacturer might look upon
it with favor.
Aside from Mr. Ford, no other
Detroit manufacturer Is considering an immediate curtailment of
The matter of getting
operations.
coal. It is said, is not such a bin
us
the difficulty experiproblem
enced In obtaining the proper
grades.
Some of tho manufacturers, according to Mr. Campbell, have
found com! prices higher than they
believe conditions warrant, but prefer to pay these prices rather than
interrupt the operations of their
plants, the output of which is booked far in the future.
a.

RO-SENWA-

AFTERNOON AND NIGHT

Nadine Face Powder

NATIONAL

jeT

choosing a fancy comb and never
should the jeweled comb bo worn
with sports clothes.
Is simpler.
Tho fan, however,
Only the color note need bo considered for the shape is suitable
no matter what it is and no one
a fan
would think of carrying
when sports clothes are worn.

over-eatin-

C WOMAN'S

m GbeSiqnofa GoodCbmpkrfm
nvnnw

.

ONE

,

INSISTED

ROMANCE

M THE

i

FOR YKAK3
WOMEN HAVE

C

straight sports type of frock, but place. There are laws of design
the appealing long, graceful line which must be conformed to in rein soft materials with picturesque lation to the shape of the face
trimming, historically correct, then, and this means that not every
is thb complementary earring. Ear- woman can wear every design in
and must not be earrings.
Care, and the greatest
rings cannot
worn with sports clothes for they care, should be exercised In chooslook quite ridiculous. Added, how- ing earrings which fit the face both
as to color and shape. Otherwise
ever, to the

COLE

the hundredth anniversary of his
birth.
He held a reception In his gar-de- n
and shook hands with a multitude of friends who ranged In age
from 5 years to 07 years, among
them ieing a number of fellow
members of the Southern
California Centenarian club.
Ho was assisted in receiving his
guests by his children grand children and

1

L

To be picturesque above every- long-skirte- d
frock, and, If rightly i milady's choice seems to be unlimited, thanks to the inventive
thing clso Is the aim of today's chosen, an Individual touch can be and
Imaginative jewelers.
wearer
Since
raises
tho
the
achieved
which
present day
beauty.
Practically these same admonifashion in smart dressing is not the out of the ranks of tho commonbe adhered to In
tions should

WOMAN AUCTIONS
JEWELRY TO BUY
ANCESTRAL HOME

I.os Angeles, Sept. 17. Cornelius
Cole, who represented California In
tho house of representatives during
the civil war and in the senate during the reconstruction period, at
his home here
today celebrated

WTT

Makes

the Industry and the necessity
on

But Does Not Divulge
Basis of This Hope.

usual.

The livestock show was perhaps
the best In the history of the fair.

of
of

MAY F!

President of the Company

Raton.
eleventh
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overhauling which we give to our auto
and so prevent a breakdown.
There is no more perfect machine in
NEWSPAPER
A.N INDEPENDENT
the world than the human body and
Published By
when we consider how much we neglect
JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
it is a marvel that ft functions as weil
it,
.Business Manager
P A. MACPHERSON
as
it does. There is a growing realizaSecretary
V. T. McCRElOliT
tion of the need and efficacy of prevention as evidenced by the large number
.
Telephones
of industrial organizations employing
matter nt the postoffiee physicians, in this way minimizing their
Filtered as
N.
N. M., and entry in 8n.nta
,.t
Alruch It. labor turnover and increasing efficiency
M., pcndiiiK. uniK-- act of Congress of
at the same time providing health insurance to their employees.

Albuquerque Morning Journal

mobiles

LLOYD GEORGE IS THINKING

September 18, 1922.

THE "THINKER"

ES

PORTA

HARD THESE DAYS, AND ALL EUROPE IS WORRIED.

.

second-Clar- e

c
63RHLTHR S
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Those plavers to the popular gallery
who were quick to ascribe to Kipling the
statement that the United States went
into the world war for selfish and sordid
reasons without first verifying it, displayed that deplorable lack of good taste
which usually accompanies an appetite
for sensation. Even the Senate paused to
listen to the tirades heaped upon the
absent head of the distinguished poet for
something Clare Sheridan, sculptor, by
special permission, of Trotsky, reported
him to have said and which, within a few
hours, the author of "If" flatly denied. "I
did not give the Clare Sheridan interview," says Kipling, wherefore we shall
go on beiieving that "the female of the
species is more deadly than the male!"
The Secretary of War was consulted
and forthwith issued a statement refuting all that Mr. Kipling was supposed to
have said and much more. At least one
portion of Mr. Weeks' denial is illuminating, though it would have served better as
a preamble, "I cannot understand how a
man of Mr. Kipling's learning would permit himself to make a public statement
on any subject without first ascertaining
the facts...." But how did Mr. Kipling
know that he was going to give Clare
Sheridan, Mr. Trotsky's sculptor, an

interview!

Meanwhile, it is to be hoped that a
serious international complication
has
been averted by Kipling's prompt action
in publishing- "The Lie That Failed,"
much to the disgust of the anglophobists
thereby proving that,
"If you can keep your head when
all about you are losing theirs and
blaming it on you,"
the world will soon forget you!
EUROPE
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KIPLING AND AMERICA.
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good slogan for capital atd labor.
ADVERTISEMENTS.
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The Journal reserves the right to reject any
If
the
ndvertisine matter that it may deem ofimproper. resson
returns this winter
prodigal
thanlip,
Calls for society meetings, cards
lie must not complain if the veal is cold.
noolution", society and church socials, lectures,
t
meetings (except Sunday
calls for thm-cticeand
Kansas
has
barred
church programs) ore considered ns advertising
all teachers who
rates.
will he charged for at regular advertising
use tobacco, which will confine them to
some of the modern cigars.
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
entitled to
The Associated Tress is exclusively
to
of all news credited
the ue. for
Scientists say the grasshopper
and also
it or not otherwise credited in this paper
herein.
without knowing where it is going. hops
the local news published
But

MUCH
'SHFETY- WORTH HOW TO
BOMBERS FLY OVER. STUS0ERWHTER- -

of

Ohio, democratic nominee for the presidency two years ago and now self appointed ambassador to Europe, has recently returned from abroad with predictions that unless America interests herself in Europe all will be lost. "The master key," says Mr. Cox, "is held by tha
United States." Mr. Cox is disturbed by
the deadlock on reparations and suggests that Mr. Hoover be sent to Germany
to analyze her economic condition and
decide what may be necessary for her
rehabilitation. In an extensive interview,
which forebodes the complete collapse
of central Europe, this is the only re-

commendation
which Mr. Cox makes,
"after personal study of the crisis."
Shades of the league of nations! "The
fate of the world is in the hands of
America!" Is not this an echo of the campaign of two years ago? Would Mr. Cox
make "a scrap of paper' of the Versailles
Treaty for which he fought so valiantly
i t 1920?
Ambassador Cox and candidate
Cox disagree in their views on treaty obli-- ;
ations. Four years have passed since
the signing of the armistice yet Germany,
her industrial machinery unimpaired by
war, still pleads poverty. It is France'
debt and England's; why, (hen, should
not America cancel it?
The violets no longer grow on Kem-rne- l
Hill! America holds the master ke
and the key is made of gold.

1
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We scanned the newest tariff act,
tut did not find it there.
The thing we sought, it is a fact,
Was a tariff on hot air.
'Twas just as well we did not get it. as It
would
have taken the pep out of the
political
ruined the winter resort publicity, and campaign
broken off
several engagements.
$
4
In olden days the more or less forcible extraction of money was called pulling the
leg. How
times have changed. The other
day a bandit who
robbed a lodge secretary overlooked 1475 hidden
In the man's artificial limb.

-

The trouble with the Hio Grande
just now seems
(o be that it is a little too dry for
fishing and a little
too wet to make a good automobile drive.
A man at Fort Madison ate a heartv breakfast
before being hanged. That was one time he had
no fear of indigestion

"The doctor told me to take a ride on a full stomach," said the automobilist as he ran blithely over
the fat man.

witness In Santa Fe described a man as being
a colored man, "but kind of a blond." That's what
wc call a qualifying adjective.
A

Everybody has heard of the "certain rich man,"
but why is it nobody ever thinks of the "uncertain
rich man," of whom there are an infinitely greater
number?

:

286

DETECTLETS
-

l:ands"

his pocket and spread it before
Keene
Keene, famous Detector.
raised his hand and held It a moment before his eyes. Then he
glanced at tho paper.
"It merely says," the white-face- d
banker went on, "that the celebrated Keene, Detector, knowing
all the facts of this case, sees how
impossible It was for me. the president, to have committed tho crime.
If you will sign that," the banker
went on, "I will have it to refer to
in my moments of near delirium. It
will comfort me, strengthen me it
will save my reason."
Certainly I will sign," said
Kecne, smiling. He took his fountain pen from his pocket and wrote
on the paper. Then, like a flash, he
wheeled about and seized with one
powerful arm the mart who had
crept from the door behind him
the man who held a knife three
inches from his back. With his
other hand Koene, Detector, covered the bank president with his
revolver.
"This paper, after I had been
found dead, signed by me," he said,
smiling, "would have helped your
But I
defense, Mr. President.
guessed. Your eyes are mirrors of
a crooked soul. But the little mirror on my ring, which I held before
my eyes ns soon as I guessed your
plan, is more reliable."
"Foiled," cried the cringing bank
,
president.
" 'Tin' foiled " commented Keene,

The queen bee of the bootleggers got stung In
his
Keene, Detector, inclined
head. His eyes did not leave those
the federal court.
of the great man. The fact denoted
e.
$
alertness.
not
Why
"Ai.rt now," continued the bank
decapitate the Turk and have an International Thanksgiving?
president smiling wanly, "I have a
peculiur request to make. I am a
most humble man. 1 lack
I do not trust my nerves.
I fear that I, even I, may be susof
this theft. 1 fear that, in
pected
AHfeppeinp TlWnifty
Ajg
my anxiety for the bank, 1 may 1j 0
my mino. i may go crazy unu accuse myself. I may confess. My
mind Is overturned- I need some
The University hack will run daily,
's
leaving
constant assurance, for myself, that
store at 8:30 a. m.
I had nolhing to do with the theft.
The very request I make seems
Mesdames M. S. Otero and G. W. Harrison have crazy. You, who know psychology
so well, the power of whose n ime
returned from Trimble Springs, Colo., where
they is so great, will understand, howwere the guests for some time of Gen. T. D. Burns
ever." Ho hesitated a moment.
and family of Tierra Amarlllo.
Then he drew a sheet of paper from Detector-

Years

Mat-son-

Jones of Salt Lake, N M,, is
attending the
University. Miss Jones was obliged to travel three
Miss

days by stage, a distance of 150 miles, to
Magdalena,
the nearest rail point.

Hunt and Roderick Stover went out duck
hunting Tuesday. Hunt dropped his .45 revolver,
which was discharged, and the bullet
pierced the
fleshy part of his arm.
1

Wallace Hesselden, an old time Las Vegas
boy,
and his wife, a Las Vegas young lady, are here from
Albuquerque for a visit. Las Vegas Optic.
Hon. H O. Bursum. of Santa Fe has gone to California to accompany home his wife and

f

A

LITTLE LAUGHTER

J

Old Tradition,
The late Mrs. George Gould
nated divorce. At a Lakewood dinner party a young divorcee was admiring Mrs. Gould's splendid jewels.
"Oh, that's your wedding ring,
Isn't it?" she said. "How
it looks. In the past they
made them ko much wider than
they do now."
"In the past, you see," said Mrs.
Gould, "they expected them to last
Los Angeles Times.
a lifetime,"
A World Beater

"Look, daddy," said a little
"I pulled this cornstalk
up all by myself."
Santa Fe Special Officer Ben Williams, whose right
"My, but you arc strong," said
genial phiz has not been seen in the city for some his father.
"I guess I am, daddy. The whole
time, came in from La Junta last night.
world had hold of xhf other end
of it." The Monitor.
Colonel J. Francisco Chavez, territorial superintendent of public Instruction, passed through the
Striving to Please
"I have here some flowers for a
city last night on his way from Santa Fe to Progreso,
murderer."
A COMMUNITY PHYSICIAN
accompanied by his wife.
In
"We have no murderers
Plunkvllle jail, madam," said the
The problem of the country doctor is
A special from Wall street to the St. Louis Retown Sergeant. "We have a wife
beater; will he do?" Louisville
becoming increasingly a serious one. public states that the Choctaw extension to Santa Courier-Journal.
Physicians who are beginning their prac- Rosa would mean much more than a closing up of
the
Rock
tice hesitate to risk the inconvenience;
Island gaps, but would Indicate that the
Pigging and Driving
the farmer in the westand uncertain compensations of rural Rock Island intends to create a route to the coast. ernTaunting
of Kansas about the absection
Indications
are
the
Rosa
exSanta
route
will
be
and
ehoone
life,
the more populous town!.
sence of water on his land has been
On the other hand, there are innumerable tended to Albuquerque and that both the Santa Fa commonly practiced for years.
Last summer a party of eastern
c
mmunitk'R in the United States where and the Rock Island will use the Santa Fe from this autolsts
was passing through this
the nearest physician is miles away, point westward.
section of the country, bound for
the Pacific Coast- One of the drivwhere he cannot be reached quickly, and
Officers of the Knights of Pythias grand lodge, ers of tho party, In need of water,
his visits are expensive. The situation ii in session
at Santa Fc, are: Grand chancellor, Wil- stopped a farmer (long the road,
intolerable, when life and health hang in liam Kilpatrlck, Madrid; vice grand chancellor, B. who was hauling several barrels of
water on his wagon.
the balance.
F. Adams, Albuquerque; grand prelate, C, B. HeathAfter negotiating with tile farmThe little town of Ihlen, Minnesota, er, Silver City;
of records and seal, er for the much needed- - water the
grand
faced such a situation, and they have C. P. Perry, Las Vagas. keeper
auto driver seriously
inquired,
"Well, my friend, tell me how far
found a very satisfactory soluti6n. Two
to haul this water?"
do
have
you
h indred people have signed an agree"Oh, only 'bout ten miles," the
ment to pay a physician $12 a year each,
farmer dryly answered.
"Land
sake!" exclaimed the
and his services have been secured. Thus
stranger.
"Why don't you dig a
the community is assured competent
well?"
"What's the use?" drawled the
medical care, and the physician a fair
"Until we know why the rose is sweet or the farmer. "It's 'bout as far one way
living. Any person with a proper respect
as 'tis tho other." Saturday Evenfor his family's health would be willing dew drop pure, or the rainbow beautiful, we cannot ing Tost.
know why the poet Is the best benefactor of society.
to pay a dollar a month.
HOME MOVEMENT.
The public is becoming conscious of The soldier fights for his native land, but the poet BETTEll
N. M.. Sept. 17. A
Lus
the tremendous importance of health, touches that land with the charm that makeswithit "better Vegas,
home" movement has been
warrior's
heart
for and fires the
started in Jjis Vegas and a demonand it is learning that it is better to worth fighting
and stration will be given here during
invincible.
The statesman enlarges
prevent sickness than to cure it. In Japan energy
orders liberty in tho state, but the poet fosters the the week of October 9 to 14. A
homo will be completely furnished,
physicians are paid to keep people well, core of liberty in the heart of the citizen. The decorated
nnd equipped nnd placed
their function being to examine them Inventor multiplies the facilities of life, but the poet on exhibition
as nn encouragement
to residents to own their own and
makes life better worth living."
periodically.
Mrs. Charles o'Mal.
better
homes.
GEORGE WILLIAM CURTIS.
There, the people receive the same
ley heads the local committee,

daughter.

-

TODAY'S BEST TiOUGiT

IN

THE
SCHOOLS

Special to The Journal

By DAVID DAKT

Bring Episodes in the Life of Kecne, Detector.
MIRRORS OF THF. SOUL
The great city was stirred by the
MilMoim of dollars' worth
robberyof securities had been stolen from
the Great Grandoise Bank.
Keene, Detector, sat in the private office of the president of the
bank. All was quiet. The employes
had left tho institution. The room
was dim in the twilight.
"I have told you all," said the
president solemnly. "I have sought
your help because nil the world
knows of your wonderful powers,
Mr. Keene. I place the matter nt
tho criminal
in your
catching

PUPILS

M0UNTAINAIR

Mountainair. N. M.. Sept. 17.
The Mountainair
public schools
opened last Monday morning. The
enrollment has been a surprise to
a great mnny, who had believed
tho tales that "so many people had
The first week
lett Mountainair."
of school a year ago the enrollment
was 203. nnd this morning Super
intendent Jackson announced the
enrollment by rooms, which totals
286. While it 1st true that some
from
have gone
Mountainair,
others have come, so that Instead
of a decrease there is an Increase.
And when all the students will
have enrolled the total enrollment
will greatly
exceed that of last
year.

FIRE RUINS BODY OF
MOTOR CAR AT VEGAS
Sprcl:il tu The Journal

Las Vegas, N.
Sept. 17. An
to W. T.
automobile
belonging
Grav burst into flames while standing in Whalen's garage here Saturday morning.
Mr. Gray had driven in from
Santa Fe Friday evening, leaving
his car in the garage for the night.
When discovered, a mass of flames
the car.
enveloped
completely
which ruined the body. The prompt
use of chemicals saved the garage
cars
Other
from destruction.
standing near were slightly damsome
was
nnd
there
aged
injury
done to the garage.
The cause of the fire is unknown.
M-- ,

SCHOOL

RENTtoreroom

FOR
A

tUtl

BuiiUli.
ai ilj Wosi
tillable for saiage. Inquire H. K.
Sherman, at Flrat Saviogi Ban It tod
TrrtBf Ompany. phune 8.
WILL arrange to suit tenant a 5x1 inj
foot brick building; good condition;
opposite Santa Fa Bhis; reasonable
term). See or write L. Hey man, 109
North Fimt. Albuquerque. N. M.

MODEL BO LD
Has Modern Class Rooms,
Auditorium, Gymnasium,
Domestic Science and
Manual Training Rooms.

Itk.N

I

WELL CONTRACTOR
Eii.ti LttiiLUU. driven mid repaired;
pumps, tanki, tuwera, J. P. Walking,
tin Wt Marhlg. Dhntii. HSi-w

EPjQALE

Miscaneou";

lXH;iA

jHario SOB YVeat Silver.
FOR BALE beautiful mounted deer'i
Per17.
Portales, N. M., Sept,
heud, fine ipeeimen; can bo Been at
haps there is nowhere in New Mex- Hauer' Saddlery.
ico a better equipped or more mod- FOU BALE Two bicycles, in A- -l Condi"-tloern educational plant than the
at a bargain; used eight month.
Portales high school building. The Apply 213 South First.
'
masons
brick
and
HICKS' DAIKY
plascarpenters,
terers have finished, and the elec- CLEAN MILK, with a heavy cream line;
8c;
Phone 738.
tricians and painters are putting on pints.SaTb quart,
FOIt
OK Til ADE One
the finishing touches.
new Perfection oil itove, one oil stov
has
been
The large auditorium
one coal stove heater, one Howe
finished and the curtains hung. heater,
one Carlson'
scales, one barrel uf
The drop curtain is a beautiful cabinet for spools, oneglue,
lapadalry outfit
work of art which pictures a his- with motor, one
single
shotgun,
Winchester rifle.
torical event. This beautiful paint- ono SS-Wright'
Cold.
l'ost.
and
Fourth,
Trading
E.
Gov.
the
of
W.
was
ing
thought
Lindsey, chairman of the Portales
Speclul to The Journal

school board, and portrays tho congress of the Northwest territory in
session In New York, July 13. 1778.
At the top of the curtain is this
inscription: "Religion, morality and
knowledge being necessary to good
government and happiness of mankind, schools nnd the means of
education shall forever be encouraged."
Below the painting is the following inscription: "Ordinance of the
government of the Northwest territory by the congress in session in
New York, July 13, 17S7."
The back curtain consists of one
garden scene and one parlor scene
with side wings. The stage is 20x
32 feet, well lighted and equipped
with roomy dressing rooms. The
auditorium is seated with 700 comfortable opera chairs. .
The electric fixtures are an ornament to ti e building.
The basketball court contains a
balcony for the spectators, which
runs one end and the entire length
of the court. The floor Is over a
concrete base and will give an excellent space and convenience for
sports and athletics.
The halls are fitted with lockers
for each student to store their
books and wraps.
The domestic science department
Is fully equipped with every convenience, both kitchen and sewing
room, The dining room is fitted
with cupboard9 and the floor is
polished oak.
On one side of the gymnasium is
a shower bath for girls, equipped
with a number
of shower and
dressing rooms. On the other side
one
a
is like
equipped for the boys.
The study hall and library are
separated by a partition of glass
panels. The class rooms are all
for their
conveniently equipped
particular needs.

MACHINE FOR DUSTING
COTTON IS INVENTED

WANTEDMiscellaneous

WaSTEIj
On
ilONliif
goodTirst
mortgages. McM'Mton St Wood.
WANTED To buy bantams, Brown I.cg- hnrns preferred. 413 Kant Ilazeldlne.
WANTKIl To buy Adirondack or Sara- nac rocllner. 114 Jiortti Edith, phont
:or.6-.-

WANTED Light used buggy,
must
be first-clastoj):
2403--

without
I'lron

lt

W ANTED

condition.
Journal.

Tent, SxlO; must bo 111 good
I3ox T. E.. car
Addres

WANTED
To buy flat top office desk;
must be in good condition. . cMIHlun
& Wood, 208 Vi'eit Cold.

TltANSKEK and scavenger

reaonabl

rate.

East Iron, phone

13.

1970-W-

.

A,

work ariir,
Griffith, in

MAX

BARGAIN
FTOK E, at 116 Soutn
First, will pay Mie highest price fur
second-hanclothing, shoes and
furnltire. Phone 858.
HUG CLEANERS
.. - J
AC
D1l tl Una
MATTRESSES
renovated, $3.50 and up;
ana
lurnuura repaired
Ervln
pacKed.
Beddln g Co.. phonea fil3W. or 2035 - J .
Your plant to apply on
WANTED
of new
used
player piano.
Phone 10 and we will call and quote
values that will make conservative buv- er sit up and take notice. George P.
your

ieanara.

FINISH TNG 3 TIMES A DAV
satisfaction
Remember,
guaranteed.
your finlj 'ng t a reliable estab
on
lished firm. Return
postage pal
mall orders.
Hanna & Hanna, Inc.,
Fox News,
Commercial Photographers,
Albuquerque.
KODAK

Send

CARPENTERING
FOIt ODD JOBS and contract workTcall
U75--

ME FKJURE YOUIt NEW HOUSK
or repairs; reasonable prices: work
guaranteed; estimate free. Call 1755AV.
Johnson, fiirt John.
an3
cJ5 carpentering
WE DO ODD
bouse building, reasonable;; Investigate,
our low prices; estimates free.
Pboo
i336-M- .
J. F. Klulten, 81 Z Tale.
I WANT you to Investigate my low price
on any kind of a building proposition
you have In view. A. K. Palmer. Bunga-lo- w
Builder Pot I city Phone W-W- .
LET

MONEY

TO LOAN

To"
MONEY
LOAN Oil watches,'
I)j tlie Aisocialrd Trent.
and everything valuable.
gun
Corpus Christi, Tex., Sept. 17.
A machine for dusting cotton with Mr. B. Marcus, 213 Houth Klrst.
calcium arsenate has been Invented MON E fo LOAN, vii
real
Mc- 11.000,
estate;
11,500,
12,000.
by H. V. Dixon and his son, Basil Million
20
Wood
and
Oold.
West
Dixon, farming 900 acres near the
MONeTJtO
on
LOAN
diamonds,
watcho
the
With
large acreage they
city.
and good jewelry; liberal, reliable, con- had they found It very difficult to
cover the entire amount with the fldenttol. Oottlleb Jewelry Co., 105 N. 1st.
small one and two row machines
. Ji0.1. SALLLivetock
in their fight against boll weevils.
SALK
Fifty rabblls, thoroughbred
hit upon a FOR
They thereupon
ana
fryers. ,ljo Stanford.
scheme of covering a wider area
FOR
BALE
Milk
cows and horses, cheap.
and invented a machine
which
ZHI7 soutn Broadway.
dusts fourteen rows at, one time
SALE
Two extra fine young ltufus
with the calcium arsenate.
The FOR
Red and ona Belgian
buck. Phone
work is done at night while the
foliage Is wet with dew so that the FOR SALE Four
good Jersey cows,
poison will adhere to the plants,
either single or a bargain If taken to
which Is said to be very deadly gether.
1411 8outh Edith.
against the boll weevil.
FOR
SALE Flemish
Rufus
Giants.
Y"

s

2403-R-

RUSSIA PLANS A NEW
ISSUE OF BANK NOTES

Reds, niuck. Belgians, bucks, doe and
friers. 710 West Lead, phone 1026-W- .
HALF CAR young Wyoming horses, several good matched gray teams; weight
1.200 to 1.&00 pounds.
Martin Carrol,
Mountain road and First, or apply 1209
Norlh Second.

Vladivostok, Siberia, Sept. 17.
Again there is to be a new issue of
Russian banknotes. The governFOR SALE Real EstateT
ment has decided to issue small FOR SALE Three cholca lots nn East
money tokens to the aggregate
Silver.
Phone 1218.
NEW SCHOOL HOUSE
amount of 60,000 roubles gold. The SEE
CO.. 218 West
as
commercial
classes
alarmed
are
'told, for reql bargains In homes.
BEING CONSTRUCTED
they will be the hardest hit. It will
RENT
be obligatory for them to accept FOR
Office Koom
Special to The Journal
Tuns. NT. M.. Split. 17. Workmen these money tokens- at their face FOR REN1 oflce rooms. Central aveas
and
it
nue, above Matson'
Book Store. Kor-happears the people
are busy on the new school house value,
nnu Company.
Auto Department.
large have little faith in their
at the Indian pueblo. The govern- at
FOR
will
RENT
tho
first
Desirable
value,
expected
thing
ground f.oor
ment building will consist of eight
space, on reasonable term. Aprooms wnen nnisneci, witn toun be to convert it Into goods.
ply National Life Insurance Comparw rf
conven
tains and mjinv modern
tho Southwest, Second and Copper.
COCGIIS DISTURB SCHOOL
lnres. Another venr eieht. teachers
WORK
will be employed, takin? pupils
School teachers should give the W'NTED Two men of
tnrougn an eigntn graao course oi same
Integrity, clean-cto
children who have
advice
be
no
and aggressive, who are real
longer
study. It will then
necessary to send the children to coughs as this Florida teacher. "I 100 Men who are In this class can earn
!
per week. Addres
recommended
car
Foley's Honey and
Santa le for their schooling.
nd an Interview will be arranged.
Tar to the children in my school
who ad the 'flu' and good results
came whenever it was used," writes
CENSORSHIP FAILS
Mrs. L. Armstrong, Okeechobee, MATTRESS RF.NOvXt1nqTu60o
TO
PUBLICPROTECT
Hug cleaning, furniture repairing, furwas
ar.ci
Florida.
Nora's day off
Yestidday
Foley's Honey and Tar niture
packing. Phone S13-or 2035-no opiates ingredients
contains
SAYS SIR GILBERT
nobody wasent home but me and
printed on the wrapper. Stood the ErvltiBeddingcpany
ma, and ma started to go out, saytost of time serving three generaPRUFlfflfoNAL CARDS'
ing, Benny, I dont wunt you to
tions.
colda
relieves
Quickly
I 'eve the house till your sister Glad-jdi- s
chest
and
coughs and croup, throat,
Sold every, Wilson and wilson;
bronchial
trouble.
comes home, I wunt somebody
Attorney,
where.
to be heer in case eny packidges
Room
18, 17 and 19 Cromwell Building.
come.
Phone
LEGAL NOTICE
Well G, ma, cant I sit on the
PHMCIABAM
frunt steps even? I sed, and ma
"
"
NOTICE
OF ADMINISTRATOR. OB. 8. L. BURTON,
move
if
but
off
All
the
you
sed,
rite,
In
Ed
Matter
the
of the Estate of
Diseases of tha Stomach
frunt steps 111 punish you by keepSuite 9. Harnett Uuiidin
Clancy Shanahan, Deceased.
ing you in after suppir, now reNotice Is hereby
given that UK. MARGARET CAKTWItKlllT,
member, a werd to the wise Is suf1123
nesiuenc
Eat Central
Hugh F. Walters, Administrator of
iV x
ficient. Meening not to forget she
Phont ill.
the estate of Ed Clancy Shanahan,
warned me, and she went out and
8.
MABI.K
StvEiTLS'.
1B.
fi'ed
in
the
Probate
deceased, ht
I went and sat on the frunt steps
Osteopathic Physician,
Court of Bernalillo county, New CIMsens Bnn
k Bid g. Ph. 881-and prltty soon Leroy Shooster, Sid
or 8082-- J
Mexico, Ms final report as such Kit. 8.
Hunt and Puds Simklns came up
C LARUE,
0,
and the court has
Administrator,
we're
Nos
and Throat.
Eye, Rar,
going
saying, Hay Benny,
appointed Thursday, the fifth day
Burnett Building.
Pbon laH
to the fire house to see the 2
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PRICED

KINGSBURY'S' KOLUMN
A Real Home

D, T, KINGSBURY

Realtor.
Real (Estate, Loans and

In- -

surance.

210 W. Gold.

rhono

'

m brick, modern, fine harfl-- j
flonrg, fireplace,
large classed
porch, extra large living room, hot
water heat; good garage; West Tijerae.
Jo.s'iO
pebble dash dwelling, bnth. etc., corner lot 100x142, one
block from Central, Highlands, close. In.
?4,r,oo
frame, modern, fine shade,
good location, S. Walter St., close In.
?7,r00
wood

Some
Lots

007--

A. FLEISCHER,

Eenler

Autnmotilla Insurnnce,
Surety Roods, Loans.
l'hone C74..
S. Fourth Street,

A re! dent,

Ill

No.

PAT, THE

HOME WORTH WHILE.
Select fourth ward location.
New
ndoho stucco
with all
built-i- n
features, areola heat, garage,

Repair

Work a Specialty.
201.
PHONE

etc., $5,250.

AMODERN
HOME out in fourth ward,
mantel, garage and lawn. Only
SIX-ROO-

$4,250.

MODERN ADOBE
home, choice west side location, $3,600.
WE HAVE HOMES IN ALL
PARTS of the city from $750
to fifteen thousand.
trouble to show you.
FIVE-ROO-

218

CO,

Golil.
rhono 407.
New Mexico State
Realty Association.

V.

Members:

RENTALS
We have a special rental department with an exclusive
rent man in charge.
ItOBEHTS-TCRNE-

CO.

R

Phone 407

218 W. Gold.

SHELLEY-BRAU-

CO,

N

rooms, hall, good porches,
street,
shade,
garage,
paved
$4,500;

good

terms.

ti

2229--

Von

HELP WANTED
Mil If.

Mllker1hMna;4j'3.R4

Dining room boy. jiVthdTTt
Sanatorium.
Man to work on ranch, close
1HI&--

WANTED
mwii,
WANTED

bakT?!
Audrusi
Postoffice box 332, Helen, N. M
WANTED
Photographer; good proposl-tio- n
for the right party, c. L., caro
.Journal.
WA N'TED Competent
one
able to flRure lumber. bookkeeper;
Address Hox 12.
FIrst-clns-

s

care Journal.
LONcnETB form carmr.twt, teamsters.
laborers; good wages; transportation to
Job. Employment A goncy,
110 a. Third.
LEARN TO TELEOItAPH
Am starting
a class In telegraphy and wnjit
four
.auB ,o mi our.
call
particulars
g074--

after

phone
WANTED

6

p.

m.

For out of town, one shoe
Salesman. ladles' department;
one
men's clothing salesman; must spenk
Spanish fluently.
Address with references, experience and salary expected.
Box 400, care Journal.
"WANTED Salesmen, with car. to sell
Colt Lighting nnd cooVIng
In
Xew Mexico Rnd Arizona; this Isplants
the beginning cif the best season of the year
for the lighting business; therefore we
want to place a man In each- county in
the two states o we can got the business while the getting Is good; farmers
and ranchmen everywhere ore Interested
In better light, what we need Is men to
present the Colt proposition.
Liberal
terms offered to the buyer anil liberal
commission
and expenses paid to salesmen.
cail personally, or
Applicants
write W. M. Foster, 21014 West Central,
.Albun.uero.ue.

Ketnnle.

KENT

lasswest

Two housekeeping
New York.

rocn

Phone

2367-.-

woman to clean house.
1441-.between 5:30 and 6:30
71R West Lead.
p. m.
WANTED
Woman to taKa charge of
house; reasonable wages; small family.
Apply r,lo West Fruit.
WANTED
Experienced girl for general
housework; good home.
Apply mornuna
Luna
boulevard.
ings,
WANTED
Competent girl or woman
for light
housekeeping and c Hiking
or apply COS West New
Phone 15S9-A

York.

change,

furnlihed complete. 215 North Seventh.
FOIt KENT Two rooms, nicely furnished for light housekeeping.
308 North
Broadway.
FOU KENT
Housekeeping rooms; sleep723 South
ing porch; adults
only.
Edith.
FOU KENT Two furnished rooms, for
light housekeeping; adults; no sick.
i. ho'ith Second.
FOI. RENT Nicely furnished large
throe-roomodern apartment; no sick.
jn'tio w pnm
FOR RENT Two desirable furnished
rooms with sleeping porch and private
bnth. 707 Souih Amu.
FOR RENT Two rooms and sleeping
1601 Eatt
porch, furnished, modern.
Contrnl,
phono 1142-J- .
FOR RENT
Two rooms

light

housekeeping;

furnished for
also

sleeping
rooms.
Over Woolworths.
Four-rooFOU RENT
modern fur-

nished npnrtment.
Inquire 116 West
Oold. or
North Fourth.
! Oil RENT
Entirely separate, three-rooapartment, In private home; best
location, eloso in. l'hone 2220-.T- .
FOR REN T V.e ry nice! clean! large
apnrtment, furnished; rent reasonable;
no sick; no children. 816 Forrester.
Three-rooRENT
FOR
apartment,
lights, water and gas; water paid;
no
sick.
1011 North Second.
adults;
FOIt KENT Three pleasant rooms, bath
and front porch, completely furnished;
no strk: no children.
112 South Ninth.
FOU HUNT Three
rcotns and bath,
furnished for light housekeeping. 609
South First.
Apply at the Savoy Hotel

lights and phone furnished. 710 West
lead.
FOR RENT Two four-rooapartments.
Alpha Apartments, corner Walter and
Call
Central; stenm heat; furnished.
119 Eiist Central.
FOR Rent Two and three-roofurnished apartments;
hot and cold water,
lights nnd phone paid; rent reasonable.
421 i South Broadway.
FOR RENT
Furnished apartments, convenient to sanatnrfums; four rooms,
glassed-i- n
sleeping porches, gas; on East
Central car line. Call 1321 East Central
or sea McMlllin A Wood. Phone 148.

first.

LOST AND FOUND

FOR SALE OR RENT Suburb grocery
store and dwelling. Address
care
Airedale dog; clip-pe- d Journal.
ears; name "Boots;" finder call FOR SALE Two-Stor- y
brick building,
40!; reward
215 South First: location good for any
LOST Bunch of keys, between postoffice kind of business.
and St. Joseph's Sanltorum. Finder FOR SALE A five-roohouse and
please leave at Journal office.
small grocery: close In; good busfnesa.
Call at 316 South Seventh.
FOR SALE Ranches
DRUOGIST
Best available location for
have some splendid
FOR "SALE We
drug store In Arizona now opei. Cor
propositions In suburban ranches.
respondence Invited If able to finance.
Company
Thomas K. Marshall, Tucson, Arizona.
In
Mountain
FOR SALE
ranch,
FOR SALE Stores,
hotels,
rooming
Valleys pine log houses; running water.
nouses, garages, restaurants ana otner
high-claAddress Box 90. care journal,
not advertised
propositions
Co., SIS West
FOR SALE
Small ranch with four-roolocally. r.oberts-Turnhouse and two screened porches, fur- Oold.
'Califorto
owner
going
nished, complete;
FOR SALE Cafe, four years eetabllshod
nia, Call at Hatton's Store, across liarelaa
business: wilt sell cheap If sold at
bridge.
once; on national highway, write for
VOR SALE
Nine acres cultivated land, particulars to W. IT. Stovall, Commercial
part alfalfa. Close In, Old Town Boule- Cafe, Hnlbrook. AH.
vard; at a bargain. MoMllllon ft Wood, FOR KALE One ut the finest cafea In
Insurance,
Realtors, 206 West Gold.
northern Arisona, long lease, excellent
Loans.
trade, good location; two of the partnersare to leave for Europe; act quick. AdFOR SALE Ten
acre! of good laud.
mostly In alfalfa, four miles out on dross postoffice box 314, Flagstaff, Aria.
Wo Grande boulevard, on main ditch EXCELLENT BUSINESS I.ACATION, esBox 114, nld
and main road. Address
and
HOTELS,
pecially GARAGES,
or phone 2409-JAlbuquerque,
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, at PEACE- The new city
RANCH ofour acres, entirely fenced LAND. NEW MEXICO.
with five-fopoultry wire, three-fourt- five miles west of GRANTS,) on the
divisions of
mile west of Uarelns bridge;
screened porches; SANTA FH RAILWAY and NATIONAL
house, three
water In house, new garage and chicken OLD TRAILS road. Come and see. or
DEVELOP
houses; full blooded ohtckens and tur- address COMMONWEALTH
keys; also furniture; Urms. Call owner, MENT CO., OR ANTS, N. M.
Short-haire-

d

M16-J-

WANTED

Houses

WANT HOUSE of about five moms.
In good location, from owner only; give
best all rnxti price . Address Uux 40,
.;

(art Journal,

FOR RENT
0"lf 'u'liNT
FOH
FOR

v

CO., Realtors
Fire and Auto

MATtTIX

Ti.

Real Estate,

Insurance,
223 TV. Gold

Loans.

I'lione

186

Franklin

'

&

Realtors.
Insurance,
Subdivisions.

Loans,

FOR

A

HOUSE

OR LOT
call or write

in Albuquerque,
.T. E. GONCE REAL
ESTATE
116 W. Sliver.
Phone 477
Good service and interest

Rentals,

COUNTRY HOMES

42x142

Corner,
3754x142

$500

DO YOU

have your Insurance.
Over State National Bank,
Telephone 598.

Have you bought that
home? If not why not?
We have one of the most
up to date listings in the
city and can supply your
wants. Any inquiry will
be appreciated.

14

HERE IS YOUR CHANCE
House and acre lot, garden, fruit
and shade. It's a real one. Good
reasons
for selling.
Attractive
price and terms.
T. E. GONCE
REAL ESTATE
116 W. Silver.
Phone 477

RENT
HUNT
120

MisceManeoui

Pianu. Phone 2072-Garage. S14 Vest Coal.
Singer machine. The
West Gold, phone 1111,

H, Chas, Roehl
Estate, Insurance, Loans
and Rentals,
Phone 640.
of
Second and Gold.
Corner

Real

V

JTORRENT
FOH

RENT

Dwellings

VOll RENT

Second.

Five-roo-

"anTsrtep":

Phi

FOR RENT Houses, all Klndsifurnlshed
end unfurnished.
McMlllin & Wood

n,'"'"

,a,h

.Kas'
FOR

211

11E.NT

RENT

West

FlvB-r- ..

Hold

.......

and sleeping
Four

...i..,

.

702

porch.

unfurnish-

ed houses. 70S, 709. 715. 717 South
40each.
Phone 1530.
FOR RENT two-roomodern" furnlsh"-e-d
two
house;
sleeping porches, J30.
"- '
r..,Bi pnnis re
FOIt RENT Four-roomodern
low; nicely furnished; fireplace; bungawater
pa Id
jgaraKe, 525 South Arno.
FOR RENT Newly decorated furnished
house, with the best of construction;
'"
"'canon 1420 East Silver
ion Rl!..T Two houses, furnished, one
rive rooms, canvas porch; one four
618 South High.
-- 121. El?.??! Porch.
FOR 'RENT
house, at 6D6
houth Walter. Inquire at 602 South
nyoe ungiey, phone 2068-Z 7CZ
i7T
LIST Vntir UDnan. .
Kealtjr Co., for prompt and efficient
service, t07 West Oold. phone M7.
B"OR
Three-rooRENT
furnished cottage; close In.completely
Inquire
.J..UIU
1,14-iiiiru.
FOR RENT Furnished and unfurnished
homes In all parts of the city. Roberts- z'a 'vest liom. pirone 407.
FOR RENT Three-roofurnished modern cottage, with porch, f.14 East
rama Ke. inquire at 612 East Pacific.
FOR RENT Modern furnished cottage,
two rnnmi an h.,1,
u.
on car line, rent 1.15. 1218 South Edith!
FOR RENT Two five-roofurnlRhed
oungaiows. 214 and 220 North Maple,
t45 per month. Apply 724 East Central
FOR RENT Three-roohouse and
sleeping porch, furnished; garage If
desired.
616 South High, call at 617
ouin nign.
FOR RENT Four-roohouse, furnished,
not modern, with lights, 125 month:
water paid. Phone 1703-call til South
Elm.
FOR RENT Furnished five-roomodern bungalow, large sleeping porch.
114 Princeton.
123
Inquire
Vassar, or
pnone 2133-FOR RENT Well
furnished
modern
five-roohouse, close In; shade and
614 North Third;
see owner,
garage.
1006 South Edith.
FOR RENT Nicely rurnished bungalow
In highlands, one block from Central,
Ideal for convalescent. Call 317 South
Walter, phone 1273-FOR RENT Close in. new three-roomodern house: sleeping porch; nicely
furnished; no sick: no children. Apply
901 West Marquette.
FOR RENT Five-roostrictly modem
furnished house, University Helghta,
street oars to door. Room 7, First National Bank building-- .
FOR RENT Modern flat on West Central. Large convenient rooms. Partly
furnished. Sleeping porch. Low rent to
right party. Pirone 662-FOR RENT Small furnished or unfurnished house. In very good condition;
not modern, but has electric lights and
city water; rent 125 or 130. Phone 1647-FOR RENT Five-roofurnished house;
large front and back porch, garage;
also one-roohouse In th rear; rent
$.10
Inquire at 522 South Arno, or
phone 1840-R- .
FOSRENT Furnished "cottage, "newly
decorated, Inside and out, modern and
gas. Phone or call between 10 and 12
a. m. Phone 3S1-keys at 1524 East
Central.
FOR RENT New four-roohouse; bath,
screened porches, gas, electric light,
Areola heat, furnished or unfurnished,
near university. 1020 Kast Central, open
all day. Phone 2400-RFOR RENT Two comfortable furnished
cottages, In beautiful Tejano canyon;
climate Ideal; telephone service.
e
H, B, Hammond, phone 297.
box. C68, Albuquerque, N. M.
FOU RENT After September 13, new
furnished four-roobungalow, with
bath, two screened porchea and garage:
also three-rooand bath npartment. 1506
East Central. Apply at 724 East Central.

waiter.

).....

FOR SALE

Furniture

RNITIIRE R'EPA iTtlNOIidpTlotsteP
ErvlB
or S036-- J.
Phone 613-Ing.
Bedding Company.
FOR SALE Three-piec- e
living room set,
upholstered In tapestry.
Inquire at
1304 West Central.
FOR BALE Oak dining table and six
leather-bottochairs; Shuttle Worth
Wilton velvet rug; all good aa new, for
one-ha- lf
price. Call 184, or 101 South
F nrteenth.

FOR SALE OR TRADE
MITCH EL

Rooms

Furnished room. 612 North

FOH RENT

porcn. inquire 710 West Kent.
I'EN"r New tiiree-rooFT'
bungalow.
South High, 125 a month. Phone
93.
FOR RENT
Two-roohou.e with sleep
Cl,y
tnd
Wa,er
IB.
f
"En'.
nsS

I'Ult

FOR RENT

modern furnish

Four-roo-

ouune. Mi. Fnone 1S15-FOn R ENT Four-rooand seven-roofurnished houses. Phone 1503-.- I.

BIX touring car; good
dition: for cash or amaller car.
South Third, upstairs,

con823

V.

C.oltl.

Grade

115.00.

08 West
Coot rrunv room.
Fruit. Phone 2042-rooms.
FOR
RENT Two
furnished
Phone 205S-R- .
FOR RENT I.lRht housekeeping rooms.
202 North Edith.
FOR RENT Furnished room; no sick
811 West Pllver.
FOR RENT Several rooms, unfurnished
124 Bouth Edith.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms. 21S South
Walter. Phone 1G67-.FOR RENT Furnisher; room. 122 South
U.- .Try
a&,,AU
;FOR RENT Bedroom to employed gen- tlemen, 41S North Fourth.
j
FOR RENT Furnishes rooms; no chil
dren, no south Walnut.
FURNISHED modern rooms; no alck: do
children. 414 West Sliver.
FOR RENT A good housekeeping room,
on first floor.
612 North Sixth.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room,
adjoining hatlr. 619 North Third.
LARGE, cool room, beautifully rurnished,
Prlvn, bath. 1211 West Roma
FOR RENT Bed room, private entrance,
close In; no sick. 209 East Pllver.
FOR RENT Very
ro.,m. adjoining bath; close In. 114 South Arnn.
FOR RENT Room with sleeping porch
adjoining. Phone 107. 519 West Oold.
FOR RENT Nice. eean sleeping
and
housekeeping rooma 121 H North Third
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, also light
housekeeping room. 713 South Broad-

way.
FOR

RENT Nice,
clean apartments
reasonable. Imperial Hotel, 21 u West
Central.
FOR RENT Three rooms with sleeping
porch, furnished for housekeeping. 100
North Edith.
FOR RENT Large south room, with
glassed-i- n
porch; suitable for two, 715
East Central.
FOR RENT Three partly furnished
1524
ul,"" ior ngnt Housekeeping.
peconq, pnone 14r,0-FOR RENT Rooma, newly furnished,
cool, clean, quiet, modern: one block
from car. 822 South Fourth.
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms;
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
Theater, 511 14 West Central.
LINCOLN APARTMENTS, newly lurnlsh-e- d
rooms: hot water, oonl end close In.
312 South Third,
phone 914-FOR RENT Two large airy rooms with
sleeping porch, furnished to rent nut
208 South Arno.
single or double.
FOR RENT Two furnished ro.nis for
light housekeeping, with use or phone
and hath; garage. 209 North Edith.
ELGIN HOTEL Sleepfng rooms and
housekeeping apartments, by the day.
week or month. 602 'j, West Central.
FOR RENT Front room. weirtiTrnTshed.
adjoining bath, use of phone, close In;
one or two gentlemen. 70s West silver.
FOR RENT One large room with
screened porch-- ; partly furnished, $13
a month.
20t East Lewis, near shops.
FOR RENT Sitting room hod room
combined; private entrance; private
818 North Sixth, phone 1106-bath.
evenings.
FOR RENT Two desirable bed "rooms,
in modern home; gentlemen or ladles
Phone
alck.
no
employed preferred;
1S15-R-

.

FOR RENT Furnished, cne larce housekeeping room with
sleeping porch;
light and water, $18 a month, rhone
1511--

FOR RENT Furnlihed two rooms, sleeping porch, front porch, bath, enrage,
light and water.; $24 per month. Phone
1511--

room and
FOR RENT One glassed-l- n
one corner room: good ventilation; all
modern, with board; lovely room. 819
East Central.
FOR RENT Front bedroom with lavalocated
prlvats
tory; in centrally
home; gentleman only. No sick. 11 West
Phone 1108-CoaJ.
FbnT'RENT Two desirable light "housclean and
ekeeping rooms, furnished;
or call
well ventilated.
Phone 1903-M- .
417 South Walter.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished Inrse room
with large sleeping porch, hot and cold
water in room; no sick. 602 South Arno,
phone 1721-FOR RENT One beautifully furnished
room. In a modern home, southern
no sick,
Mrs. Fred llainn, (123
North Second.
FOIt "RENT Close In, newly furnished
room. In modern home, with private
entrance to bath, sleeping porch if desired. 415 South Third.
FOR RENT Two large housekeeping
rooma, well furnished; back and front
porchea. ground floor, close In; no small
80
children.
West Iron.
room, private
FOR RENT Furnished
bath, light meal facilities, steam heat,
Apply
hot water, 1211 West Roma.
apartment No. 2, or call 490-FOR RENT Furnished for light housekeeping: two large rooms and sleeping
light
porch, bath oonneotlon; water,
and phone furnished; positively no alck,
art no children. 710 West Lead.

Realtors

Insurance

:o(i W. Gold.

Loans

ON ACCOUNT

pleasintr new and modern
bungalow, 6 rooms, bath,
lnrco
vor.tnda.
garage,
r'ourth ward, price $5,500
tin lorm.s.

Ilrk-l-

4
rooms,
bungalow,
bath, two porches, garage,
shade, valuable lot, paving
paid for; close in; price
cut to J3.r,00; easy terms.
Douhl') brick bungalow, three
rooms, bath, slopping porch,
front porch and basement
with each side, full lot, gaThis
rage, good location.
gives a homo with good Income; price only $5, 300;
terms.

Joseph Collier

OF

207 West (.old Avenue

mechanical craft employes
having gone on a strike,

McKinley Land

&

Lumber Co,
Albuquerque.

Bridgeman

Co,
FIXTIRKS

WIRING AX1
Let Us Repair Your Old
IKONS, TOASTRR9, GRILLS,
ETC.
963-- J
rhorios 2229-102 ITarvnrd Avenue.

will employ In its shops, round
house and car department at
Denver. Trinidad and Cheyenne, men suitable for such
.service.
Board
and lodsin
free under ample protection
Ideal climate and working conditions.
Free transportation
Time find
paid after
ei(?ht hours and for Sundays
and Legal Holidays. Wire or
write

frnme house, close in,
lowlands, $1,730; $50 cash and
$25 a month.
home site, Fourth street
boulevard, close In, $1,000, eapy
lerms.
now
and sleeping
porch houses. Highlands, S1S00
and $1 700; $200 cash ami $30
a month.

estate exchange

KEATj
4011

West Copper Avenue

one-hal-

FOR SALE

New Mexioo,

Electric

FOR SALE

The Colorado
and Southern
Railway Company

$500,00

Balance like rent buys from owner a new
house in heights,
bath, sleeping porch, fireplace,
hardwood floors.
It. A. TnOM
212 X High St.
Phono 1227--

Residence and Investment
Property.

All Kinds of Insurance.
REAL ESTATE.
113 South Third
Street.

Phone

Better

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

WANT

Prompt Adjustment and Service? Let Van Monty Company

BERNARD A, SLEYSTER

--

A

J.

Corner, 47x142 . .
$650
Corner, 60x142, good
$1,000
locality
42x142, good localltv
$575
W. C. OESTRICH, Realtor.
218 i W. Gold.
l'hone 999.

211

$10.00 Per Loa'd

Realtor

.$600

'

McMi.'lion & Wood

Realtors.
410,

New concrete block bungalow.
4
rooms, bath and closets,
select oak floors,
and all the built In features;
large front and black porch,
Don't fail to
good basement.
see this beauty before you buy.
rhone Owner, 412-or call nt 116 Columbia St.

It Lasts

As Long As

Real Estate, Loans, Insurance,
201 W. Gold.
riione 442--

WARD

RTH

J, D. Keleher

stoain

furnished,
completely
heat, close in.

OPPORTUNITY

fire-plac- e,

est.

McClughan,

heat, foO.
cottapie.
furnished,
near Kast Central, $15.
2
and
apartments,

Now
house in Fourth
built-i- n
ward, strictly
modern,
features, hardwood floors, garage,
large lot, easy terms.
An Investment:
new building In
location that will Increase
in
value; rents for $135 per month;
$7,000; easy terms.

Phone

Joins!

A

For Sale on Easy Terms

MONEY TO LOAN
I have $3,000 to loan on close in
city property, not over BO per
cent valuation, 8 per cent interR,

bungalow,
fireplace,
furnace heat, $50.
brick, close in, steam

Company

T.

modern house.
"'"""""f". Two-ro-a iNortn Walter.
rurnished house,
"!,,,,,r.c. J!n!??".H,n Walter.

LEAlty TO TELEGRAPH Am starting
a class In telegraphy and want four
persons to fill out. For particulars call FOR RENT Furnished front apartment,
after p. m.
phone 2074-.two rooms and kitchenette, hath ad
HOME WORKERS Big list
of firms joining; large front porch: garage If desupplying profitable home work free: sired; thoroughly clean and snnltary; two
enclose
Slufer adults only nnd no sick. 124 South Arno.
envelope.
.
Mailing Lists Service. Eneanto. Ci'lf.
phone
Mnle nnd Female.
Man or man and wife to
WANTED
BUSINESS CHANCES
work on dairy of twenty cows; man
must be good milker. Phone 5413-J- t.
POK SALE
Hotel. Fourth and Central,
for
teachers
WANTED
Immediately;
phone 629-rural schools, ,n New Mexico : nd Ari- FOR SALE Hotel, twenty rooms,
pool
ExEducational
zona.
Southwestern
hail and bar; good lease. S13 South
117 West Copper, city.
LOST

four blocks of postoffice, nice
in
location
shade, a splendid
Fourth ward.

TtENT Three housekeeping rooms; FOR RENT
ground floor. 919 North Fourth.
FOR KENT
FOU PENT Three modern light houseini North Mnple.
keeping rooms,
FOR RENT
FOR I1ENT Itouselteeplng
apartment,
"'- FOR

WANTED
Experienced waitress,
Ap- ply at Liberty Cafe.
office.
WANTEP
Maid for private sanatorium.
FOR RENT
Furnished apartment, four
Apply 141
SouthEdlth.
rooms,
also
apartWANTED Woman
for rooming ment withmodern;
orglrl
sleeping
porch. 1104 North
house.
SHiJ South' Second.
Second.
WANTED
(Jlrl to do t'ght housework FOR RENT Three lovely rooms and
for two. Call 1112 South Edith.
glassed porch, east front, close In,
WANTED
Woman w girl for general furnished, gas and coal dangei. Phone
house work. Apply at 8:2
East Coal. 198.8-.WANTED
Girl or""womaiT"for-gener- nl
FOR RENT For light housekeeping, one
house work; three mornings a week.
furnished room and kitchenette. Water.
WANTED
Phone

A.

Itealtors

Six

Four rooms,
shingle,
dandy
porches, nil kinds of fruit, room
for 500 chickens, barns and outacres ground, six
buildings,
FOR RENT
blocks from car line; $6,300; good
terms.
This is an exceptionally
2
NEW STORES 2
good buy. Seeing Is believing.
corner iind
University Heights,
"Ask to See 'Em."
next to corner on lease. See Phono 223.
226 W. Gold
55APF, Second and Gold, or Mr.
Ward at stores,
rhoncs 640 or

WANTED
WANTED

furnished home

four-roo-

LOTS-FOU-

Plumblns and Heating.

five-roo-

R

Dandy

modern brick, furnishhouse furnished, also
same
ed on
lot, close in, and
This property
fine location.
will make you a fine home
and will also yield a good income.
For price and terms
see

Terms,

PLUMBER,

216 North Third,

'

ROBERTS-TURNE-

Furnished

"Cozy

nine room house (adobe)
with heat, bath, etc. Three fire
places, largs, airy, sunny rooms
on a corner lot 150x142 feet,
close to car line,
fenced, and fine shale.
It must sell. TormS" to suit
purchaser.
Phone 667.
to
"Our Personal
Attention
Every Little Detail."

OPPORTUNITIES

A

Investment

8fliniii

YOUR

FOR RENT

THINK OF IT

Real Home and a Good

A

porch,

tftVftn.

Hnig
-l

Best Buy in Fourth Ward
Four rooms and glassed sleeping

T. GILL, URAL ESTATE
T have
two places, one for $S,000,
323 W. Central.
riione 770.
close in,
the other for $4,600,
that will appeal to you, If you
good buy In business property.
and houses In all parts of the city.
want something good.

Fire,

A

mi

hardwood floors, built-i- n
features, fireplace, basement, garage, lawn and trees, two blocks
from Central avenue. A buy at
For this and other good
$4,700.
buys see
Realtors
Jas. M, Johnson
120 S. 4th St.
Phone 414.
The Real Estate Man.
216 W. Gold.
riione 240
TOM SALE

good sized rooms, modern,
furnace
heat, maple floors,
This is
good porches, walks.
a well constructed house built
of brick and located close In,
and a beautiful home. Priced
to sell and can give good terms
If desired.
have a Jew lots left
for sale in the Lincoln addition on North Fourth street;
large lots, alfalfa and shade;
$20 down and $10 per month.

TO

house, . bath,
sleeping
porch, large front porch, fireplace, colonades, bookcases, built,
fn buffet, hardwood floors, basestoves go with
ment, walks,
hoiif". Hoe
ACHEKSOV
GRIFFITH

B

We still

ElTHSEMEiTS

CLA

Warn.

All

Prices-

-

ST.VHKS

fiupt.

PFTIITKR

&

MiceTi.neou

a A , L'l i '.'K ' siiTi-(lorrnan poile
dogs, age two months. Address C. K.
Forest
Pecos. N. M.
Rnnuer,
Ilarrimnti,
iTs

FT: iTSiiougiit.
soldi ZT-changed and repaired. F.I Paso Cash
Register Co., 212 North Stanton street.
El Pnfln, Texas.
SALE
FOIt
Twenty Ilrnwn Leghorn
cow, horse, harness
liens, one
and wngun, dls1; harrow and piow. Phono
LM02-.I-

cXsiV-Ri'il-

H,

All

Locatjons
State Your Wants to Us.
--

SALE

FOR

VV.

Ridgway,

Motive Power,

Denver,

Real Estate,

Rentals, Insurance, Loans.
321 W. Gold.
Rhono 1(IS.

Colo.

FOR

SALE

AC'dmaled

winter seed wheat, vl'id
Iho acre.
Phono 2114-Ilcilisen. Box 412. city.

Houses

Katired
o
bushel

pure- 70

John

A, Ja- -

' FOH SALE tin,,,! cu'ikliig and eating
PEARS.
Phone 160s"
apples, 2c nnd ,1c a pound; nlso sweet
for canning. Pnone 2417-Rc!il,.
t;0c a gallon, il, livi rfd if desired.
fine condition;
Floyd Miller, ph.. tie 2IH2-.IFOH
SALE
new
South'
Three
Realtors,
rabbit hutches. FOR S A I. K
Eighth.
710 Wist Lead.
h if" uppies; good for
tlomes
FOR SALE-,six-- num
Insurance
4a
brick house, lot
1,
..nl .....I.. tl.n
FOR SALE
7.'xl4J: slinde. fine lorntlon; also 4
Ranches
Rentals
Ladles' bicycle, In good bruised in liatHlliu; prb'e $1 per box.
nuli-order. $18 410 Luna.
six. l'hone
Loans
O. H. Clark, phone
SICE ME fur bargain; four-rooList property with us.
house, FOR SALE Concord
grapes. Bandy's FOR SALE Large assortment ut atlto- university Heights, close to bus line;
l'hone
Ranch, phone 2408.
635
loooiio
no', conn.
'alum, vaiinsoi-terms. ::09 Vassar:
owner.
' RODDY'S MILK; BEST IN TOWN S'--e II. F. Monahan. automobile painting.
SALE One of nicest small houses TRl'hone
2413-nIn I'nlversltt Heights: near ear line.
Heel and arch cushions
SOFT SPOTS
FOR SALE
i:au nrternoons. 121
ForRent-Room- s
Fire Insurance agency. Adprevent fatten Insteps; cures all foot
nm
dress
Arch Supports. Thos,
troubles.
$1.
Planter
FOIt SALE In Helen, three-roo4v;,
house
city
ROOM AND EOARD
F. Keleher Leather Co.. 4'S West Central.
DT3SouThlrno6S
and sleeping porch, for $1,300. Inquire FOR SALE riood
i
apples and pears, at
P. S. Kervls. 1119 South Hleh.
y.
Trnpp-ruiv crti.r, r liiui'e. puoei iiio"n, eici:-trl- o
Dairy, phone l,r,38-UDHM AND HOARD
orchestinn pianos, with slot
No sick. 512 South FOR SALE New
modern
home. $300 FOR SALE
Lady's bicycle, secnnd-lmndown and monthly payments like rent.
values;
phonogreptis; pre-wP'ondway.
The
120
for
J.
ohnp
Gold.
West
A.
Exchange.
action, phono 106 or write
824
quick
Hammond.
Silver.
East
IlOllM AND HOARD, (8 a week.
611
George P. Learnard Piano Co., 214 South
BUY" FROM O W N E
RooriNo
Snuth Tlrosdway.
rV?
will sacrifice
EJNFmTgnaranteed work, phone 1S.34-- J Walter
Cash, flew ftvn.rnnn, t,,.n-- . .
run KENT Riassed-l- n
vltb mission.
porch,
FOR SALE
Water spaniel pupplea; make Foil SALE Watermelons, cantaloupes
honrd.
114 North Mmle.
Inquire 309 South Cornell.
wholesale
or retail;
and toinatois;
groat hunters and retrievers.
Phone
iKOMS AND (JI.AKS sleeping porch with FOR SALE By ownei. subhan home. 2409-ji.
milk
One Jersey
quality guaranteed.
..
four room
Rl,
.tMnlnv n.
hoard: no Pick. 1027 Forrester.
cow. one yearling Jersey heifer.
J. P,
MANZANO GINGER ALE
fruit trees, grape arbor. Postof.
2404-HWilson,
l'OR III.XT Nicely fumlsned rooms with water,
phone
HELPS digestion and a nerve tonic.
nee oox 21
city.
first-clas- s
table board. Phone 1327-W8'?"EKFBCTVT"Atfr6 TOP and SCAT
FOR SALE Three-roo110 South Arno.
house with FOIt SALE Heater, In good condition;
dressing. Effecto Auto Enamel. Vais-ps- r.
chicken house for two hundred chickens
reasonable.
Call after 4 p. m.
609
Valspar Enamel on automobiles.
Large front room and sleep- garage, lights and water. 1205 West East Sliver.
Homestead
Paint.
Plvmomh
Cottage
U.
ing porch an.i board; sultablo for two. Ip.tn
inn rrr
FOR SALE
110 N.irih- Maple.
Five ten-foFloor Paint. Roof Paint and Cement Satgoods
dry
Three-rooFOR
counters.
LeathF.
Thos.
Keleher
assured.
Kahn'a
isfaction
109
front
house,
Apply
Store,
ROOM, POUCH
AND
HOARD, 146 a
and back porches:
er Co.. 40S West Central. Phone IQ57-.dandv orchard North First.
m ntn; tray service: nurse's care If
on a large corner lot; terms. REAL Silk Fashioned
"'
started;
ASnESTOs'llOOFl'TlNT
Phone 1079-depfred.
Hosiery; guaran1224
Virginia boulevard.
e
teed: now four pairs for $3. Phone THIS
paint contains no far,
HOARD
Good home cooking, rates by FOR SALE For ensh
22',2-will
and
only. I will sacripitch or asphalt. Is
the meal or week. Mrs. Knight, corner
fice four, three and
cottages. FOR SALE Quince pears for preserves, stand the hot. dry climate of the west.
Broadway and Gold.
We also have a red. maroon and green
3 cents a
paying better than 20 per cent. Room
Orchard.
pound.
Lynch's
FOR RENT Have lovely vncan,.y for two 7, First Nltlonal Rank building.
Our
1215
Forrester.
paint. All kinds. $1 per gallon.
convalescents. Mrs W. II. Reed, phone FOR SALE A good buy; 57x142 foot lot, FOH SALE
new. bulit-u- p
roofs with pebble finish,
122S-J- .
New Home sewing machine. will
1SS4-406 South Walter.
e
vears.
Phone
twenty-fivlast
renced. city
water, garage, poultry
$8; sews fine. The Exchange, 120 West Tb
Manitano Co.. 110 South wa""
FOR RENT
Have beautiful home for a houses; Income prop-rt- y,
$soo. cash- or Gold, phone 1111.
few young ladles to room ond
terms.
Address C.
care Journal.
board;
d
drop-heaFOR
SALE
D Poiiit
Standard
WAN
rotarv
home atmosphere. 209 North High.
l'OR SALE Dandy tiiree-roocottage.
machine. $12.60. The Exchange, 120
ROOM
on South Walter;
AND
well
In
WANTED
HOARD,
Housework
furnished;
West
If the day. Phone
1111.
Oold.
phone
home: nurse enre. tray service,private
low
1645.
md modern;
priced, nnd very easy FOR SALE
In
cabinet
Phonograph.
?
P"one 178-- J terms. Apply 701 East Santa Fe, phone
stenographer.
style, with forty records: price reason- EXPERIENCED
ROOM AND BOARD
1744-Can accommodate has.
Call at 1113 South High.
a young mnn with mo
FOR KALE 1423 West Central, Sixty ably
arlA
Will take
work.
WANTEli
Laundry
SALE
FOR
Player piano, used, excellent
modern home; private family. SOI South'
nlno foot frontage; pavement all paid
home er bv the day. l'hone 2I01-.v
condition; first
cash
Investigating
house and garage; pries
for: five-rooiier.
sure
to
huver
It.
106.
and decoCLEANING
Painter
take
Phone
I'.M'EI.
RENT
(ilassed sleeping porch, bed $5,800. Inquire 1413 West Central, phont FOH SALE New
rator. Jorn Goodson, phone 624-Singer sewing maroom, and board. In new house, for 728-or pavmei.ts.
chine: cash
Phone WANTED Position bv colored chauffeur,
FOR SALE A snap In a three-rimyoung man convalescent. 1818 East
call 411 East Cemrnl.
ixporience; careful
eighteen
years'
modern furnished cottage, on South 973-2H4-W- .
ideal
$15
all
and
Walter:
or
TYPEWRITERS,
f"r
shophaltliseeker
makes,
up; driver. Phone
FOH RENT
Nlrely furnished front room, man; low
$3 per month. Albuquerque Typewriter
WANTED Position.
by
experienced
priced; easy terms. Apply 701
suitable for one or two, with board, on
Exchange. 122 South Fourth.
driver: in or out t town.
main floor,
rhone H72-W- .
618 West East SanU Fe.
2J1-.7. A. Martin,
SALE
A leal
FOR
and
Used
T,00
FOR SALE
phone
tractors
$1,800;
bargain,
with gang plows.
furHardware CALL HUTCHINSON' for house cleaning
Cash, balance to suit: four-rooTAHLE HOARD Can accommodate two
house, on a corner lot, and car Department. .T. Korber ft Company.
and wall cleaning, floor waxing, paintor three nersons for Tr.enla h
,ha nishedmust
he sold nt once; leaving city. FOR SALE
awecptnr;
chimney
Fresh buttermilk ond cot- ing, kalsomlnlng. and 20S2-Jweek; only a short rldo from town. Mrs line;
.
Kt'l
South
Odd
Call
Edith.
Job Man phone
at
tage cheese; also frosh mtlk In gallon
Fleming, mr, South Cedar, phone 1578-1915-lots.
wants
one
Swavne's
New
cook
homes
WANTED
FOR
SALE
man
Dnlry,
phone
owner;
by
MRS
MARSHALL'S
private home f,7r
i,
824 West Gold; one
with
FO it"" S aTe Coron a typewr tor,
position In hotel, cafe or camp; pastry
convalescents, excellent meals, table 110 North
four-roo210
213
one
a
Address
"Jack,"
Muple;
Aqua
specialty.
Phone
and tray service; reasonable rates. 1107
$30.
case; good
condition;
North Maple; terms. Call 821 West Sil- 2370-Fria street. Santa Fe, N. M.
North Twelth, phone 111-,ver, phono 1949-FOR SALE Typewriters priced rlcht
SPECIAL mtr.n.er rates. $86 per month;
FOR SALE
Homes.
It will bo to your
for quick sale. Wm. Wilcox, 302 1
excellent board.
private room with
interest to see us before purchasing a West Central, phone 900.
AM
sleeping porch and tray aervlca. Bt. home,
overhauled
TY't'KVVtUTHrtS
mak
ns we have a large
list
John's Episcopal Sanatorium, phone 491
and repaired.
Ribbons tor every maAbout 15,000 feet of barbed
to select from.
R, iterts-TurnCo., 21S FOR SALE
chine.
Sales
and
JAMESONS RANCH The place to get West Cold, phono 407
wire fencing
posts.
Realty
Alhuquerriiia Typnwrl r
123 South Fourth.
South Second, phone 669.
Co.,
well; two mil, a from town; free from
phnne 903-pressed brick
dust and smoke; free transportation to PTiR sT&Heautiful
bungalow, five rooms, sleeping porch
and from town; good home cookliit,
and doublo pressed brick garage; Ideal
meals served family style. Phone 223S-.home near shops.
For particulars In- MRS. HEndLCND'S Private Tubercular HUlre 706 South
Third,
Sanatorium for winter; steam heated
stucco
rooma; plenty new blankets; good menls; Foil SALE Small, new, whlto
Kcaullful Adobe Whit Febrile Push Home I am Just flnishtnsf
bouse, with two porches, on full size
d
milk and egrs;
fruits and
our own chickens served; special diet; nerner lot; city water., fenced, outat 308 Harvard avenue; modern In every respict; it's a
electric
$1,600;
buildings,
lights; price
general nursing. Phone 1365-beauty. If you will buy quickly you can save money, and
small payment down, balance to suit.
MRS. MARSHALL'S
private home for Call 1f,24 North Seventh.
paint, tint, and choose your own electric fixtures.

ORJAJLE

National

Investment Co,

A

i ,10-

-

modern home.
very reasonable.

j

lAjm.CTT

In
611

Rt x:n.

1;

H

J.

with Board

fir

ton

TE

ion

;l7N:'!tIl';l'-

TYPEWRITERS

lit

HAVE YOU SEEN THAT

convalescents; largo, airy rooms, sleeping porches, furnace heat, tablo and tray
service; general nursing; on car line;
rates $50 per month and up. 1107 North
Twelfth, phone 11C1-- J
FOR HEALTH SEEKERS
Furnished
rooma with sleeping porches, hot and
cold water In each room: ateam .heat; excellent board; tray eervlc-- ; graduate
nurse In attendance; prices reasonable
Onsa do Oro, 809 and 613 West Gold.

AUTOMOBILE?.
FOR BALK Light Ford truck, first-clas- s
condition. 207 North Arno.
5
FOR SALE
$ti00;
Light Hulck,
Ford touring car. 118 West Gold.
EXPERT RADIATOR REPAIRING. O.
K. Sheet Metal Works, 217 North, Third.
5
FOR 8ALE
Uulck touring car;
first-clas- a
Co.,
condition. Uond-Dlllo- n
city.
FOR SALE OR TRADE Ford Sedan
body, in good condition. 321 South
Second.
FOIt KALE 1921 Dodge touring car;
will take a lot In trade. Inquire at
309 Cornell.

WILL trade
car for rooming house or as
payment on one. Address 0. J., carepart
Journal.
SAVE 60 to 75 per cent on used parts,
difetc.; full stock for over twontv-flv- e
ferent cars. Mcintosh Co., 311 West
FOR SALE Large assortment of automobile paints, varnishes and colors.
See It. F. Monahan, automohtle painting,
702 South Second; phone 651-FOR MALE Be'guln
in used Cadlllao
touring car, good
condition; Dodge
Bros.' louring car, Dodge Pros.' roadster,
Ford sedan and truck. J. Korber & Co.,
Dodge Hros. Dealer, phone 783.

FOU

SALE

Well-bui- lt
by
practical
$(175 cash,
or bent offer, buyi
and ftTaued-l- n
sleeping: porch
Electric and city water. The bett in
town for healthseekers.
Palmer. 1812
Hnnfh High, phone 17'iS-FOR SALE In
south highlands, new
three-roocottage; two lance screened
in porches, oak floors throughout, built-i- n
features; a real buy: very amnll payment down, balance like rent. 701 Easi
n a Fe. or ph one fi fl 3.
KOTt
new modern
BALE ify
ownpr,
five-roohouj, elegantly furnished;
fine location; priced to sell; enme and
nee It If you want to buy a new furnished
hmife: also extra lot. 111S Pnuh Fdtfh.
1,2:,0 each, four 6mai,
FOH SALE At
block South Ninth;
houses on 600
owi.cr must sell; city water and electric
In
each
house worth $1,750;
all;
lights
on terms.
City rapidly spreading that
direction.
City P.ealty Company, Realtors. !07 West Ortd, ph..ne 6fi7.
FOR SALE New frame, two lare rooms
and large sleeping porch, entirely completed with attractive and useful built-i- n
features to accommodate a family or
m ke a cozy home for two; finished In
enamel and dark oak ith linoleum to
match; on a GO by 1 a lot; completely
f need for poultry
with ditch water
piped In for garden and comented outfor
buildings
pouultry. coat and work
house, 11,750 on term; exceptional bargain
for cash. 1411 North Sixth.

builder,

I'm about to build one or two nice homes on my lot corner Luna circle and New York avenuo. If you want a home
built to your own fancy In Inis fine location see me today.

ZAPF
rhono

1414-R-

Lots Now On Sale in the New

Choice level lots, city water, ditch water.
Buy one of
these lots and pay rent to ypurself, you will be surprised
how soon you will own a home. Let us show you the
lots today and begin building at once.
Only $20 Down and $10 per Month.

PERSONAL

McMillion

FOH

DRESSMAKING

Residence 1021 W. New York Ave.
Office, Second anil Gold.

Phono M0.

PRIVATE DETKCTI VB, call 1617.
J. V. BHASF1ELD watch, clock and
Jewelry work. 115 South Pecmd.
ANYONE desiring silver work done
bring It to the Indian Silversmith. 41 J
South Second.
UENMHAI, and obstetrical nursing wanted by professional nurse; rates reasonl'hone 1146.
FOR A GOOD used car come and tee able,
Private- - pupils; teacher Is exwe
WANTKD
what
have and those we have listed
for sale. Oden Bulck Company, Fifth and
perienced and specially trained for
Oold, phone 1200.
primary grades; good certificates2313-J- and
.
references, on application. Phone
119 North Elm.
HOURS QUALITY
CARS
A LARGE STOCK to choose from at all
times. A demenstratton will satisfy
HOBBS MOTOR CO.. phone 434.
you.

.

&

Wood, Realtors

206 West Gold.

$4,000.00
buy a six room modern house, modern except
heat, located close In on South Walter street. It has aa
oast front, lawn, trees and hedge, with garage and other
out buildings.
Will

West Central.
Work
WANTED Dressmaking.
anteed. 1500 North Fifth.
FOU SALE We have a 1920 Chandler FASHIONABLE) dressmaking; references.
touring car In A- -l condition: excellent
515 East Central.
Phnne 1901-tires, etc.; owner must leave town and KIKST-CLASdressmaking, work guarwill make a big sacrifice to meet seven
818
South
anteed.
Walter, phone 1667-- J.
dollar mortgage due October 1st,
WANTED Real Estate hundred
1923.
Pee this cur before buying: come PLEATING,
accordion, side and box;
215
North
mall orders. N. Crane,
IF YOU have buslncsa property for sale, today and make an offer, Mcintosh Auto
vo. 311 West Copper,
list It with McMlllluo
Crane Apartment!, phone
Wood,
Eleventh,
513-1- 5

lit

.WILLIAM J. LEVERETT, Realtor
Thone 110.

SIS

West Gold.
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PLEA MUD

pract! pally all loaded at Galveston
and New Orleans. Another ship
loaded on the Pacific coast, the
I' Kstliei- - Dollar," is about due at
'Constantinople, bringing over 2,000
Uons of supplies contributed by the
stenerous people on the Pacific
(coast.
Thousands In Ratw
next visit was to Karakalis
Armenia, where the
Oust Relief maintains a groun
and a hostiital. w
found one lono American n charge

FOB

RELIEF WORK IN

CASH

the

Orders Delivered for 10c

508 West Central.

Albuquerque's
Finest

Always
Worth

Theater

While

WIN GAME

CLASSES FORMED

SANTA FE BY

CITY SCHOQ
FOR PART

5 TO 3 S GORE!

A

anywhere. The rags the pco-- 1
r
;Ve have. t0 wear are absolutely in- 01
r eOpie.
Idescribable.
rlOpe
Again and again as
jthe train, which was furnished frpr
"We plead with generous hearted by the Soviet Government, carried
Albuquerque Grays wiped out the
America to continue with her won-u- s
over this desolated land, we sting of their defeat last week by
distressed thanked God for the old clothes
Idorful relief work
at Santa Fe yesChristians in lie .Near East. Es campaign that had been conducted taking the agame
score of 0 to 3. The
by
rc'ief
the more in America this spring for these terday
tin's
work
is
pecially
from start to fin- was
came
snappy
necessary now that Greece is en-- 1 people.
iish
was featured by two home
"At Alexandropol the. Immensity runs.and
gaged in a final dvuih strugglo with
Gallegos of the Grays, clout
the Turks fur the relief of the op of the work being done by the Near
ing out one and Ellsasser of Santa
pressed in the .Near Knst, such were East Relief fully dawned upon us
it.
tho sentimenti, expressed by the.also the terrible need for n. mneh Fe, duplicating
As far as a pitchers' duel was
venerable patriarch,
Nieolni, at larger relief program- On the staGomez of Hnntn, Ke, had
Constant iiimdo, the head of the tion platform we saw men fall from aconcerned,
bit lite best of the argument with
e
llreok I'rihadux eliui'eh, in an
exhaustion
starvation. At the cor- .Salazar us he struck out 14 men to
which
recently had with ner of the station we looked into Salazar's five and only allowed six
Mm," declared K. Guy Talbott, the face of a child who hnd hist hits to Salazar's nine.
In errors,
western director for the Americati ,iied from starvation, the little body
Fe had the best of the argu111115
race up in tne torrid sun, .Santa
licnei in me .e.u ji.ui, .u
lying
ment having one to Albuquerque's
his lecture at t bo Congregational awaiting tho coming of the
h
tour.
vcruenlay.
wagon." Every night this black
Grays
Tho problem of yiving release to, wagon makes its grewsome rounds
AB. It. It. PO A. E.
the oppressed is a political problem :at Alexandropol, gathering up those Mose
0
4
3
0
if
Chavez,
and as such it docs not concern the who have fallen dead on the streets
0
2
0
4
0
0
cf
Parent),
Mr
Relief
Near East
organization,'
the night
0
0
during
n
.
.
110
A.
lb
Chavez,
Is
Talbott, who has Just returned from
an old Russian
0
1
0
1
"Alexandropol
4
0
Sb
la visit to the Near East, stated, army post. There are three groups Salazar,
1
6
3
c
"Hut the .Near East J'.elief does ons of barracks, each group occupied C. Krvin, ss . . . 4 2
"
0
piece of work it. relieves tho dis- by six thousand children. Such a Gallegos,
4
2
2
Man. Chavez. i;b :;
litniof
thousands
countless
of
tress
0
II
sight!" The remnant of a nation
II
2
3
If
homeless lime, children, and. doomed to extinction! And every Teller.
1
0
0
0
0
4
.
hundreds of thousands of destitute one of these children would today Ray Salazar, p
be dead, were it not for the gen- refugees.
0
4
9
27
6
34
Totals
The Near East Relief has nojerosity and humanity of great
I'e
Santa
mednot
docs
and
hearted America. They are fed and
politic,! opinions
All. P.. H. PC A. E.
die with political policies, hence it housed now and old Glory floats
Hemps' v, 2b . 4 0(I 01 17 12 00
is respected by all the diverse poabove them, and they nre safe now J.
Rivera, lb . .
litical factions in tho various gov- from the Turks who aro only a few
ss . . . 5 0 1 0 :j 0
ernments where it operates. In versts away, for Soviet Russia has A. Rivera, c
4
0
0
0
0
5
Quintana,
BeKast
tho
Near
to
said
0
Constantinople,
Turkey "Thus far shalt
5
I 2 1
cf
lli
has the complete
thou come, and no farther," and Alford,
0
1
0
0
0
3
If
d
of the
2
(I
High Commis- has put a stop to the massacre of Martinez,
2
t
2b . .
Ellsasser,
auinnocents.
sion, particularly the British
0
0
Berardinelli, rf . 2 0 0
thorities. In the Interior of Turkey
"Tho great buildings at Alexan- Holman,
0
0
0
0
0
rt
it is permitted by tho Government
dol0
2
0
4
0
dropol which cost millions of
0
of Mustafa, Kemal i'asha, and in lars do not cost the Near East Re- Gomez, p
some places has tho active
1
lief one penny, nor to any other
8
3 6 27
33
Totals
of the local Turkish chiefs. buildings in which relief work is
By
innings:
ReIn the Caucasus the Near East
carried on. It was an Inspiring
022 010 000 o
lief has the fullest possible
sight at the Cossakl Post to Bee Grays
010 100 010 3
Santa Fe
from the Soviet govern- - 6,000 girls at one time on the paTwo-bas- e
hit Manuel
Summary:
rade ground, cheering tho Ameri- Chavez.
A.
Three-bas- e
hits
can flag. It was likewise most in
runs
Homo
Dempsey.
Chavez,
spiring at the Polygon Post to see
Sacrifices
Ellsasser.
15,000 boys doing the same thing. Gallegos,
Parenti, C. Ervin. Stolen bases C
Other thousands would have been Ervin,
Gallegos, Teller, Alford,
there, had they not beeu quaran- Martinez, Elsasser. Left o.: bases
tined on account of cholera.
Santa Fe, 11. Earned
"America can well be proud of Grays, 7;
5; Santa Fe. 3. Struck
what she is doing for these chil- runsC,rays,
5; by Gomez, 14.
ont Bv
dren of America," Mr. Tulbott de- First on Salazar,
balls Off Salazar. 4; off
"And
God
clared,
America,
surely
3.
'
Hit by pitched ball By
1
Gomez,
fearing and liberty loving, will
Holman).
continue to support the great work Salazar (Martinez,
of the Near E..t Relief."

with
school board In
the federal government can still
enroll, Superintendent John Milne
Enrollment
last
stated
night.
should be made with Miss Myrtle
E. Plant, who has charge of tho
part time work and whoso office
is located in Annex S of the high
school building.
The part time classes are being
held for tho special benefit of
persons above school age, or who
tho high
have not completed
school work and who, although
working, can find some time each
week to devote to the typo of
studies which will do them the
most good.
A largo number of studies are
carried In the part time courses.
Persons In almost any lino of
business can find soma studies
which will prove helpful, Superintendent John Milno pointed out
A special course in
last night.
horn economics has been started
which is proving very popular.
As the courses are for the express purpose of serving persons
who aro working, those in charge
of the classes make every effort
to arrange each class to suit tho
individual, some persons taking
only one hour of class work each
week.
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A Triangle

Story of the
Tricolor

"FOX NEWS"

Topics of the Day.

HAROLD LLOYD Ifi COMEDY
REGULAR ADMISSION PRICES

fa'

REPORTED MISSING

Wednesday

I

I

THE BERT LEVEY
VAUDEVILLE STARS
AT CRYSTALT0M0RR0W

LOCAL ITEMS

After spending the summer In
Boston, Miss Weinande Favorite is
Among the new acts included on
in the city for a Bhort visit. She the big vaudeville bill that is
will leave for Denver soon to re- 1 Hiked to
open at the Crystal Opera
sume her study of music.
Roscoe Hill, wife and daughter. House, September 19, is that of the
who are here from Nicaragua, are A,l'in' Entertainers offering "Swiss
and Music." This is
visiting at the home of Mr. and Alpineof Hinging
t!le
Mrs. J. W. Wilson. Mr. llll was!nne
original atid de- a member of the faculty "ghtful pinging and musical turns
formerly
that has been enp,aged for the cir- of the University of New Mexico.
W. E. Bauer, who has been In tuit in many months. Each mem
Canada
relatives and ber of the troupe is an individual
visiting
friends for the past three months, artist with a charming personality.
Mantnn and Gates have a "Comedy
returned to the ci'.y yesterday.
and Talking Skit" that is
Miss Wclthoa Graham, grand- .Singing
a gem of its kind. Thso artists
daughter of Mrs. W. T. McCreight. have won a large personal
follow
left yesterday for Boston, Mass.,
as a result of their clever turn.
where she will resume her studies ing
naze
is
as
lulled
the "Ac--o- f
MPiiings
at the New England Conservatory
Whistlers." Jler selections are
of Music.
novel and sure to
to the
Undersheriff Fred Fornnff return most discriminating appeal
of vaudeville
ed from Santa Fe yesterday where! audiences.
Mecl.er
and
Reed will
ne nas spent the past few days on contribute ns their
n "Noveltv
official business
in connection Singing and Talkingshare
with the hearings before the fed- gem of its kind. Adv.Art" that is a
eral grand Jury.
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Osteopathic and
IMione .11.!

treatments.

SMALLEST TEACHER
T
TXT

'
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t
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rypp RAiom
IWHOl

GUN

TOTING POPULAR
WITH BOX CAR HOBOES
R. Y. OFFICERS CLAIM

Theaters Today

Desi-tiari-

W

..

o

COUNTY GRAND JURY
MEETS THIS MORNING

X

Members of the county grand
jury which meets this morning at
the court house at 10 o'clock will
probably investigate at least ID
criminal cases, Sheriff Tony Ortiz
siatea jesteiaay.
the past
week tho sheriff's force has been
busy serving subpoenas, many of
which were to remote sections of
the county

'

'

.Miss Ruth Putman.

Miss Ruth Putman, Youngstown,
O., school teacher, claims the miJ- get teacher championshin ol I'.i
United States. She measures just
four feet, nine inches, a.lowing for
high heels and a nig.! coiffure,
Mjgs putman j, gfraid of neither
:?
8ays 80-- , Her
are ss large,
Nestor Candelarla
near Atriseo
rpr doha." ,?he- - It S all m
several
days ago. the greater tho
she
J
it,"
says, "and
number of the cases to come be- h""w napoleon, was just u
fore the grand jurv are for as- mite
than
tal,Er
sault and small thefts. The petit
jury will convene next Monday.
C. II. tOWF.I;. M. I. I. O.
Osteopathic Specialist,
DEATHS AND FUNERALS
Stern Bldg. Tel. "01 J. 3U5.W.
BUTLER Tho body of Miss Ida
Public Stenographer,
Butler, who died nt her home, 223
Room 8. Melini Itlilg. I'h. 303.
North High street. Friday, was
shipped to Cornish, Me., yesterday.
C. T. French was In
nit. FRANK r MacCHACKIIN.
charge.
UK.
IAISV
II. Mart RICkE.J.
Physicians.
Corsages,
Wedding
bouquets. K. P OsteopathicPhone
Office 89 T
Building.
Ives. Phone 733.
Resilience 89-.-
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E. Guy Talbott

A Story of the Southwest
ADDED ATTRACTIONS
Pathe Review Current Events
Regular Prices

OONTINCOCS

the north there was only one person the
of
the
forest feared. All of the rest loved
angel
her and would give their lives to come to her aid.
The story is told by
Ill all of

FIRE

CORINNE GRIFFITH
IN

Platte, S. D.. Sept. 17. A destructive fire that originated In a
building at tho rear of the Wilson

hotel hero destroyed two blocks
of business houses and thn St.
station
Paul passenger
at 4
o'clock this morning.
Only the
Tribune newspaper office and one
other small concrete building remain north of where the Wilson
hotel stood on the cast side of
the street. The fire swept through
a block wide and also destroyed
a hardware store south of the ho-

TO 11 P. M.

1

LAST TIME TODAY

SWEEPS PLATTE, S.D.

"A Virgin's Sacrifice"
Big Snow scenes, real fire spectacles, thrilling
fights and a story full of heart throbs and love
interests that will appeal to every human being.
Added Attraction:

m

"KICK

tel.

York, Sept. 17. On the
that will represent the east
tennis matches at
in the
WANTED
the West Side club at Forest Hills,
N. Y.. next Friday and Saturday
to
will probably be in addition
Salesladies at
I'liiled One Cent to One Dollar
Capt. R. Norris Willlanu, William
T. Tilden II of Philadelphia, VinStores Co.
and
cent Richards of Yonkers
York.
New
Crystal Opera House Tomorrow Francis T. Hunter of
Capt. William M. Johnston of
night the Bert I,evey Vaudeville
company will open an engagement San Francisco, leader of the team
DUTCH BULBS
of two nights at this theater, In a ronresentitisr the west, expects to
good program of vaudeville stunts. play with thj Kinsey brothers.E.
Willis
and
and
Howard,
Robert
Tulips, Hyacinths, - Daffodils.
all of San Francisco.
IjjtIc Theater Repeating today Davis,
between Mrs. Molla Order Now for Fall Planting.
A match
for the last time the picture, "A
BJursted
Wallory of New York,
Virgin's Sacrifice," with Corinne national
women's
champion, and
Griffith as the star; also repeating
Raymond F. Bloom
Miss Mary IC. Browne of Los Anthe comedy, "Kick in High Life,
Phone 2107-- J
geles, runner up last year, is defiin tw o reels.
nitely assured the I'nifed States
Lawn Tennis association announcPastime Theater The "William ed today, and there is a possibility
Fox picture, "Honor First," with that these two stars
y pair with
John Gilbert as the star, is being Tilden and Johnston in a mixed
Harold
also
tho
contest.
repeated today;
doubles
DYl'ltS AND HATTERS
n
matches have been
Lloyd comedy, and the "Fox News"
RPO CLEANING
pictures.
played In this annual contest since
4511.
and Gold

ments of Georgia end Armenia, and
these two Soviet republics are at
present controlled by tho Central
iiussian Soviet at Moscow.
"In Constantinople and vicinity."
.Mr. Talbott explained, "the Near
East Relief is caring lor about
children, over hait of them in
Local committees of
orphanages.
the nationalities involved, for exGreeks and
ample, Armenians,
Juws( are in actual charge of these
orphanages and other institutions.
The policy of the Near East Relief
in the Constantinople area is lo encourage t lie peoplo to help themselves in every possible way. The VRMOK OF CltrSADtKS
Near East Relief supervises and
SEEN IX THE PICTlllE.
subsidizes the work, of special in"A VIRGIN'S SACRIFICE'
terest is the hospital work, particu
larly the hospitals for the treat- A pretty scene
In "A Virgin's
Client of trachoma, the dread eye
disease of the Orient, The famous Sacrifice," which will be shown at
the Lyric theater, for the last time
nospitai conducted by a woman
Miss Cushman, carts for several today, shows Corinne Griffith as a
hundred of these pitiful child vic- maid in the days of knighthood,
tims of trachoma. Thero is an- and two knights, played by Curtis
other similar hospital at Ismid, fifty Cooksey and George McQuarrle,
miles east of Constantinople on a fighting for her. It is a
bay of the Sea of jlarniora, con but well done, and takes one out
ducted by the American Woman's of the commonplace Into the picturesque and romantic background
hospitals.
of days gone by.
.ships liring Supplies
For thuse scenes costumes which
"At Uerindje, 'near lamid, the
of the
Near East Relief has several great belonged to a collection
period
warehouses, where the ships bring- were of crusaders and crusades
ing supplies from America aro un- costumeborrowed by the Vitagraph
department of a private
loaded. At this place wu saw tho
pitiful spectacle, of several hun museum.
costume
The
worn by Cooksey is
dred boys sleeping on stone floors
without any beds but boards. These one worn by a famous crusader
children were driven out of Barda-zag- - who went to the Holy Lands In
across the Bay of lsmid, a few search of the Holy Grail and pernights before, Just prior to a battle formed many daring deeds.
That worn by McQuarrie was at
between the Greek and Turk forces.
At the same time some fifteen thou- ono time in possession of one of
It was
sand adults were deported from France's oldest families.
Harduzag, and twice that number worn when William tho Conqueror
from Ismid. There are many sto- made his siege upon Harold, tho
Saxon, and defeated him in the
ries that might be told of the
of the American workers during Battle of Hastings.
Corinne Griffith's gown Is printhe tragic scenes attending these
cess effect of Iridescent
opalescrecent deportations.
'.Many thousands of Greeks and ence. A girdle of Iridescent bead
in
front
and
fastens
work
Armenians were massacred here in
hangs In
sash. A long train, at the end
laiu. Now there is not a Greek nor
an Armenian in all this wonderfully of which is fringe of pearl beads
this
fertile and beautiful region, except and long sleeves, complete
the children who are tho wards of creation of tho fifteenth century.
the Near East Relief, and who are Her hair hangs loose and is held in
protected by the Stars and Stripes-A- place by a wide band of gold cloth
American destroyer lies in the embroidered with pearls. The neck
harbor at lsmid and is a silent Is cut low and the whole makes
warning to the Turks not to violnte the star appear more charming
the American flag nor molest the than usual and proves that clothes
American workers and their help- do not make the woman, but that
less charges.
beauty at any period Is enhanced
by the wardrobe.
Reported Into Interior
"As we traveled up tho Black
Sea, we saw the places where even GILBERT DOUBLES I'P
now the Greek population is being
IN THE NEW WM. FOX
deported into the interior of AnaPICTIJtE "HONOR FIRST'
tolia, We made a brief stop at
Treblzond where the Near East Re"Honor First," a William Fox
lief maintains a hospital and two feature with John Gilbert as star,
orphanages. For many months the has been called by certain review-er- s
faithful workers here had not seen
one of the great
of the
an American. They told a terrible year not only frompictures
an artistic
tho
of
needs
of
the
story
hut In the uniform
helpless
women ami children whoso hus- standpointof thn acting. Gilbert
bands and fathers had just been de- plays a dual role twin brothers,
ported. It was rumored that soon both soldiers of France In the
all the women would also bo de- world war, but diametrically oppoported. What happens to thesis de- site In character and disposition.
portees when they reach the in- One Is
the other while
terior, can only bo surmised in tho llvered.
light of the history of similar deGilbert has been a star for only
portations, during the past few a short time. Ha has, however,
yearR,
made srreater strides than any
"Perhaps the most thrilling and other plnyer appearing on the silinteresting work being done by the ver sheet.
Although an nctor of
Near East Relief is the work in the marked
when first cast for
Caucasus. A few days ago we were a stellar ability
as
role, his
in Batonm, tho Caucusus Black Sea witnessed In his Improvement,
present vehicle, Is
port. There were three ships then declared to be most remarkable.
in that port, unloading relief sup"Honor First" Is being repeated
plies that had just arrived from today at tho Lyric theater. Rcnce
America. One of these boats "The Adorer, a very charming young achatchet" carried 4,200 tons of re- - tress, Is leading woman with 011- lief supplies, food and clothing, bert,
U

DESTRUCTIVE

"The White Rider"

Is
Telegraph communication
EAST AND WEST NET
cut off temporarily and the local
is practically
MATCHES TO BE HELD
telephone system
out of commission.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
The loss has not been estimated.

2

HIGH LIFE"

Part Comedy

Regular Prices.

New

"IV Theater Joe Moore, as the
leading star In "The White Rider,"
will leave the "B" theater after the
last show tonight, the picture being
repeated; also repeating the "Current Events" pictures and the
"Pathe Review" scenes.

cut-bac- k.

Gun toting is becoming popular
with the box car hobo, according
to special agents of the Santa Fe
railway here. Large numbers of
hoboes are beating their way in
all directions nmv, officials claim,
and the majority of them are!
armed.
Officer
I.uis
Special
Reach;
made three arrests of alleged hoboes last night and found all
three of them toting guns, he
claims. The guns ranged from a
dainty .V! calibre which Miss II
Tiny Cabral is said to have carried, to a regular old st.lo shooting iron said to have been in the
possession of Willie Veehnak, who
was taken into custody bv officers
whom he told he was on his way
from Montana to California. With
.Miss
Cabral was Frank Cabral,
irom whom officers said they removed a wicked looking automatic.
All three of the prisoners were
placed in the county jail and will
be given preliminary hearings be.
fore Justice of the Peace'
Montoya in Old Albuquerque
today.

I

JOE MOORE
IN

Persons desiring to enroll In
the part time classes being con- in a large number of
ducted
branches of study by the city

"dead-clitirc-

rTn.

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

Pitches
Steady Special Courses of Study
But Gomez Out- Arranqed for Persons
Over School Ape or Who
points Him; Gallegos and
Desire Special Instruction
Ellsasser Clout Homers.

i

JOHN GILBERT
The Star of Monte
L'risto in

Till

LAST TIME TODAY

Ball,

I'm-th-

TODAY AND TOMORROW

THEATRE

L'

Salazar

Throughout the Country;
Relief
American
Onlyted

Phone 28

STORE,

SSS
Su5jfr
Jf.
mr'k'B0V

Starvation and Death Stalk

fS

ill

'

The canning of grapefruit is an industry only a
year or two old but is destined to grow in magnitude. Canned in Florida where the sweetest and
juiciest grapefruit grow, unless, perhaps the Isle
of Pines.
It is inexpensive as compared to the fresh
fruit at this season of the year. Used in anyway
you would use the fresh fruit.

WARD'S

a mm

A

September 18, 1922.

east-we-

st

CERRILLOS ll'MP
C'KRRILLOS EGG
GALLUP LIMP
ANTHRACITE
(All sizes)
CEDAR & PINION
WOOD & KINDLING
COKE
FACTORY WOOD

IP IT'S ITEL
WE HAVE IT.
A

KIND FOR EVERY

PCrt POSE

l'l'RNACE,

RANGE, STOVE, BASE
BURNER, FIREPLACE.

PHONE 91. HAHN COAL CO.

1 1:1

Guys Transfer and

Fifty-seve-

'r.

Phone

it began In 1915. the cast having!
thirty-on- e
and the west twen

won

tlth

anywhere.
Phone 371
Night Phones

ty-si-

BtSTXE TO RETT It N
Paris, Sept. 17 (by the Assoc!- ated Press). "Tho return of the
bustle by next spring," Is the defi- nlte prediction, regarded as a threat
in some quarters, Just made by tne
fashion experts. These style creators base their forecast on the
present trend In waistline designs
and character. Skirts are now be
ing made with hip panniers of wire
or cane and have been very pop
ular.

Gentry's eggs, 60c; for sale at
groceries.
Beautiful ferns. Ives Greenhouses. Phono 7S2.

1

Let Us Send a Man
To replace that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phone 421. 423 North First.

-'(

20;ia-- J

cluded.

8:',

South Second
and IliOO--

NORTH FIFTH
Phono Ifllt--

WHY SUFFER
with sand and dust when you
can have comfort by installing
Piece Metal Weather
Strip:
For
guaranteed satisfactory.
1742-see
or
prices phone
R. P. Thomas at 1008 Forrester avenue.

Phone

To be prepared for your
Christmas gift giving is a joy.
Why not come to our shop and
let us help you to make your
gifts. A touch of hand work
was never more used and apWe have the newpreciated.
est in everything to show you.
We
We use
threads.
have a finished model of nearlesWo give
ly every article.
sons free. We do all kinds of
picture framing.

PURE MILK

or cream, quality SHOE
REPAIRING
belter than city
CLASS
MATERIAL AND
FIRST
health requirements. Delivered
WORKMANSHIP
dally In any quantity to any part
of tho city. Butler's Dairy. Phone

421

Ulll'--

V.

Gordon Landon's
Shade Shop

Central.

RENT A CAR
Drive It Yourself New Fords
and Dodges, Coupes and Sedans
ALBUQUERQUE
DRIVER LESS CAR CO.
Cars Delivered.

"THE ART SHOP"

leading

Want Ads Bring Quick Results

Storage

anything, any time and

We haul

FOR RENT
New furnished modern rooms
at IS, ?10 and $15; linens in-

Shades made to order.
(Victor Luxor Hand-Mad- e
Cloths)
Kirsh Curtain Rods
Phone lfl I
415 North Sixth

GALLUP

LUMP
EGG
NUT

The very best on the market

Superior SERVICE and SATISFACTION

Coal Supply and Lumber Company
4 Phones 5. Wm. R.

Walton, President and Manager

Whole milk
Rnarantced

2405-R-

City Electric Shoe
Shop

5.

To Exchange
for Real Estate, a good touring car, valuo $500. Call at 104
and 106 So. 6th St. Phone 039

MOVED
Six Doors North to
201 SOUTH SECOND.

C. O. Wiseman
Watchmaker. Jeweler and
Engi aver.
25 Tears Experience

Indies' naif Soles
mid

Soles

Heels

Men mid Women

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER
7.1c

Rubber

$l.lo

40e
Heels
Men's Sewed Soles
0(e
FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Quick Service.
213 South Second
Phone 507--

GALLUP

AUCTION SALE

LUMP

Omera Mi,

19

SOLTII A UNO STREET SALE STARTS
PROMPTLY AT 2:0 P. M.
Six rooms of Afurniture to go to the highest bidder for
cash. Note tho following articles to be sold:
3 dressers,
chiffoniers, dining table, burfet and leather chain vj match.
3 9x12 rugs,
8 rockers, combination
ladies'
desk, 4
bookcase,
beds, springs and mattresses, heater, porch swing, kitchen
cabinet, kitchen table and Majestic range, fruit jars. 7x9 tent,
carpenter tools, garden tools, dishes and cooking utensils, and
a big lot of other articles not mentioned.
Now, If you want house furnishings you can not afford to
miss this sale. These goods are l, and have not been used
by sick and are goods that you will like If you see them.
Come early and bring your friends.
Don't think because this
sale Is In the Highlands that it Is sick people for It is not.
are
They
leaving the city.
AT 1220

-l

A--

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

burns with even heat.

FOGG, The Jeweler
Watches, Jewelry.
Diamonds,
Highest Quality. Lowest Prices
Opposite Postofflce.
118 South Fourth.

FOR SALE
Two nice

houses, twenty-fiv- e
foot lots, two rooms each,
sleeping porches, north part of
town, good location. Bee 8
Kahn, 109 North FlrBt, cash or

terms.

Superior Lump

SUGARITE

(Heaters and Furnaces)

AZTEC FUEL
COMPANY
Phone
L.

251

Joe Miller, Prop.

I'CJI W Cb?0

CCA1

CEDAR

SWASTIKA
GALLUP

PINON
wood,
Split
Kindling, Fireplace logs
WOOD

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY
Phone 35

'

